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Home Manures. 
\ writer to the I tica Herald puts this 
question in good shape as follows: 
The most successful farmers within the 
writer's acquaintance are those who make 
the most home-made manure, who depend 
mainly upon sod. a heavy turf, which 
means heavy crops, whether of grass or 
of grain, if the soil is inverted. Here, all 
the way from seventy to a hundred tons 
per acre of rich material is turned down 
to root and form pabulum for the crops to 
succeed, and of a nature exactly suited to 
plant growth, containing all the proper- 
ties. being in fact a reproduction in the 
growth. Here no art is necessary to com- 
post nr select for the different soils, adapt- 
ing manure to ground or product. Sod 
-upplemented by the manure of stables, 
answers all the purposes, and is of a high 
fertility, lacking but little of the highest 
.! the manures are kept under cover so as 
:o retain and concentrate their strength. 
\li the elements are always in good pro- 
portion. Il only need.- applying proper- 
ip. vi hat is made, on all the land, the soil 
■ liginalh (in its mineral composition) 
iml materially defective, which embraces 
;u'-I of our drift and all our alluvial soil. 
V i i* 1 t his inode can be prosecuted success 
1 ally I'm an indelinile period. We know 
imis on which it has been practiced, un- 
interruptedly. I'm more tliuu thirty years, 
hole adjoining land has been iucorpo- 
ated. sometime of a reduced and almost 
orthless character, and. in a few years, 
made as good as the l est, the whole t'orm- 
tig the inosi success,hi, the most protita- 
e farming w iihiu I In w filer's knowledge, 
•iitiiiuing. nnabatodli its high yields up 
In the present. We see more or less of 
1 his all io er oar dairy section. 
It needs Iml concentration, and adoji- 
■‘ii I the full method, to reach the 
ghost sucee. s in farming : this is be- 
lli so the manure is obtained cheaper, 
ml a full use is made of it all the land 
.11 bear. 
The Exterior of Barns. 
Many tanners arc now about to civet 
■unis, and tlie inquiry is often made as 
tile !"-sl entering m- exterior, ( lose 
ti malm's line that. a matter of ei'on- 
• ui ■ it heaper io use rough, unpaint- 
ird '. and to renew them when time 
mo weather li.it e destroyed them. The 
uiiTi'st mi the cost of planing and jtaint- 
m would more than keep up the rough 
■ ling Tor ornamental barns, however. 
»• painting is .adopted, not for economy, 
u for good looks. We hat e for years 
iopted another mode, tvhieh possesses 
advantages of both modes, without 
tin drawbacks of either. The eovering 
cheap, durable and neat in appearanei'. 
\\ emplo; hemlock inch-siding, as it 
mueli cheaper than pine. The lumber 
dealei can easily procure hoards miifonn- 
a loot wide, or nearly so, by giving 
mi the order in advance. If not suf- 
eieiitly seasoned, they remain on the 
aiding some months before the battens 
: e applied, file latter tlien do not split 
the contraction. Tortile battens, the 
"/st six-inch tcnce hoards are selected 
id run through a slitting mill; or wider 
■aids would do equally well, if as clear 
" lie slit to a proper width. If the car- 
penter does his work neatly, and there 
re projecting eaves with brackets the 
aiding will have a handsome ornanieii- 
appearance w lien finished. 
I o render liie whole more durable than 
painting, apply a heavy coaling of 
aide petroleum with a whitewash brush. 
This will not cost a tenth part of paint, 
id ill do much 1 letter. A sufficient 
[amity of the dark-colored or heavy 
tiolemn will give a rich brown color to 
ii wood, and prevent tin dingy color of 
id weather-discolored hoards. If this is 
i sufficiently good looking, add one 
■at of light In own Avprill paint, and you 
"ill have .c- handsome a hum as any 
■ "imaoti painting could give it. at far 
■ -s eo.-i. and laUing an ordinary 1 iIV-- 
me. fill- uuplaned surface will rather 
iii l" I lie ornamenial elfert. ji.'ountn 
•'■iitlemuli. 
A Kurin Holler. 
Agricultural writee.- for nearly a cen- 
haek liat'e extolled the field roller as 
!' "I the most essential implements of 
hrm. and farm experience lias sub 
mated the many claims made for it. 
i 'i crushing clods and lumps. Unis per 
rming one of the most important lime 
a- in preparing a good lied for the ro- 
ption of si-eds. the roller has no ef- 
■ lent siilist itut e ; the harrow and brush 
well in their way but in some con- 
t ions of soil are of comparatively little 
ltolling alter seeding effects a pur- 
equally important, as the roller 
ngs finely pulverized soil ill contact 
tli tlie seed, rendering germination 
!uin and rapid. 1 tv the use of the 
'Her, land seeded down to meadow is 
ade level and m admirable shape for 
io mow ei and hoi -e rake, 
t'a dille land is left smooth, sightly, 
id tietler lilted for ane.enand luxiii'i- 
tin grow lb ol gras In a season of drouth, 
land that has been thoroughly oiled vv ill 
utter far less than that of the same qual- 
p \ unrolled, for it better resists ev aporu- 
in. The enlightened farmer of to-day 
oiild as soon think of dispensing vviili 
s drills and cultiv ators as his field roller, 
there is. however, a difference in rollers; 
■iiu* are clumsy, cuinheisome. unwieldy 
il'.iirs. ami any improvement ii|nm the 
i si vie is an important item. The in- 
i'"use <ii' crops in a single year, in say 
milling el' the improved condition of the 
<nn. will amplv repa\ the cost of the 
roller. 
Agricultural Items. 
li is estimated that within a radius of 
mi t v miles from New York city *10,odd,- 
"no arc invested in lloriculttire, and that 
annual sales, exclusive of cut flowers, 
mount to two millions annually. The 
'lade in cut tlowers is very large. 
The tohacco crop of Tennessee this year 
ill he larger than usual, and the pros- 
pects are that the acreage will continue 
■ increase for some years. There are 
Id.oon sipiarc miles iu the state well 
ulapted to the growth of tohacco, while 
"lily VMM It I acres are employed in that 
way. 
I'lie Barre Central cheese factory is 
again at work with milk from about Iimi 
cows, w hich is about the number sending 
to the Bane South ; while 75 furnish milk 
air 1. 1*. Boot's factory, with less number 
t J. T. Ellsworth's and Mr. llinklev’s 
creameries. 
signs indicate that the corn crop ol 
New Hampshire this year, granting a 
good season, will be the largest ever 
raised. East week was "planting week" 
Mr tlie crop, though many farmers have 
"•cii induced by the forward season to 
plant earlier. Twenty years ago the 
tenth of May was generally recognized as 
die time to begin corn-planting, and the 
old rule among the Merrimae Valley farm- 
ers was to get their corn hoed once by 
election day, the Iilast Wednesday in June, 
hut of late years, planting has not been 
commenced until late in May or even early 
u June. The crop this year will he in- 
creased, not only by a huger acreage, but 
b> greater care in selecting seed andcul- 
dialing. The largest crop ever report- 
ed was Hid bushels to the acre, but MM 
a good yield, and it is estimated tin 
average this year w ill not be less than i-Ht 
Win. It. Smith, Ksip, of this city has 
recently new shingled liis house, taking 
otf old shaved pine shingles which were 
laid over twenty-five y ears ago. In re- 
moving the shingles the carpenters no- 
ticed that those laid where they received 
the wash of tins chimneys were nearly as 
sound as when they were first |Hit on, 
"idle all the others were rotten. This 
goes to prove a theory which has long 
been advocated, but we presume rarely 
tried, that lime will retard the decay of 
shingled roofs. Whitewashing after the 
roof is shingled is not the best method of 
applying the lime as only a part of the 
shingle is brought in contact with if. The 
best way is to soak the shingles in thin 
whitewash until they are thoroughly sat- 
urated, before they are laid. [ Maine 
farmer. 
Summer. 
Huttereup.-.. clover, anil feathery thistle. 
Huttcrllies. bees ami locusts that whistle. 
Heliotropes, roses, and morning-glories,— 
These arc but snatches of summer's stories. 
Ibiwns that arc blushing to sunrises sweeping. 
'Twilights and shadows and lily biuls sleeping. 
Noons that are brooding o’er nights that are ten- 
der.— 
These are but snatches of summer’s splendor. 
W aterfalls. rivers, and waves that are sighing. 
Murmurs of sea shells on wet beaches lying. 
Whispers of pine-trees breezes are bringing.— 
These are but snatches of summer's singing. 
Kobins. and blue birds, and swallows, and 
thrushes, 
’Twitters, and soinrs. and raptures, and hushes. 
Attar of nil tin- whole year's sweetness— 
'This is what makes the summer s completeness. 
| Wide Vwakc. 
1 From Harper’s Tor .I line.J 
The Professor’s Victim. 
“There is a mystery in that woman’s 
lift*,” said tin* professor “a. mystery that 
\\h(*n I do think upon, 1 get what you 
Americans call a crick in the brain.” 
‘•Yes, professor," I said, meekly, al- 
though I had never in my life heard an 
American use tin* expression. Hut tin* 
professor went into altogether different 
society from that in which I was allowed 
to mingle, and I dare say they had a 
language of their own. I was merely a 
dress-maker. To he sure, I had good 
customers, and as many as 1 could well 
get along w ith, so that 1 had no occasion 
to put out a sign. Miss Winthrop was 
so glad of this. She said she didn’t know 
How -in' could nounl witn me i! 1 kept a 
sign at tlie door, li was had enough for 
her to know how hard I worked, and 
what a wretched life I led; it was enough 
for her to pitv me: it would he unendur- 
able if the whole neighborhood should lie 
called upon to extend nit'their sympathy. 
1 think Miss W inthrop was mistaken. 1 
am confident there were many people in 
our vicinity who would have been glad to 
have fared no worse than 1. but Miss 
Winthrop had peculiar views about labor. 
1 never contradicted her. The professor 
and she were wrangling always and for- 
ever. They never agreed upon any sub- 
ject. lie was there almost every day of 
his life. Miss Winthrop was studying at 
the Institute; but she was not a very 
ardent student, and used to be at home 
the most of the time, so that when the 
professor got .through at the college and 
conservatory, he came generally direct to 
the house, it would have seemed strange 
and sad not to have seen him at least 
once in twenty-four hours. 
I remember that day so well. I had 
been more than usually perplexed in cut- 
ting and fitting. The left side of Miss 
Van Coot had to be padded all the way 
up to the shoulder, and in some unac- 
countable way 1 had mistaken the left for 
the right, so that when she put on the 
basque, 1 should have laughed if 1 had 
not cried. 1 was nervous and worked 
out. 1 suppose: and as she stood there, 
poor creature ! not knowing what a spec- 
tacle she was, it was all I could do to 
keep the tears from rolling down my 
cheeks. 
‘•I shall have to take it all apart, Miss 
\'an Coot." I said. "It will take me at 
least an hour. Vou might as well get 
through your shopping, and cone- hack 
again.” 
She went off in her carriage, and 1 be- 
gan to rip out the stitches. The morning 
was cloudy and overcast: and as 1 got 
near the window to see, I could not help 
thinking vvhat a miserable world it was, 
vv hen all at once a big shadow loomed up 
beside me. and a familar v nice cried out: 
"Who is it has made thee to weep ! 
Hive me their bones that I may crack 
them.” 
And then I fell to laughing. Suddenly 
the morning seemed to he bright and 
beautiful, the form of Aliss Ann Coot 
shapely enough, if only I would not be 
stupid, and mistake the right side for the 
left. As for the professor, he was like a 
demigod made out of llesli and blood a 
great deal of line wholesome flesh and 
gallons of splendid blood. I could not 
help thinking, in my sordid way, that the 
professor's tailor, whoever lie might he, 
was a wondrous lucky man: for nobody 
but those whose trade it is to puzzle and 
design I'm' the human anatomy can have 
the least idea of how fearfully and won- 
derfully vve are made. The professor was 
resplendent in a new raiment of some soft 
gray material that suited well his tine 
complexion and ruddy hair. In his but- 
ton-hole were some fresh violets, for it 
was already spring, lie pulled the gloves 
from his plump white hands, and went in 
to the piano. It was open, just as Miss 
i Winthrop had left it. 
-AA ill she return to luncheon .'"liesaid, 
running his lingers over the keys; and 1 
thought as lie spoke how nice it was to 
he the one "she" ill that big gclie oils 
heart. 
\ es, prolessor, I replied. 
‘■ Then 1 will stay." lie said, and imme- 
diately went to prepare his favorite pud- 
ding; and while I stirred the materials 
together he rattle out into the kitchen to 
talk about Miss Winthrop. Never by any 
chance when we were alone together did 
he talk of anything else. 
‘•I saw your tears,” he cried, in his 
tragic way. “W ere they because of Miss 
Winthrop:' I should not wonder. Of all 
women, she is the most aggravating, the 
most unreasonable — 
■•It. was not Miss Winthrop,” I said ; 
•■and you do not think all these disagree- 
able things that \ou say other." 
"I do I do,” lie cried. “You think, 
now, that 1 am what you Americans call 
■spooney' about, her: but it is not that at 
all. I have only the puerility to be curi- 
ousand then the professor went on to 
tell me that the mystery in Miss Win 
throp’s life gave him a •• crick in the 
brain.” 
"At times,” said the professor, “she is 
moody. She is what the French call ilis- 
trail she is plunged into a melancholy 
profound and touching. I tell you, my 
gracious Fraulein, there is a burden upon 
that woman's soul. Now what can it be?” 
1 ilid not reply. How could 1 ? I had 
I also noticed these periods of sadness and 
abstraction upon Helen's part, but how 
could 1 speak my heart out to the pro- 
fessor? How could I tell him that lie was 
unconsciously trilling with Helen, making 
her happy at one time, only to render her 
til ■ more miserable at another; that this 
capricious conduct of his was the cause 
of Miss Winthrop's melancholy ? I did 
not dare be thus frank with the professor, 
for fear that he would go straight to Helen 
and tell her. He was like a child in im- 
pulse, and many a time, when 1 had un- 
wittingly trusted him, he had tin blush- 
ingly betrayed me. 
fortunately, .miss \ an toot came in. 
The professor went into the parlor and 
began to bang upon the piano with the 
fervor of an enthusiast. While I was try- 
ing on .Miss Van Coot's basque, he poured 
out his whole soul upon the keys, so that 
Miss Van Coot fidgeted from one foot to 
the other, and at last tore herself away 
from me and sank upon a chair near the 
door. 
“Let the dress go,’’ she said. “I must 
listen. <ih. how beautiful it is! Who is 
he? Where did he come from? Flow 
do you manage to have an instrument 
like that ? The high notes are perfect;” 
and she peeped through the crack of the 
door. 
“Pardon me,” 1 said, respectfully, for 
she was the best customer I had, “but in 
ten minutes I shall be done. The basque 
fits you to perfection. He is Professor 
Wagner, of the Grand Conservatory, lie 
does indeed play wonderfully well. The 
instrument is not mine; it belongs to the 
professor, and he has hired it to a young 
Southern lady who is hoarding with me. 
She is a pupil of the professor’s.” 
‘•A pupil!” said Miss Van Coot, who 
had given herself into my hands again, a 
warm color creeping into her murky skin, 
her dull eyes kindling. “Then he will 
teach f” 
“Yes, if -if -He will teach you, if that 
is what you mean; of course he will. I 
only meant that the professor’s terms are 
very high.” 
“So much the better,” said Miss Van 
Coot. It was really wonderful how well 
the basque fitted her. One would cer- 
tainly have thought that her left side was 
the same as her right; and Miss Van Coot 
was so pleasant a lady, it would have 
been a thousand pities if she had not 
been able to afford to have a skillful 
dress-maker, one who made her work a 
continued study. 1 was really all of this. 
It is no egotism to mention it. 1 was 
quite famous in my line of business, and 
was particularly successful in bidding any 
little awkwardness or defect in shape or 
carriage. I began by feeling sorry for 
those who were afflicted in this way, and 
determined, as far as in me lay, to ameli- 
orate these little disadvantages. And the 
professor never would have known of this 
inequality of Miss Van Coot’s if he had 
not, so to speak, tortured it out of me 
tlint unlucky morning. 
When 1 had quite finished, and had 
gone to the door with Miss Van Coot, it 
so happened that the professor also came 
into the corridor by the parlor. “I shall 
walk out a little,” he said to me, “until 
she returns.” And at that moment he 
reached the top of the landing where 
stood my wealthy customer. <>t course he 
lifted his hat from off his splendid ruddy 
hair, and bowed his handsome head, and 
waved his plump white hand for her to 
pass on before him. A lady was always 
honored with all this gesticulatory dis- 
tinction by the professor, whosoever she 
might be. Miss Van Coot, with one eager, 
devouring look upon him, went on to her 
carriage, from which she looked again; 
but as for the professor, he went on his 
w ay unmindful, humming a little rounde- 
lay under his breath, and holding his 
head high in the air. But when lie came 
hack again, luncheon was not quite ready. 
Miss Wintlirop had not come, and noth- 
ing would do but he must know why he 
had found these foolish tears in my eyes 
that morning. 
■■It was Miss W intlirop," he said. •■Vou 
need not try to shield her. I know her, 
to my cost. She is arrogant; she is w ith- 
out heart ; she has said that which has 
cut tllce to the soul." 
■‘Nonsense, professor," 1 said, quite oil 
my guard. “It was only that I made a 
stupid mistake in Miss Van Coot’s basque. 
She has to be padded all the way up the 
left shoulder." 
“Gott in Hinunel I” cried the professor; 
and then I saw my imprudence. 
"It is nothing,” 1 said, “when one can 
atl'ord to have a skillful dress-maker.” 
But the professor leaned back in his 
chair and raised his hands to heaven. It 
was only natural that he should con- 
sider it a terrible misfortune -lie whose 
phy sique was like that of the Apollo Bel- 
vedere. 
“She lias lots of money,” 1 said. 
“A silver mine will not buy her a new 
spine," said the professor. 
“It. will serve to make her own very 
presentable,” 1 rejoined ; “and, besides, 
she is so good and kind.” 
•■Ah," lie said, heaving a sigh from the 
bottom of his lungs, “that is better than 
all. She is honest, perhaps, and truth- 
ful. At least she will not, perhaps, lie, 
as you Americans say, as fast as the horse 
will trot. She will not promise to sit at 
your table at a certain hour, and then go 
away and give no further thought to the 
matter. There are some people whose 
spines may be all that is desirable, but 
their hearts, my gracious Fraulein, they 
arc black to the core." 
11 was too bad that Helen did not come 
as she had promised. The professor did 
not fully get over his disappointment till 
he came to the pudding, which was for- 
tunately as near perfection as a pudding 
can be. 
His eyes grew less ferocious as he 
dallied with the tlaky pull's, the fierce 
lines about his mouth gave way, a gen- 
erous, benignant expression gradually 
beamed upon his face. 
“And then,” at last he saili to me, 
“thou hast not only the spine without 
blemish, but the heart and the soul. 
\\ hatever thou umleiiakest to do, is done 
wisely and well. (Icsegnete Mahlzeit, 
may I lie meal he blessed to thee! If thou 
vvouldst be a saint in heaven, continue to 
lie a good Hansfrau upon the earth." 
Thanks to the pudding, lie went upon 
his way rejoicing. W hen Helen came, it 
was soggy and ruined ; but Helen was not 
very hard to please. A bit of toast, a 
poached egg, a morsel of any sort, par- 
ticularly in the Lenten season, was all 
she would ask. 
wneii i min her oi me protessor s dis- 
pleasure, she laughed in that mocking, 
musical way others: hut I thought there 
was a tenderness in its ring, and there 
was a melting look in her great black 
eyes, a tremulous sweetness about her 
mouth, that made me look at her again. 
She could wear a Dolman with more 
grace than any one 1 ever saw : and .just 
the little ruttle of cashmere lace about 
her neck, and the two creamy roses well 
down upon her hat, made her like some 
beautiful picture. 
It was fully a fortnight before the pro- 
fessor came again to stay any time, lie 
was very busy. Miss V; n Coot had not 
only prevailed upon him to take her as a 
pupil, but lie had consented to manage a 
musical)! for her at her house on the 
Avenue. 
Miss Van Coot and the professor seem- 
ed to get on very well together. One 
morning that 1 went there to lit some 
trimmings upon the white corded silk I 
was making for her musicalc, 1 found the 
professor reading to her his translations 
of a tragedy from the Kerman. Once in 
a while lie would appeal to her judgment 
in the formation of a sentence, and al- 
though she would pause to criticise, she 
invariably agreed with his version in the 
end. So that he began to talk to me of 
Miss Van Coot as he had formerlv of 
Helen. 
And tile night of the musicnlc, to which 
I did not go—Miss Akin Coot, in her kind 
way, invited me, but it was not expected 
that i would accept the invitation- that 
night Miss Van Coot looked very well in- 
deed. 1 went to arrange her dress be- 
fore the entertainment, and really Miss 
Akin Coot looked almost handsome. The 
excitement had lighted up her heavy face, 
and although it was a risk, I never had 
better luck with any thing than I had 
with that corded silk liolonaise. Miss Akin 
Coot was so pleased with it that she was 
kind enough to send me home in her car- 
riage, and the professor whispered, as he 
bade me good-by, “Tlnm hast done mar- 
velously well; nobody would know but 
that her two sides were cast in the same 
mould.” .So that the professor seemed 
very well pleased with Miss Van Coot, 
and I feared more and more for my poor 
Helen's happiness. As the days went by, 
there seemed almost a spell upon her, and 
I would only have been too glad to have 
her make fun in her old way of some of 
the people about us, or hear her laugh, 
no matter how mockingly. The profes- 
sor began vaguely to feel that she was 
changed, and watched her at times with 
a fretful curiosity, and again with touch- 
ing tenderness. She began to be to him 
like a well-behaved child; she bore his 
sneers and rev dings so meekly ; she play- 
ed to his order and sang to him without 
complaint £he classical music which she 
professed to abominate; nor did she finish 
by galloping off into some extravaganza 
of her own. The professor became more 
and more uneasy and perplexed. He 
ceased to talk of Miss Van Coot, lie 
tramped to and fro the length of the 
rooms, muttering to himself, sometimes 
turning impatiently upon his heel and 
walking out of the house. 
One night they sat together, Helen and 
the professor, in my pleasant parlor. The 
flat which 1 rented was next door to a big 
asylum up town, so that the grounds by 
which it was surrounded gave us the ad- 
vantage of side windows, from which we 
could look over across the river. The full 
moon was climbing up into the sky : a few 
timid stars were faintly glowing there; 
the air had already the delicious languor 
of early summer; and Helen was beauti 
ful. Her simple white robe of India mus- 
lin, with only some narrow Valenciennes 
on the flounces, had a better etfect some- 
how than Miss Van Coot's new corded 
silk. 
I was putting away the china in the 
middle closet, when the professor's fierce 
whisper reached me. llis voice would 
only modify to a sort of muffled thunder 
or a piercing hiss. 
“There is a mystery in your life," he 
said : there is something weighing upon 
your heart. Tell me, then, what it is. I 
must 1 will know." 
To my surprise ami alarm, 1 heard a 
stilled sob, a soft footstep, and in a mo- 
ment Helen run out to me. 
"Tell him to go away,” she said, put- 
ting her arms about me, and hiding her 
head upon my shoulder. "I can not stand 
it any h tiger. Tell him to go away." 
She sobbed aloud, but held lid head 
steadily down upon my shoulder, while 
her hands repulsed the professor, who 
endeavored to approach her. Scolding 
and soothing by turns, the poor professor 
was beside himself. 
■•Leave her for to-night,” 1 said at last 
to him. "She will be better in the morn- 
ing." 
lie endeavored once more to take her 
hand, was again repulsed, and picking up 
his hat, Hinging his coat over his arm, lie 
rushed dovv n the stairs two at a time, and 
out of the house like a madman. 
I got Helen to bed, and when 1 was 
about to leave her, she [Hilled me down 
to her and kissed me. 
"You arc a true lady. Susie,” she said: 
“the truest I ever saw. You have no 
cruel curiosity. You mind your own 
business, dear, which is the very sub- 
limest quality a human creature can pos- 
sess." 
What was my surprise in the morning 
to find Helen come out to breakfast with 
her bonnet on. wearing a neat travelling 
dress, and having the air of one who was 
about starting upon a journey 1 
“Don't be startled, Susie,"she said : "1 
am going to the South. 1 am very un- 
happy, mul 1 can stay here no longer: my 
trunk is already [lacked. You will lind 
upon the card which I will give you mv 
address in Yew Orleans, 'i on have earned 
the right to my confidence, dear, and you 
shall have it. I will write to you." 
lion could 1 help being startled.' 1 
couldn't cat a morsel, but sat devouring 
with my eyes that sweet sad face which 
was to vanish so soon from me, perhaps 
forever. 
•• True to the last, Susie.” she said, get- 
ting up from the table, and straining me 
to her heart. “Yot a word do you say, 
not a question do you ask. What a 
treasure of a woman you arc! I verily 
believe there is not such another on the 
face of the earth." 
I hen she Kissed me imee more, pul Hie 
card into my hand, and the carriage lie 
ing ai the door, her trunk was bumped 
down the stairs, and she and it whirled 
away in the twinkling of an eye. 
I sat there stunned and stupefied I don't 
know how long, till I heard the professor's 
footsteps in the corridor, liven then 1 did 
not move, hut called out to him to come 
when he rapped upon the door. 
"I could not sleep," lie began ; "I have 
tossed and tumbled all the night through. 
I came early that I might lind her. Where 
is she ?" 
"She is gone," I said. 
"< tone !” he thundered. "To the Insti- 
tute ?” 
"To the South to New Orleans, it is 
all your fault," I cried. ‘A ou have broken 
her heart. She said she was so unhappy 
she could stay here no longer. She has 
gone; you will see her no more. You 
hat e lost her as w ell as I." 
"1 >tt lieber t lott 1” cried the professor, 
and sank panting into a chair. 
-Yes," I said, "it is your cruelty that 
has driven her awav. She loved you." 
••Did she say so ?" said the professor, 
extending his hands to me piteously. 
"Of course she didn’t. Ilow could she ? 
You not or gave her a chance, "l ou were 
amusing yourself with Miss Van Coot. 
Y ou did not care 
"Allmachtiger!” roared the professor, 
who was only profane in his own lan- 
guage; "do not dare to say that! I did \ 
care. But there was a mystery that per- 
plexed and troubled me. W hy did she 
never speak of her family and friends? 
Why did she never tell of her early life .' 
of tlie days which w ere past ?" 
“Because there was no necessity. It 
was nobody's business but her own." 
“Hah!” cried the professor: “it was. 
It was your business and mine. I tell 
you there was something to be feared, to 
be dreaded. Saw you her hair, how it 
did curl and curl ? And her skin was of 
that rich warm tint, like the pulp of a 
pomegranate. And her eyes -dost re- 
member her eyes ?" 
"The most beautiful eyes!" I exclaimed. 
■Acs, yes,” said the professor: “hut 
opaque. I tell you. my gracious ITaulein, 
there was a taint in her blood, a mingling 
of the African there." 
“Professor Wagner!" I cried, indig- 
nantly. 
“And 1," ho shouted—“I loved her! 
Unit in llimmel, of course I loved her! 
Hut my blood has come down to me 
through the centuries pure and undetiled. 
It is all that 1 have to boast of." 
"Miss Van Coot lias even more.” I broke 
ill. “She has condescended to tell me of 
her magnificent origin. <io to .Miss Van 
Coot, Professor Wagner. Her blood is, 
il tliin, ol stupendous antiquity. She has 
already in your country a cousin who 
owns a principality. Make haste to get 
her, before he comes to her or she goes to 
him, for they have a fashion of marrying 
cousins 
“W hich is bad for their spines,” groan- 
ed the professor. Then he turned to me, 
and the tears were actually in his poor 
eyes. “Come,” he said, “you are vexed 
with me, and it hurts me to the heart. 
1 cannot alibi'd to lose your friendship, 
which has been dear to me for so long. 
1 will do what you wish. You say that 
she loves me. The good Hod knows that 
1 am tired of this suspense. Well, I will 
marry her, then. There, now, art thou 
appeased.' 1 will go after her to New 
Orleans, and bring her back to you. I 
will bring her back as my wife, and the 
conflict will lie over.” 
“Oh, will you, professor:'” 1 said, hold- 
ing out my hand to him in delight, for 1 
thought it was generous of him, consider- 
ing everything, and I fairly yearned for 
my poor Helen’s happiness and his own. 
“Yes, tlm sacrifice is made,” lie said, 
and heaved a heavy sigh. Now let us 
think of the arrangements. It will be 
better for the fust year that we shall 
board with you. She will be happier, anil 
so will 1. Can you hire the suit of rooms 
above? They are vacant, 1 believe." 
“Yes, and they are beautiful,” I said, 
clasping my hands with joy. 
“Very well, then ? I will see that they 
are properly furnished. You must have 
a good servant; you must not have too 
much care.” 
“Care!” 1 echoed. “It will be a de- 
light, a pleasure.” And the professor 
flung oft’ his coat. I poured out some 
coffee for him, ami we began to eat 
breakfast, for I had not tasted a morsel, 
and was comforted now to feel hungry. 
A fortnight after, the rooms were com- 
plete, and the professor was to leave for 
Xcu Orleans the next day. lie was com- 
ing to take supper with me and hid me 
good-by that night, as the steamer start- 
ed very early in the morning. 1 had made 
every thing I could think of to please him, 
and put a few pansies in my hair. The 
table looked wonderfully inviting. It was 
about dusk, and I expected him every 
moment, when the janitor’s little boy 
came running in to me with a letter. I 
saw it was in a strange, tine hand-writing 
and thought it was some new customer; 
hut as I read it. my blood rushed to im 
heart, for it was from Helen, and ran 
thus: 
'M\ lb-.AH SrsiK.- 1 have only time to tell you 
I nui the happiest creature in the world. All those 
mouths 1 was with you 1 had left my heart with a 
young person down here, who is the son of an 
abolitionist and a Quaker. My father is a fire- 
eater, if you km»w what that means, my dear; hut he could not swallow tin* big born fire of love that 
blazed between that young Quaker and me. so he 
sent me to the North, that my share of it should 
be cooled by your climate. Hut, it you remember. 
1 did not see much of tin* climate. I was almost 
always in your cozy parlor, where Ihe birds sang 
and the tiowers bloomed, and the dear professor 
was so much like ui) own Edward, that 1 could 
almost fancy they were one and the same—the 
ruddy hair, the same eyes of flashing blue, and his 
thee and thou brought hack to me the sweet 
Quaker dialect. He had but the one fault—of 
which thou must cure him. my dear a womanish 
curiosity that thou altogether art happily tree 
from. It at last drove me away. I came home 
like the prodigal, and my father gave me my 
Edward, the more readily' that In* was the best 
match in the country, and my father, though a 
lire eater, is poor. My best love to thee and tin* 
professor, auu I am always thy own Hki.i;n." 
As 1 finished the last line he profes- 
sor's footstep was oil tlie stair; and as the 
night was warm and the door open, in he 
came, and found me, cold and petrified, 
with this dreadful letter in my hand. 
“What is ithe said, snatching the 
letter. “It is from Xew Orleans, is she 
dead." 
••No," I said; “she is married." 
And the- professor read every word of 
that cruel letter of Helen's. Then lie 
wiped his streaming brow, and I bent my 
head submissively, expecting a volley of 
imprecations and laments; but he said 
not a word, and presently sank into a 
chair, and looked out upon the western 
sky. A fresh breeze blew aside the cur- 
tains and lifted tile hair from his beauti- 
ful white forehead. 
My tears fell fast and heavy. I was so 
sorry for him I thought my heart would 
break. 
••Weep not, little one," at last he said. 
“I think I have been a tool; is it not so 
“No, no, no!" I cried, going over to 
him, and kneeling down by his side. “Oh, 
can you ever forgive me Indeed, indeed. 
I thought it was so. I thought she must 
love, she could not help but love, you." 
lie looked down upon me and smiled, 
and patted my little red hand with his 
white and tapering lingers. 
“What is to be done now lie said. 
"The altar is ready, hut where is the 
victim .' How can the sacrifice go on ■ 
■•There is .Miss Van Coot," 1 said, tim- 
idly, “if you could bring yourself to he 
satistied with her. She has houses and 
lands, and thousands and thousands of 
dollars in her own right: and she is very 
wise and learned, and a wonderful mu- 
sician." 
■Hold." cried the professor; “will 
should this great and mighty lady conde- 
scend to heeonie the wife of a poor pro- 
lessor Hast tlion not sulliciently foster- 
ed my foolish vanity? And what would 
heeonie of the rooms above, upon which I 
have expended my time, my money, and 
my brain You will own that they will 
not suit the fancy of Miss N an Hoot ?" 
“<>h, they are so beautiful!” I cried, 
my tears falling faster than ever. “The 
paper is so bright, the carpets are so 
pretty, the pictures so charming ! There 
is a little rocking-chair there that is the 
dearest and most comfortable little chair 
in the world.” 
■'Then keep il thyself, mein Her/.chen," 
he raid, in that low tender growl of his: 
and I began to tremble without knowing 
why, for lie had bent his handsome head 
to mine, and gathered my hands in his. 
“He thyself the victim ! Thou hast long 
been my sympathizer and comforter. 
When I look back and think, imbecile 
that 1 have been, of all that thou hast 
done for me, ami the little I have done 
for thee, it is, as you Americans would 
say, like the handle of a jug, all on one 
side. It is as you put the padding upon 
poor Miss Van Cool’s shoulder that morn 
ing. Listen, little one, to my commands. 
Thou slialt make no more gow ns except 
thine own : thou slialt keep no boarders 
but thy husband. Come to my heart, 
mein Liebehan!" 
And as I nestled there, a Hood of glory 
beamed in from the western sky. 1 did 
not speak; my heart was full: and I 
thought there could be no happiness more 
beyond hope, or joy, or thought, in Hod’s 
paradise. 
A Hard-Hearted Student. 
A dispatch from Madison, \Y is., says: 
“The arrest of A. W. Dennett, one of the 
graduating class of the State 1 diversity, 
for smothering and throwing his seven 
months old child in Milwaukee River, 
has caused much excitement here, espe- 
cially among the students of Lie I’niver- 
sity. He was a hard student, and would 
probably have graduated with honors in 
a couple of weeks. It seems Dennett be- 
came acquainted with a young lady at 
Lodi. M is., by the name of Cain ; that 
they became criminally intimate revealed 
itself in the fact that Miss Cain, who was 
then visiting friends in Stevens Point, in 
October last, gave birth to a male child. 
Dennett went to Stevens Point, took the 
child to Milwaukee and placed it in 
charge of a Herman woman. In Decem- 
ber last Dennett and Miss Cain were 
married, Dennett continuing his studies 
at the I’nivursity and his wife teaching 
school near Prairie dtt Sac, the home of 
Dennett, where it is understood she is 
now engaged. Near the 1st of May 
Dennett weiit to Milwaukee, secured a 
run iv, aim, ai a rum imiiuiil iuuiiiriii, 
placed a brick in it. Placing the pack- 
age under his ann he went to the house 
of the nurse, whom he informed that he 
had made arrangements for keeping the 
babe elsewhere. The child was nicely 
dressed and given to its father. It had 
become dark in the meanwhile. Taking 
the child in his arms he proceeded toward 
the .Milwaukee <!c St. Paul depot, smoth- 
ering the child under his arm as he 
walked, and. in crossing the .Menomonee 
Kivor, placed it in the bag and threw it 
in the murky waters. He then returned 
to his studies at the P Diversity, which he 
prosecuted with vigor, often joining in 
the students’ festivities when not at his 
studies. Hut the avenger was after him. 
About a week ago a passing tug stirred 
up the murky waters of the river, bring- 
ing to the surface the hag with its ghast- 
ly contents. The police were at once set 
at work to find the author of the crime, 
finally, by diligent search, they found 
the mail who identified its clothes and 
its father’s name. His arrest followed 
last night. He at once confessed himself 
the father of a child, but claimed that lie 
had taken it from its German nurse and 
put it on the steps of a palatial residence 
in Milwaukee. The ollicers persisted in 
their knowledge of his crime, to which 
he finally confessed, lie was taken to 
Milwaukee by Chief Heck this morning, 
and lie will doubtless sutler the full pen- 
alty of his crime. Dennett is f!7 years 
old, of fair complexion, medium height, 
and was generally beloved by his fellow- 
students, his deportment for the past 
three years having been above reproach, 
llis father is a wealthy farmer at Prairie 
du Sac.” 
Correspondence of the Kepublican Journal. 
North-West JourneyinKS, No. 2. 
FROM BISMARCK To lil'KOIM). 
At Bismarck the expedition of the North west 
Boundary Commission, to which your correspond- 
ent was attached, embarked upon the steamer 
Fontanelle for Fort Buford. The purpose of this 
commission was the completion of the survey of 
the 49th parallel of north latitude, the boundary 
line between the Cuited States and British North 
America, its route lyiny from Bismarck by river 
to Fort Buford, thence overland by wagons to the 
point of intersection of the line on Bi*r Muddy 
Kiver, (a tributary of the Missouri) where its la- 
bors of the previous year had terminated. 
1'he expedition numbered nearly one huudrcd 
men. and with its live stock, wagons, supplies and 
stores, comprising 1 '!■> head of mules, ten head of 
horses, fourteen heavy government wagons, lour 
ambulances, odometer carts and water drays, 
tents, instruments, arms, commissariat ami gen- 
eral supplies, constituted a cargo which tilled the 
nearly superannuated old vessel to her utmost ea 
pacity and sank her to a seemingly perilous depth 
in the water 
These upper river boats are curiosities in their 
way to one who looks upon them for the first 
time. They appear to he cumbersome ami uu- 
wieldly affairs, and in fact they are no more like 
the elegant and graceful floating palaces of the 
coast than a dredging boat may be said to resem- 
ble a racing yacht after the most approved model. 
They are of a nondescript style of architecture, 
but look somethimr like a stray wing of a rambling 
old country tavern, mounted upon a canal boat, 
with an old fashioned mill wheel lixed upon one 
end. Vet in their peculiar structure they are ad- 
mirably adapted to the ditlieult ami often danger 
ous navigation of this most fickle and treacherous 
of rivers, and almost incredible feats of running 
rapids and jumping sand bars, such as could be ac- 
complished by no other kind of craft, are often 
performed with them. As these boats are de 
signed chiefly for the carryingof freight, the ae 
cominodatious provided for passengers are of the 
most meager and limited character; and the good 
Fontanelle being no exception, a large number of 
the members of tin* commission were lain to seek 
refuge from the broiling heat of day and the chill- 
ing damps of night peculiar to the summer of these 
latitudes, like stowaways, amid the interstices of 
the cargo, while many others less fortuuate were 
left with no other shelter than such as the open 
decks afforded. 
The long days of the voyage were passed in tying 
about the decks and dreamily watching tin* mo- 
notonous panorama of the banks, as lire laboring 
boat made her slow ami toilsome way by tlu-ni, 
sometimes varied by periods of intense anxiety, 
when for many moments together we hung sus 
pended in the midst of rapids, immovable until 
the mudd\ waters were lashed into masses of 
chocolate colored foam by the furious revolutions 
of the paddles, ami at last by painful degrees the 
doubtful point was passed; in shooting at the 
mink and beaver sporting on the shores and in 
the water, or in patiently angling for hours with 
no better result than the frequent ensnaring of 
the lines in snags and drift. 
The scenery oil this part of the river is very 
tame, the immediate banks consisting of low. 
naked clay and “bad hind" blutfs—the timber, 
which is mostly cottonwood, generally growing 
hack a considerable distance from the river. 
With tin* exception of two military posis. Forts 
Stephenson and licrthold. the wood yards are the 
only points of interest on the route, there being 
no settlements whatever. At Stephenson our ar 
rival at midday, and the delay occasioned by the 
discharge id'a considerable quantity ot' freight, at 
forded us a favorable opportunity to inspect the 
post. It is a government station of minor iuipor 
tanee. and consists of a little cluster of buildings, 
comprising ollicers' quarters, soldiers' barracks, 
magazine, ware houses, etc. 
A large number ot hYo Indians acre camped 
here, some of whom w.-re to accompany us in tin- 
capacity of interpreters and scouts: and such of 
our company as visited tin* lodges were ecivmoni 
on.sly invited into a lingo ••medicine tepo" i>> par- 
take of a feast ot fat doe. prepared expressly for 
us. and smoke a pip'- of friendship and -rood IV* 1 
lowship with the chief a mark of his most distiu 
guislied consideration and respect. One seldom 
sees a more thoroughly social and good natured 
Indian than was this chief, and a very pleasant 
hour was passed in his society, during which In- 
related to us. through tin- medium of an interpret- 
er. many of the wild and fanciful legend* and tra 
ditiuns of his people, and gave us an interesting 
account of an interview his grand fat h-r (wln» had j 
been a chief of high rank) had held with Lewis and ( 
Clark on the occasion of tln-ir visit t«» this, it that j 
time, unexplored wilderness. This great saeln-ni 
maintained a high degree of map-sty and state: 
and before taking our leave. n> a peeial honor, 
we were favored by an introdiiet’n>u into the royal 
harem, which though perhaps imt so sphmdid as 
that of Abdul Hamid. 1 should judge to he very 
little inferior in point of the number of its in 
mates. It is not meant to he conveyed that tin- 
wives of this dusky monarch are usually kept in 
seclusion, as are those of his brother potentate of 
the Ottoman Umpire. but they are seldom called 
together to he inspected and interviewed by visit- 
ors. except when a tribute of the highest honor 
and regard is intended to la* paid. 
I'll fortunately we passed Fort Bert hold during 
the night, and were unable to visit it. It is inter 
esting on account of its many historical associa- 
tions. having been originally established by the 
Vmeriean Fur Compam about tin- year IS-j.'i. as a 
trading post, and afterwards purchased l»y the gov 
eminent and converted into a military barracks. 
Indian agency and depot of army supplies, for 
which purposes it is still used. 
At many of the wood yards we found small en- 
campments of Indians of tin* lice. (Jros Ventre, 
River Crow and Manikin tribes, and at one of these 
we met the high and mighty chief of the (iros 
Ventres, lie was a venerable savage, with long. 
Rowing white hair, and condescended t«* eouie 
down to the landing ti> see us. attended by several 
armed warriors who were his suite or body guard. 
He was inaguitieently attired in a dilapidated army 
blouse, buttoned tightly over a cotton shirt. which, 
as he won- nothing whatever on his legs, buttered 
about in the wind in a highly pictuiesquc manner, 
rpun his head was a ragged soldier's hat. sur- 
mounted l>y a long, drooping crimson feather: 
while, to render his august presence yet mon- 
grand and imposing, he wore upon his beak-like 
nose an immense pair of old fashioned green gog- 
gles, over which lie calmly gazed upon all around 
him with an air of profound superiority and im- 
portance. 
On the evening of the I Ith of .luue. upon .sud 
denly rounding an abrupt and heavily wooded 
headland, the neat white buildings of Fort Bu 
ford, bathed in the erimsou glow of the summer 
sunset, appeared before us. and immediately after 
wards a salute of guns from the fort were tired in 
honor of our arrival. At the landing we were met 
by a mixed gathering of officers, soldiers, civilians 
anil Indians, the latter chiefly represented by half j 
elad women and children, who, during the process 
of landing our stores and the subsequent pitching 
of our camp, displayed so much interest in the 
matter it was found necessary to detail a guard to 
keep them at a respectful distance. 
Fort Buford is situated on the Missouri, four 
miles below the site of old Fort I'nion, and nearly 
opposite the mouth of the Yellowstone. It is one 
of the principal military points of the North west, 
and has been used during the Indian war as the 
chief base of supplies for the troops in the field: 
communication having been maintained with the 
front in part by means of large wagon trains sent 
back and forth through the vally of the Yellow- 
stone, but mainly by steamboats upon the river. 
Through the necessity arising for the use of the 
hitter, the one good result of the campaign of last, 
summer has been attained, the practicability of 
navigating the Yellowstone as far as the mouth of 
tin* Big Horn having thus been satisfactorily de- 
monstrated—a matter of no small importance when 
the great and varied resources of the vast region 
drained by that river are taken into consideration, 
inexhaustible mines of agricultural, pastoral and 
mineral wealth, only dependent for development 
upon some cheap and rapid means of communica- 
tion with the markets of the east. 
'flic boats used in this service were of the regular 
upper river packet lines, and of ordinary draught. 
Very little difficulty was encountered in reaching 
the Big Horn, and according to tlu* opinions of 
the experienced river navigators in charge of the 
boats, the removal of a few obstacles from the 
river channel. bevoml tin* mouth of the latter 
tributary, requiring but a small outlay of labor, 
would render a much higher point casilv attain 
able. 
Buford, like all other posts upon the North west 
frontier, consists of a collection of buildings used 
as officers' and soldiers' quarters, ware houses, etc., 
surrounded by u little painted paling, uot high or 
strong enough to be dignified by the name of 
stockade*. Some of the buildings are eun*daioted 
of a kind of brick, which are prepared bv 
mixing clay with straw, the material thus formed 
being rudelv fashioned into squares and dried in 
tin* sum The brick produced in this primitive 
manner make a durable and not ill looking build- 
ing. The remains of old Fort Union, one of the 
posts of the North west Fur Co., abandoned uianv 
years ago, are still visible, four miles above here. 
W bile here we wen* joined by our escort, which 
consisted of live companies of the -Oth regiment 
of infantry, and two companies of the lamented 
Custer's famous 7th cavalry. Here also werecciv 
ed our detachment of mounted Indian scouts, 
(Uros Veiitrcs. Ariekatves and Crows) and as they 
cairn* tiling through our camp at sunset, in all the 
pomp and glory of their barbarous adornments of 
paint and feathers, they appeared no mean acqui 
sition to our force. 
An incident which occurred during our stay at 
this post afforded us an opportunity of witnessing 
the manner in which these Indians mourn their 
dead. One evening a perfectly nude warrior came 
riding into camp, his horse white wit h foam, bring 
ing intelligence that an euga'gemen. which had 
just occurred between the Sioux and < ros Ventres, 
somewhere in the vicinity of Fort Stephenson, in 
which many of tin* braves of the latter tribe hud 
fallen. Then ensued a scene only exc *eded it. its 
sickening horrors by the terrible Sun dance as 
described by those who have witnessed it. Men 
women and children denuded themselves entirely 
of clothing, daubed their naked bodies with mud 
day and ashes, and then mingled iudisi rimiimtcly 
together in a sort of wild and frantic lance, din- 
ing which they gashed themselves with knives 
and tore out whole handfuls of their hair all the 
time tilling the air with lugubrious and diaholi 
cal yells. This turmoil continued unabated thro' 
•lit the night, and as may he imagined, little sleep 
was enjoyed by its unwilling audience. 
The part of the valley in which Fort liuford 
stands is broad and level, possessing considerable 
fertility, as evidenced by a heavy growth of grass 
with which it is clothed, it is situated in a dang 
erous locality, and it is stiii unite uiisalc tor any 
thing hut a well armed force to venture far beyond 
the range of its guns. Si:n yah. 
A Thief in High Society. 
[From the New York Tribune. J 
The dingy hack oil ice of a .Yew York detective 
was the scene of an impressive spectacle several 
weeks ago. In the presence of the gentlemen 
one a well known detective, the other a prominent 
merchant — knelt a fashionably dressed man of 
middle age. confessing a shameful story of crime, 
and imploring mercy. 
■1 admit all." he cried. -I stole the property, 
hut 1 cannot restore it. 1 was driven to the deeds 
in order to maintain my position in society. My 
means had largely left me. and 1 could not resist 
the temptation.” 
This statement fell like a thunderbolt upon tin* 
merchant, who had known the spesker long and 
favorably. To the detective, however, it was not 
it all unexpected, as in* had already satislied him. 
self as to the guilt of tin* man. The stealing which 
was here confessed is one of those crimes in the 
higher circles of society which are generally kept 
hidden from the public. 
In the early part of last December the family of 
a prominent lawyer living on Fifth av enue gave a 
social entertainment, t<* which only persons of 
high standing in society were invited. The fm 
lowing morning if was discovered that rings, 
watches and jewelry worth several hundred dol 
lars were missing. Tin* most careful search and 
close examination of servants toreed tin* conclu 
sion upon the family that the robbery had bcei: 
committed bv some one of the guests, although 
this seemed incredible, as every name upon the 
list «d‘ those present seemed to forbid the thought 
of suspicion. The allair was put into the hands 
of private detectives. who were unable, however, 
to obtain the lightest dew to the thief or to tin* 
propertv. 
\ tow days taler a weaiuiy tneremini einermtm <t 
a large cumber of friends. and I he following day a 
wedding ring cud other jewelry, in value ..bout 
» hut prie d far more on account of family 
association.*-, v er*- missing, livery nook and cor 
ner of the hoii**e was searched, and detectives 
watched the seiaants. hut mystery continued to 
surround the matter. Meanwhile another nnr 
chant ln-ld a reception in his brown stone house 
on a fashionable up town street, and also suffered 
a loss dunce the (‘veiling of jewelry, watches and 
other property, valued at from *J0o to The 
articles in ibis ease were in a room where the gen 
tlemcu assembled, and the theft lay bet ween some 
one *i them and an old servant, whom the master 
of the house immediately exculpated, declaring 
that in* did not suspect him in tin* least. The in 
vestigation of this theft also was given to deter 
ti\es. who \isited the pawnbrokers'shops of this 
and other cities, but none of tin* property was dis 
covered. \n ciiieriaimnent at the residence of 
another well known citizen resulted in the disap 
pearaiicc of more jewelry, and a mystery deeper 
than any ot tho.se already in tin* hands of detee 
lives. 
One of the detectives at work upon these eases, 
becoming convinced that the thief in each case 
was one and the sane* person, and moreover, 
that this person was a member of the company 
at each party, began a systematic course of act ion. 
which was finally crowned with success. The 
names of the ladies and gentlemen attending all 
four of the parties were obtained and were entered 
in his notebook. The list presented a formidable 
array of judges, lawyers, editors, physicians, hro 
kers* and’other professional and business men and 
their wives and daughters. 1'pon investigating 
the reputations of these persons the detective wa- 
nt a loss to know whom to suspect, all of them ha 
ing the fullest confidence of their friends and tin* 
public. At length his attention was attracted to a 
gentleman whose expensive social habits and n* 
verses in business made the detective think that 
In* was on tin* right track. This man is a down 
town broker, now a member of a well known firm. 
His name and family an* well known in this eit\ 
and he has long enjoyed :• position in the ven best 
societv. For years he has been a prominent club 
and society man. always dressing in the height of 
fashion and rendering himself very agreeable to 
his numerous acquaintances. He is an unmarried 
man. and having a handsome personal appearance 
and attractive manners, he i* popular with ladies 
He is a member of one ot't In leading regiments of 
New York, and has sporting tastes. 
It was disc ivered that the broker was in the 
rooms in the houses in which the thefts wore 
made, and in tin* case of the >louo robbery he and 
one of the judges of the supreme court were the 
only persons who were seen in the apartment coil 
turning the property. With this and other clews 
the detective and tin* families by which lie was 
employed became convinced that tin* broker was 
the thief, and an anonymous letter was sent to 
him. charging him with tin* stealing, and inform 
ing him that unless restitution of the property was 
made immediately the circumstances would be 
given to tin* public, and he would be handed over 
to the police This letter had the desired etl'cct 
as the broker at once appointed a meeting with 
the detective, and. in the presence of one of the 
merchants whose residence he had robbed while 
enjoying his hospitality, made a clean breast of the. 
entire matter. The broker in telling his story said 
that he had not been doing so well liuuneially as 
in former years, and it was necessary for him to 
get sums of money from some source in order to 
meet his obligations and social expenses. The 
jewelry lie had sold for cash, and it was now im 
possible to recover it. 
I he broker was promptly arresieu ai me msti 
•ration of one of the merchants robbed, but through 
the efforts of his relatives and friends tin* affair 
was kept secret, and he was released upon bail. It 
was the intention of the persons whom he had 
wronged not to proceed airainst him if proper res 
titntioii was made by him or by his friends, who 
are wealthy. Some of his friends reside in this 
city and some in Kuropc. As no steps have yet 
been taken to restore the stolen property or its 
value, it is the intention of the wronged families 
to have their law yers brintr the matter to a crisis. 
Toby Candor" writes from California 
that it is estimated that the total number 
of arrivals from the East in San Francisco 
up tn the first of June, for the past five 
months, is nearly dI,(NX). There has been 
over 17,000 departures, leaving a net gain 
of nearly 14,INN) persons. The majority 
of arrivals are persons almost destitute. 
They hope to find employment, little 
dreaming that the whole state is overrun 
with persons who cannot tind work. Cal- 
ifornia is no place for people to come now, 
who have no means, and who depend 
upon labor for their livelihood. If they 
have a capital sullieient to go into farm- 
ing, fruit raising, mining or some other 
kind of business, there are favorable 
openings ; still, fortunes are not made in 
a day, as many believe, and the uncer- 
tainties of success are just the same as at 
the East. If you are a New Englander, 
better by far remain at home. 
The Turks have entirely evacuated Mnnleue- 
erni territory. The effort to conquer the little 
mountain principality lias proved a complete aud 
disastrous failure. 
Judge Black on the Electoral Commission 
We Uav e bcfor** alluded to Judge Black’s 
article in the North American K< lew. The 
article is very long, so long that we can 
publish it only in installments. The fol- 
lowing are extracts— 
WHAT THE « AKia.r-lJAOHLi: Is. 
The people would not have been wholly crushed, 
cither by the soldier or tin* negro, it both had not 
been used to fasten upon them the domination of 
another class of persons whose rtdc was altogether 
unendurable. These we call carpet baggers, not 
because the word is descriptive or euphonious, 
hut because t-liey have no other inline whereby 
they are known among the children of men 
They were unprincipled adventurers, who sough: 
their fortunes in the south h;. plundering the di> 
armed and defenceless people ; some of them wriv 
the dregs of the Federal army -the meanest < f the 
camp followers: many wen* fugitives from North 
era justice: the best of them wen* those who went 
down after the peace, ready for any deed of shame 
that was safe and profitable. 
liese. connnmng wiin a k-w ireaciierous s< at 
la wags" and some leading negroes to servi as de 
coys for the rest and backed by the power of the 
general Government, became the strongest bod) 
of thieves that ever pillaged a people. Tin ir moral 
grade was far lower, and yet they were much unav 
powerful than the robber bands that infested tier 
many after the close of tin* Thirty Years' war 
Thev swarmed over all the Slates from the I'oto 
mac to the Gulf, and settled in hordes, not with 
intent to remain there, hut merely to teed on the 
substance ot a prostrate and defenceless people 
'Thev took whatever came within their reach, m 
traded themselves into all private corporation-, 
assumed the functions of all ottiees. ineluding the 
courts of justice, and in many places they even 
‘•run the churches.“ By force and fraud they either 
controlled all elections* or else prevented ejections 
from being held. They returned sixty ot them 
selves to one <’ongress. and ten or t volvc of the 
most ignorant and venal among them were at the 
same time thrust into tin* Senate. This false rep 
rescutatiou of a people by strangers and enemies 
win- had not even a bona tide residence among 
them was the bitterest of all mockeries. 1’here 
was no show of truth or honor about it. The pre 
elided representative was always ready to vote 
for any measure that would oppress and enslave 
his so called constituents: bis host it was nil 
concealed and he lost no opportunity to do them 
injury. 
Ills OKS4U.NT ICON l.otlSLVNA. 
I In- agricultural amt i-umiiH-n-ni «•. 
Louisiana made lm: a strong teu.ptaton t.. tin 
carpet baggers. Those vultures mulled the prey 
from afar: and, as soon as the war was over. the\ 
swooped down upon her in 'locks that darkened 
the air. The State was ,!. livcred into tl eir hands 
by the lnilitan authorities: hut the oll'mci- im 
posed some restraints upon their lawless «■ u p i * I i t y 
They hailed with deliirht the advent of immo suf 
frage. heeaiise to them it was tnei'elv a legalized 
method of stutling the ballot box. ami they stalled 
it. Thenceforth, and down t-*awr\ recent period, 
they gorged themselv.- without let or hindrance 
The depredations tlm. <• »mmittcd were frnrht 
fill. They appropriated ..;i --im ptvteue. and an 
other, whatever they could h lheir ham! oi and 
then pledged to themselves l:m credit < ih«‘ State 
for uncounted millions more ’! ".m p i > i u •■'■mi 
ties ran down to half pri: ami still t!,-■; put thmi 
fraudulent bonds on the market and s-mt then; 
what they would fetch. Tlm owe. r> oi tlm -I 
real estate in town or countrv were utterly imp"\ 
erished. because the burdens upon it \\ci-- Im.r. mr 
than the rents would discharge. l>n: tm: the la •: 
ten years the city of New Oilcan.- paid in the tor: 
of direct taxes more than the estimated \.dm \ 
all the property within lmr l;nr'-. and -t.ll In- 
debt of equal amount unpaid. It is not lik.-l ;ai 
other parts of the State siitfer-d le.-s. Tlm t.-;:t 
of their spoliations can hardly h ealeiilat.- hr- 
the testimony of the carpet hairier- tlm:i -'-l'- s 
agam.-t one another, the rep..it- of .on nit'- 
by t '• mgress to investiirat 
other information from sources mil ireh authentic, 
make it sate to -ay that a general oM'umrati.>:i 
sweeping over all the State fr> in otm d to tlm 
other, ami destroying every huilditm ui.i ri.-n 
other article of personal property. womd have 
been a visitation of mercy in comparison to tlm 
curse of such a < iovernmeiit. 
mr. i\vi:ntiyi-.n:>s or s»ot\imi : i>u. 
This may seem at first blush like m'".-.- e\ :::■/• 
atiou. because it is worse than anything that mi- 
mic ever did before. The greediest of Uoliian pro 
consuls left something to tlm provinces tlm\ w ast 
oil: the Norman did n »t strip the Saxon t|m!e t.. 
the skin : t lie l’uritans nnder t Tom well did nut ui 
terly ilesolate Ireland. Their rapacity was eon 
tim'd to the visilde things which limy could piv- 
eutly handle and use. They could not lake wha 
did *uot exist. Mat the American carpet ham-fe- 
llas an invention unknown t>» those old fashioned 
robbers, which increases hi- .-tealine pow.-v 
mill'll as the steam engine adds to the ire. ha.tiieal 
force of mere natural muscle.-, lie tiiaki > imm. 
tiable bund- of tlm State, si aits and seal them 
“according to the forms of law." sell.-them, eon 
verts the proceeds to tu- own use. and then d. in- 
justice “togo behind the returns." l»y tliis de\ ir- 
itis felonious fingers are made lotm euoimh to n :m:> 
into the pockets of posterity ami he lays his le- 
on property yet uncreated: Im .1 .tmipates the !.. 
hor of coming ages and appr.-pn u.-s tlm trulls 01 
it in advatiee : he ruins the 1 ml -' >>f 1 uiim- -. n 
erations into ash. and snatches inlmntatm- 
from the chiUlreti whose fathers are unborn. IT., 
jectiug his cheat forward by tl.:- <-otitri\am •• and 
operating laterally at tlm -ante time. Im itlmi 
an amount ot plunder which 110 .oimln m the 
world would have viehlcd to tlm 'ioth or tlm \ ru 
dal. 
I UK UKIi.N "l AN !;• il 
Sr. 
property is not protect. .1. When the public m. 
thorities wink upon theft tin* people are driven l.y 
stress of sheer liee.'-sIlV to 1 e t ’«• 1H1 t lieliis.lv ill. 
best way they rail, and that defence is apt to 
ayyressivcly violent, dustier, miunated by pop 
ular passion. oftrii e-ane.- to its vietim- :a b liui 
shape. Disorders. therefore. there i.ci-t b.i.e 
beell. and bloodshed all. I v lor-nrr. a! d 1"-" ot It. 
thoityh they are not enunieratcd. or rh «!«■ 
scribed in the reports. It is known thai band 
,Teyulators,,tra\ersed limits part,-oft I St ite.-.u .1 
the fact is established that seven of the .-torch-a -.■> 
Used as place.- of receivin'.: -tolm minds w Inn ut 
to the around in one niyhl I* 1 • ollieri -<>| i!.• 
carpet hay yovcrtimeut -eared for non.- ..| the.-.- 
thitiys." They saw the .-truavi.- bet w cm larceny 
and Ivueh law with a- much ii .!i 1!. ivnei* i< i.aiiio 
looked Upon the controversy bet Weeli tile .l.-W ls!i 
synayoyue and tin- Christian church ,.! Kptnsu- 
This liorrilde condit.on ol <o.-irty wa- > au-« .| 
solelv l»V the wail! Ot an holir-l o\riuiur :it. 
Hut this is not nrariy t wm-i o| ;!. u ■ trp<• 1 
haairers lheic.sc) Vcs and sprn tl Iriruds .lie 
Worthy ol any eivdeine .It nil ’liny tc-Mly to 
uuincrous other iiiiirdct- wanton. iiuppo ok. d. 
and atrocious. committed w u u impunity uinirr t he 
verv eves of thrif <iov cm :e- n t • •. :i. >,,.ridan 
savs he collected a list of fo;n tic i-.,nd .--ina 
lions perpetrated within three yai>. Senator 
Sherman and his a.-soriates ot tin- v u';: ."in 
mittee swell this nuiuher trreatly. and add that 
-half the State was ov.-rrun with vi*»h tie. No 
ellbrt was made to rrpress t!i««rdei or pun.-h 
the criminals. Nobody wa- hany. nobonv tre.l 
nohodv arrested The murderer* ran at hum- the 
victim’s fell at the awful average about four 
every day. and the public oilieers |ui< tly a—ented 
to let -the rill *, tin- knife, the pistol, and the rope 
do their liorrid work" without interrupt ion. \ i. 
such men tit to yovern a free Slat Kit to 
ern I No. not to live 
i:n.u r r<» si.\ s \,.t. nti tut.. 
It was in these ditlieull ire' u: rr II -t > 
mixed coiumts-ioii ot ti11«• ■ t was proposed. « .*: 
sistiny of ti,. Senators, ti v ■ Ib'pres'-ntativ.-. u.d 
live .Indyes of the Supreme f.nirt. The mode "t 
appointin'; them made it certain that toiirb-n 
would be e<iually divided between the panic- and 
as the tilth .1 mlye would be named Ky the eon-.-ut 
of his brethren oil both side-, he miylit be expert 
ed to Stand between them, like a daysman, with 
hand as heavv on one head a- t'i• other I ;• 
Democrats consented to this in tin '" lief that :n* 
seven Kepuhlieaus eollld be taken t rolli tile court 
or front Koiiyress who would .-wear to decide the 
truth and then uphold a knowu fraud if mistaken 
in that opinion of their adversaries' hone.-ty. tin 
felt sure, at all events, that the umpire would be 
fair minded man. Thev were bitterly di.-appoint 
cd : the commission went eiyht to s- veti for tin 
great fraud and all its branches: tor traml in ill*1 
detail and in the ayyreyate for every item ol 
fraud that was necessary to make tin* sum total 
biir cnomrh- eiyht to seven ail the time 
Till. COMMISSION'S ft I III .. 
Hut this decision in favor ot fraud which 
shocked the common sense and common hones 
of the nation was not made without itteii p 
to justify It. The eiyht yaVe I'ea-o,:- -o nm’.y 
so plausible that kclloyy ami Well- nn t h.tv<- 
chuckled with deliyht when tin y In ardiln m. "i 
aryumeiit very seriously uryed was that it wouul 
be troublesome, and re»juiie a yival deal of time, to 
ascertain who was duly appointed by the pcopl.- 
It was much easier lo accept tin* false vote and >y 
no more about it. To decide how many and vdial 
persons yot. certificates from tin* Ketunuuy Ho ad 
was a short ami simple nroccs.-: but to push the 
iinjuiry behind that to i mini re whether tin- c.-r 
titicate was holiest, to look tor tile evulei.e. which 
would show who were duly appointed / 
/<<>»• ujtti.i fst. The seven reminded tin- eiyht. but 
reminded them in vain, that the due appointment 
WHICH II o hotly 111 I lie W M |il. e\t > T" 
had tlu* least light to make, was the \ei thine 
which they were there to liml "ill ;uul lhe\ «mil»l 
not be excused from adnt\ i" wlm li th<\ were 
pledged and sworn by the mere ineonv eun uct «>t 
performing it. 
besides! the eight knew v ery well that there a .1 
no ilitlieuly in it: it was hut looking at the record 
of the appointment as the people made it up: t lie 
could read it as they ran: the truth was plaiiei 
than the lie ; the honesty of the c ase w as as easily 
seen as the fraud. Hut no persuasion could in 
tluence them to east even a glance at the actual 
appointment. What did they think this eonimis 
siou was made for ! Why was this great eouihimi 
tion of learning and statecraft set up f \eeordine. 
I to the eight its sole purpose* was. not to determine 
any matter in dispute between the parties, hut 
merely to declare that the Keturning It*.arils had 
certified for the Hayes'electors ; which every hod 
knew already, and nobody ever denied. It ti> oh 
ject was what the law said to decide w ho wen* 
duly appointed—then the eight succeeded ill mak 
ing it merely a splendid abortion, because, amonc 
other reasons, it was too much trouble to make it 
! anything else. 
TI1K INK AMOl'S I I«: II 
The eight Commissioners did not stop then*. 
They went much further. They practically justi 
tied and sustained all tin* infinite rascality of tin* 
Keturning Hoards. They not only refused to take 
voluntary notice of tlu* atrocious frauds perpetrat 
ed by them, hut thev excluded the proofs of their 
corruption which the Democratic counse l held in 
their hands and offered to exhibit. These Com 
missioners choked off* the evidence, and smothered 
it as remorselessly as Wells and his associates 
suppressed Democratic returns. And this thev 
put on the express ground that to them it was ail 
one whether tlu* action of these hoards was fraud 
ulcut or not. They would suffer no proof of cor 
ruption to invalidate tho right claimed by a Hayes 
man to put iu the vote of a State for his candidate 
Thi> monstrous and unendurable outrage was 
resisted to the utmost. All of the seven implored 
and protcMed aga.nst it. Judge Clifford, the Presi 
dent of the Commission, laid it down as a maxim 
of tile common law that fraud vitiates whatever it 
touches, and proved it undeniably. He might 
have proved mop*. It is not merely a maxim of 
tin- common law : it belongs to all countries and 
all ages : no code can claim it exclusively : it per- 
vade* all >ysteins of jurisprudence: it has its home 
i:t i-vi-ry honest heart: it is the universal senti- 
ment of all iuM men: it applies to all human deal- 
ings. Judge Field looked in the face of the ma- 
jority ami told them plainly that their disregard of 
this great principle was “as shocking in morals as 
t was unbound in law," and added “It is elemen- 
tary knowledge that fraud vitiates all proceedings. 
* it, the most solemn ; that no form of words, no 
amount of ceremony, no solemnity of proceeding, 
< an shield it from exposure, or protect its struc- 
ture from assault and destruction." But the eight 
were as deaf as adders to the voice of reason and 
uistiee. They would not permit the fraud to be 
assaulted, much less to be destroyed. They stood 1 
«»vcr it to shield it. protect it. and save it, inter- 
posing tin- broad a-gis of their authority to cover 
it again.-t every attack. 
Tim eight persistently denied their power or 
that of Congress, to do what thev were command 
e-1 by the law to do- that is. decide who were duly 
appointed They would only decide that certain 
persons were named as electors by a Returning 
Board. They would not understand that the ap- 
pointment by the people might be one tiling, and 
the action of the Returning Board another, or that 
the latter, even as evidence of the former, was 
worthless it' it was fraudulent. 
Williamson’s History of Belfast. 
11 istoi:v ok t 11k City ok Bklkast. in the State of 
Maine, from its First Settlement in 1770 to 1875. 
By Joseph Williamson Cortland: Loriug. Short 
and Harmon. 1X77. 
In this work, which has just been placed 
bclore the public, the author has more 
than redeemed the promises of his pros- 
pectus. The History is an elegantly print- 
ed and hound volume of !15(! large octavo 
pages. It is beyond question the best 
arranged, most complete, conscientious 
anil exhaustive local history ever pub- 
lished in the cduniry. I id fust may not 
present se attractive a field assume other 
localities, lmt the pains-taking fidelity of 
her historian has produced a volume of 
which any city might he proud, and made 
most of the material at his command. 
■•Posterity delights in details," is quoted 
from John Quincy Adams as a motto for 
the title page, and details we are given 
most abundantly. 
\\ Idle the historian, in the larger sense, 
labors in the theatre of great events, and 
w rites of that which makes the records 
of a nation, or of the world, he who does 
kindred hut more circumscribed work, 
sets for himself a task of scarcely less 
delicacy and labor, and, w ithin its limits, 
of no less interest. The conscientious 
historiographer of a locality inis rarely, if 
over, a remunerative labor: lmt lie has 
in every case the thanks of the intelli- 
gent and public spirited among his co- 
temporaries. and the gratitude of posteri- 
ty. And these will he accorded to the 
historian of Belfast, in proportion as his 
work excels in desirable features all that 
have preceded it. 
The hook has as frontispiece a very 
handsome colored engraving of Belfast, 
taken from the east side of the river. 
There are also thirty-five other engrav- 
ings of maps, public and private build- 
ings and objects of interest. In addition 
to these there are given the following 
portraits of persons prominently con- 
nected with the history of the city- Gen. 
Samuel Waldo, lion. Hugh J. Anderson. 
Hev. Kbenezer Price, Hev. William Frotli- 
ingliam, Hev. Cazneau Palfrey, Hon. Wil- 
liam Crosby, Hon. John Wilson, lion. Win. 
C. Crosby. Col. Alfred W. Johnson. The 
Author. Col. Thomas H. Marshall. Hon. 
Nathan Head, Nathaniel A -"Ison. There 
are also autographs of John Mitchell, and 
of Gen. Gossclin. the Commander of the 
British forces that occupied the town in 
ISI4. 
The opening chapter is devoted to the 
topography of Rclfast, its situation, di- 
mensions, natural features, Arc., in which 
all locations and points of interest arc 
noted. Then follow records of the early 
voyagers to Penobscot Ray, Weymouth, 
Rosier. .John Smith, and others. The 
history of the Muscongus or Waldo Pa- 
tent is given at length. It was through 
this patent that the proprietorship of 
Ken. Knox came, from whom the title to 
the land covered by the city was derived. 
< liapter Pour contains the history of the 
liist .settlement oil Penobscot Ray, at 
1'ori Point. In 175!i, Ren. Waldo, with 
a force of loo men, arrived at Port Point, 
where lie had determined to build a fort, 
and take formal possession of the country i 
in the name of the English crown. The 
Penobscot river was considered of great 
importance, as being the main avenue 
from Canada to tile sea. Its possession 
Mould secure the country to the King, 
and prevent the incursions of hostile 
Pieneli and Indians. (Jen Waldo per- 
formed ail act, during that year, which 
had an important hearing on the fortunes 
of what is now the State of Maine. 
A ftcr reconnoitring the shore, Governor Powuull 
landed on Wasaumkcag Point, now Fort Point, in 
Stockton, and encamped his men. Although the 
't .seemed favorable for his purpose, he did not 
de *idc to build his fort there till he had made fur 
tiler explorations. \\ itIi a detachment of one hun 
dred ami thirty six men. he ascended the river and 
landed on the eastern side, a few miles above 
Brewer. On the Jdd of May he took possession 
of the country in the name of the king, and on 
"the top of a very high piked hill, on yu east side 
river, about three miles above Marine Xaviga 
nation.” with due ceremonies, buried a leaden plate, 
containing this inscription: 
"May •Jd. G.Vd. Province Massaciu'setts Bay. 
Dominions oe Great Britain. 
l*,<s.siott ('oitjiI'literf hi/ T/khii:!# ilui'ei'imr. 
This solemn act had an importance which, at 
the time, could not have been foreseen. It creat- 
ed the evidence of possession and jurisdiction that 
enabled our commissioners at Paris for establishing 
the treaty of l?Sd. when the question of the limits 
of the 1'uited States came to be discussed, to in- 
sist upon tin* St. Croix, instead of the Penobscot, 
as the eastern boundary. The British plenipoten- 
tiaries claimed that Massachusetts had never right 
fully exercised jurisdiction cast of the latter river. 
John AdamS. one of our commissioners, settled 
the question by exhibiting the record of Governor 
Pownall. Thus this act of occupation secured to 
our State a large and valuable portion of it,s ter 
ritory. Without it. the country east of Penobscot 
would now have been a part of New Brunswick, 
or perhaps a province by itself, as was proposed 
during the Revolution, under the name of New 
Ireland, with Castiue as its capital. 
Near the spot when* the plate was deposited. General Waldo was seized with an attack of apo 
plexy. and soon after expired. The expedition 
immediately returned to Fort Point, bringing his 
remains, which were interred on tin following 
day with military honors and religious services. 
They still repose there, but the exact place is un- 
known. 
iTiior ownan. naviug loumi uu [mice equal 
to this Point of Wasaumkcag, determined this to 
lx the place for tin* Fort.” 1 laving selected a spot 
about twenty live rods from the waters edge, in 
front of tin* site of the present hotel, where re J 
mains of tin* breastwork are vet to be seen, he j 
commenced tin* erection of a fortification, insig- 
nificant compared with military works of the pres 
«*nt day. but sufficient to intimidate the savages, 
and to insure protection from their raids. As its 
establishment was the means of opening the whole 
Penobscot valley to settlers, and of inviting im- 
migration to the territory which embraced Belfast, 
a brief description of the structure may ho appro- 
priate. 
It was a regular fortification, with parapet, 
ditch, and glacis, square in form, with Hankers, 
and a blockhouse in the centre. The dimensions 
were three hundred and sixty feet, or ninetv feet 
on each inner side of the breastwork, which was 
ten feet in height. This was cireuinvallated by a 
moat or ditch fifteen feet in width at top, five at 
the bottom, and eight deep. Jn the centre of the 
ditch were pal isadocs quite around the fort, except 
at the portcullis on the eastern side, where a draw 
bridge crossed the excavation. The blockhouse 
was two stories in height, and had flankers of dia- 
mond shape at each corner. The latter were thir- 
ty-three feet on a side, the blockhouse itself be 
ing forty-four feet square, and all constructed of 
square timber, dovetailed at the corners. In the* 
upper story, which jutted over the lower one, sev- 
eral cannon were mounted. The roof was hipped, 
with a cent it box on the top. There were two 
chimneys, in opposite corners. Three or four 
cannon were placed in the area between the breast- 
work and the blockhouse. The engraving was 
prepared from a description given by Joseph 1*. 
Martin, Esq., in 1828, accompanied by a ground 
plan of the fort. He derived his information from 
an aged person who had lived within its walls. 
Chapter Five contains a description and 
history of the Scotch-Irish, who settled 
Londonderry, New Hampshire, from which 
town the earliest settlers of Belfast came. 
Among the emigrants from Ireland to 
Londonderry, was John Mitchell, who 
had a young son also named John. It 
was this son who sought out a new loca- 
tion at Belfast. 
On his passage from Boston to Schoodic during 
the summer of l?u>. Mitchell visited Penobscot 
Bay. and lirst looked upon the place where our 
city now stands, then a wilderness, the primeval 
forest, which no civilized person had ever pene- 
trated. frngimr the shores, and extending as far as 
the eye could reach. A ceiitun of civilization 
greatly changed the prominent features of the 
landscape. The heights of Bluehill and of Mount 
Desert still lift their dim outlines in the east, and 
the waves of the hay still glitter in the sunbeams: 
but field and orchard, wharf and shipyard, have 
crowded off the forests, and busy trade has en 
croached upon the curving lines of the once lonely 
shores. It can well be imagined how forcibly the 
varied scenery of the locality, and also its natural 
resources, may have impressed tie* mind of so in 
telligent and discriminating a man as Mitchell. 
Learning at Fort Pownall that the land which 
bordered upon our harbor was for sale, be com 
municated the information to bis friends in Lon 
donderry. The result was the formation of a 
••community." or ••proprietary." as it was called, 
for the purchase of the township, then designated 
only as "a tract on the southerly side of a town 
ship granted to Colonel Ooldthwait." 
Among the*** moil were the Pattersons, 
the Millers, the Cochranes, the Houstons, 
the Durhams, the Gilmores, the Browns 
and others, progenitors of the present in- 
habitants of those names. Fifty pages 
are by the author devoted to sketches of 
the proprietors, descriptions of the lands. 
&*c\, including a dispute with Gen. Knox 
concerning 2000 acres whi“h the settlers 
claimed, and which the General did not 
think belonged to them. The dispute 
waxed warm, and propositions for arbi- 
tration were being discussed when the 
General's sudden death occurred. A leg- 
islative enactment afterwards yaw the 
settlers what they claimed. 
The first huildiny erected in lie new 
settlement was a saw-mill, by Mitchell, 
on the Weseott stream, in 17G!». .lames 
Miller’s first residence was a ley house, 
between the Fiotiiiilyliam house and the 
shore, and the other settlers were at first 
similarly lodged. 
Thu tirst settlers were, ot course, strangers to 
the luxuries of living. For several years, they do 
peudeil for the means of sudsistenee almost ex 
elusively upon their crops, and upon fishing and 
hunting. The rich newly burnt land produced a 
plentiful supply of cereals and potatoes. Moose, 
deer, and even hears were abundant, and tin river 
furnished salmon, shad and alewivcs. (Jroeeries 
could not he obtained nearer than truck house at 
Fort Fownall. Harley broth and samp, the latter 
composed of corn broken in a mortar, boiled, and 
eaten with milk, was favorite articles of food. All 
their clothing was home-made: tin* wool being 
carded, spun, and woven by themselves. Tin; tirst 
carding machine used on the Penobscot was at 
Rucksport, after the Revolution. Several of the 
proprietors were practical weavers: ami linen, pre- 
pared from tin* tlax raised here, took the place of 
cotton cloth. They also made tow cloth, as it was 
called, which men and children wore during the 
summer. In winter, tin* usual dress was Crocking, 
made of wool, blue and white striped. Roots were 
unknown. Their place was supplied by cowhide 
slioes. with knit leggings Rear skins frequently 
were used instead of blankets. All tin* cooking 
and warming were doue by the aid of lire on the 
brick hearth, or in the brick oven. Pine knots or 
tallow candles furnished the light for long winter 
nights, and tire was kindl 'd by flint and steel. 
The tinder box was an important feature in every 
household. There were no carpets, sofas, or mat 
tresses. Feather beds ami pillows were luxuries 
regarded as heirlooms, tin subject of bequests by 
will. Crockery, glass, and tin ware had not come 
into general use. A few pieces of china were re- 
served for particular occasions, hut culinary and 
eating vessels were of iron. wood, and pewter. 
Pewter platters and bowls glistened in a row on 
the dresser of every kitchen or living-room. The 
houses had no paint, and several wen* without 
windows. John Robinson brought here a sash 
containing a few small diamond shaped panes of 
glass; the whole wore destroyed during the tirst 
year of his residence, by a vagrant hog in an at 
tempt for shelter. He substituted a thin sheep 
skin, through which a dim light found its way. 
All the early inhabitants of Rolfust were in com 
fortabh* pecuniary circumstances. Their lands 
were paid for. and they were therefore exempt 
from the demands of mortgagees or adverse claims. 
Vet a glance at the inventories of tin* estates of 
some of the most prominent" men show liow limi 
ted were their domestic conveniences and manner 
of life. 
The people of ltd fast wen* by their 
less fortunate neighbors considered to be 
wealthy. The author says 
Benjamin Nesmith, who was one of tin* largest 
tax payers, by his will, dated July b. 17'J‘J. be 
queathed specifically to his wife ••one leather bed. 
bedstead and bedding, also all the pewter and 
pots." To his daughter Mary, he bequeathed 
•• one feather bed. bedstead and betiding, one 
square table, one tea-table, one good chair, one 
good chest, one iron pot. one dish-kettle, one tea 
kettle, a lire-shovcl and tongs', one good milch 
cow, two sheep, one ease of knives and forks, and 
also the sum of fourteen dollars in cash, which is 
to be laid out to her to hey a silk gown and trim 
tilings for the same." No inventory of the estate 
of any person who died here previous to 1S00 emi 
morales a single carpet, mirror, clot k, hook, pic 
tun*, or article of ornament or luxury, excepting 
tin* silk gown last mentioned. 
This was at a time when in one of the 
interior towns a man was called very rich 
who could afford to have pork with his 
beans c\cry day in tin* year. 
It is a curious fact that the location of 
the business portion of the place was a 
matter of great difference of opinion with 
the settlers 
Mitchell supposed that the principal settlement would he on the eastern side of the harbor: and 
although he owned lot No. Kb. which now includes 
a portion of the populous part of the city, he se- 
lected as his residence the beautiful and com 
manding situation on the point near the mouth of 
(loose Kiver. He said to Miller. ••The village will 
lie on the east side." "No," was the reply, "it will 
be on the wast side:" a prediction whieh’was fully 
sustained. Tile stone foundations of his house 
were visible until lSbt>. when Hiram IT Pierce 
used them in constructing a dam. 
In those days, any straggler who chose 
to do so could not come into town and 
make himself at home, as now. The fol- 
lowing appears among the records of the 
selectmen 
Bklkasi, June HI* J77b. 
This is to Certify that we the Subscribers have 
Warned Joseph Dow to withdraw from this town 
forthwith, for we would not accept him as a Town 
Inhabitant. 
There was likewise a touch of the blue 
laws in those days 
Among the votes passed in 177b was one "that, 
if any person makes uunessaserry vi/ets on the 
Sabbeth. they shall be Look1 ou with Contempt, 
nut ill they make acknowledgment to tin* Public." 
The record of 177b informs us that "ten pounds 
were appropriated for preaching this year." and 
also "that swim* are to go with sufficient yoakes, 
and without Kings." At the same meeting, it 
was voted "tit send to S* (Jeorges to tryc to Have 
their Minister one Sahath to Preach and Baptize 
Children." If any person absented himself from 
public worship, when any was held, he was liable 
to he lined. 
It grieves us to say that tin* hard-deal- 
ing inhabitants of those days -and prob- 
ably they were obliged to count the cost 
of things used to sell at auction the un- 
fortunate persons who became chargeable 
to the town— 
The practice of selling paupers at auction to the 
lowest bidder obtained in Belfast for many years. 
It was the custom to dispose of each one separate- 
ly. like a slave ; and the sum received was propor- 
tioned to the ability of the unfortunate person to 
labor. In 181J1, the overseers of the poor were in- 
structed “to dispose of tlii paupers who may be- 
come chargeable on the best and cheapest terms 
possible, till the next annual meeting, and then in 
said meeting to dispose of said paupers at auction 
to such as will keep them for the least sum per 
week. Thus, the question was who would take 
old Sain Long for the smallest sum. There was a 
little work yet. left in his aged bones; and. in the 
language of the record, “he was put up, and struck 
off to Andrew Ward for one dollar and fiftv cents 
per week. Families were divided, precisely as in 
u slave mart. At the same meeting, it was “voted to 
sell Airs. Bagiev's two children at auction." Ac 
cordingly, they were put up; and the girl was 
struck off to Samuel Butman at four shillings per 
week. The boy was struck off to Nathaniel Fells 
at live shillings and ninepence per week. Samuel 
Long proved more profitable than was anticipated; 
for in 1818 his price declined to “eight shillings 
and ninepence per week, except physic." 
The settlers of Belfast were, by the 
war of the Revolution, placed in a posi- 
tion cruelly embarrassing and perillous. 
They sympathized with the cause of in- 
dependence, but they were weak and un- 
protected. Cruisers and marauders in- 
fested the coast. Goldthwait, who com- 
manded at Fort Pownall, had taken the 
side of the King, and would not allow the 
people to supply themselves with powder 
at that post. On one occasion the set- 
tlers took ammunition by force. Some of 
the inhabitants entered the Revolution- 
ary army, and Samuel Houston was a 
member of Washington’s body guard. In 
177!) the noted Mowatt, the destroyer of 
Falmouth, was in Penobscot Bay, breath- 
ing out slaughter and vengeance. A large 
British force took possession of and forti- 
fied Castine. Gen. McLean, the com- 
mander, issued orders for every male in- 
habitant to take a stringent oath of al- 
legiance to the crown or suffer the conse- 
quence. It was a terrible alternative— 
but the truths of history must he told. 
A majority of the heads of families in 
Belfast took the oath. When the fleet of 
Saltonstall, designed for the capture of 
Castine, arrived in the hay, a counter 
proclamation from the patriot Gen. Lov- 
ell was issued, with the assurance that 
the enforced oath of allegiance to the 
King was illegal and void. The people 
were required to take a counter oath of 
allegiance to the government of the Unit- 
ed States, or he regarded as traitors. 
Thus required and assured, they took the 
second oath. 
After the defeat of Saltonstall and 
Lovell, there was no alternative for the 
people of Belfast, in order to escape Brit- 
ish vengeance, but to flee. Every family 
left the place by water, and desolation 
reigned. Williamson says — 
ill Belfast, immediate preparations for departure 
w ere made. Some ot the inhabitants hastily con 
eealed their furniture in the woods, and the wells 
were used as a hiding place for pewter platters and 
other domestic artieles. The residents llieu mini 
licivd one hundred and nine, comprised in eighteen 
families. Oil the night after the destruction of 
our tiect. all embarked in gondolas and boats, and, 
following tile shore, proceeded down the bay with 
out interference from tile British. Samuel Hous- 
ton and the Pattersons availed themselves of ail 
old bateau, which six years before brought the 
latter from Saco. John Brown and wife, Mr. and 
.Mrs. Tolford Hnrham ami child. Alexander Clark 
and wife, with John Barnet, his wife, and three 
children, set sail in a sloop. Miteliell put sueh of 
his effects as In* was able to collect intoa gondola, 
and with his family slid sttelt others as chose to 
share his fortunes Boated away upon tin1 evening 
tide. Tin* remainder escaped in various water- 
craft. 
The locality became a sort of mauratl- 
ing ground for cattle stealers and plun- 
derers generally. The author relates the 
following 
Soon sitter the evacuation of Belfast, a party of 
twelve m«'n commanded by Sergeant Jenks (or 
Jenkins) ventured from Camden to drive away 
some ol the cattle that had been abandoned, and 
which Richard Stimson, who had been left behind, 
probably with his father Kphraim Stimson. at 
Mount Kphraiui, was to assist in liuding. They 
made the deserted house of Samuel Houston iu 
the eastern part of the town, on the spot where B. 
F. Houston now resides, their place of rendezvous, 
and passed the night there, in the morning. Jenks 
went to the shore to shoot wild fowl, and a dense 
fog prevailing, he was surprised and taken prison- 
er by three men named Armstrong. Cookson. and 
Turner, who had landed from Bagaduce on an ex 
pcdit.ion of plunder. The better to deceive the 
iihmi remaining at the house, they marched him 
towards it with his musket on his shoulder. Sup- 
posing them to be friends. Stimson and others 
came out to meet them. A struggle at once en- 
sued. Stimson. although a small-sized man, was 
brave and strong. Being summoned by Armstrong 
! t<» surrender, lie dropped his musket, and seizing 
Armstrong by the legs threw him upon the ground, 
calling to Jenks. "Blow him through." The latter 
immediately tired, the lmllet going through Arm- 
strong’s brain, producing instant death. In the 
affray. Cookson stabbed Stimson in the arm with 
a bayonet. As soon as Jenks discharged his musk- 
et. lie turned and struck Cookson down; but the 
latter ret overeil himself, and with Turner escaped 
to their boat. The thick fog rendered pursuit use- 
less. Stimson always imputed cowardice to the 
remainder of tic paity, as from the house they 
witnessed the atfair. and rendered no assistance. A 
rough box was made, and the body of Armstrong 
interred in a spot near the scene of the tragedy, 
which is still pointed out. The next day a part-v 
from Bagaduce conveyed the remains thither for 
more decent burial, and burnt the house and barn 
of Houston. In the latter, which was "a good 
new barn." quite an amount of grain and furniture 
belonging to the neighbors had been stored. It 
was all consumed. A romantic incident in this 
connection has been handed down. A beautiful 
sister <•( Stimson was compelled by the British to 
hold a lantern at the grave, it being dark before 
the disinterment was completed. Attracted by her 
appearance, one Turner, who was of the number, 
continued the acquaintance, and alter the war 
closed married her. 
After the peace, most of the families 
returned and took possession ot their 
lands. The population increased, until 
in Jsno the whole number of voters was 
MS. of whom 02 resided upon the west 
side, and 5(i upon the east side of the 
river. Tlie autobiography of Judge Cros- 
by, father of Ex-dov. Crosby, is quoted 
from. The Judge came to Belfast in 1802. 
and thus describes its appearance at that 
date: 
There were within its present limits only live 
old framed houses, some log houses, one old store, 
ami two old meeting--houses ; and few rods north 
of it. on my present farm, live Indian wigwams. 
But there were ten new stores and houses going 
up, and in part finished. There was not a rod of 
stone wall nor a rod of highway made on this side 
the hay. The appearance of the whole was that 
of a dilapidated forest, covered with stumps and 
prostrate hemlock, and other logs. The forest 
was then standing entire oil the west side of Wil 
son’s Hill, and the people were then cutting oil’ 
the cord wood. The land this side the hill, and 
between it and the village, had been burnt, over 
the year before. The site of my dwelling house 
was hardly visible from the beach : and my office, 
opposite Phu-uix Bow. was erected in tin* midst 
of large hemlock logs and stumps. The country 
west was one continuous, beautiful even sheet of 
forest, with a few hen* and there scattering open- 
ings. The roads into the country were only bush- 
ed out and partly causewayed, and travelling in- 
tercourse with tin* shore settlers was principally 
in open boats, with fasti lie and the Islands entire 
Iv so. 
A chapter is devoted to the history of 
buildings and building enterprises. Seven 
chapters are taken up with the history of 
tin* churches in Belfast. Under the head 
of Miscellaneous Religious History, the 
following mention is made of local enthu- 
siasts : 
A .singular instance of religious extravagance 
occurred here in IXPJ and 1S4B. Jonas S. Barrett, 
a stone mason, an honest and in other respects a 
sensible man, having adopted novel but somewhat 
obscure notions of theology, embodied them in a 
pamphlet of forty seven pages, entitled “New 
Views upon the Bible, and its Abuses by the 
Priests,” which appeared in December of the form- 
er year. Its doctrines were incomprehensible: 
they were a medley of mysticism and the dreams 
of Swedenborg. On the 15th of July. 184B, lie 
celebrated the anniversary of “the lirst year of the 
second coming of Christ" in the following peculiar 
manner. In front of his house, which stood on 
the corner of High and Peach Streets, a grove of 
evergreens was extemporized and a flag staff erect 
ed. from which lloated a white banner, bearing 
the inscription, “Opening of tin* Seven Seals." 
with the representation of a Bible having seven 
clasps, three of which were broken. At nine o’clock in tin* morning, seven cannon were fired, emble- 
matic of the seven thunders that announced the 
opening of the seals. V bugle, drum, and life fur- 
nished music, and a dinner was free to all who 
chose to partake of it. During the day Air. Bar 
rett moved among tin* numerous visitors, discours- 
ing upon his peculiar and courteously ans- 
wering all questions that were propounded to him. 
Tin* best of order prevailed, and the occasion ex- 
cited amusement rather than ridicule. Mr. Bar 
r«*tt afterwards went to Auburn. California, where 
he died in 1801. 
Among me converts to mtrrctts doctrines was 
one Arehelaus Harding, an old man of unsound 
mind, familiarly known as “Arcin' Harding." He 
belonged in Prospect, where he was formerly a 
Free-will Baptist preacher. He wore a long white 
heard which descended to his waist, and would 
kneel in the street or in the mud. whenever mov- 
ed so to do, and offer prayer. Ignorant peonle re- 
garded him as a prophet, or as one gifted with 
“second sight," because lie was said to have fore- 
told the death of several persons. Whenever de- 
rided. he would pronounce an anathema, which 
even the most thoughtless feared. 
Chapters twenty-four and twenty-live 
are Idled with the educational history of 
Belfast. Newspapers and other publica- 
tions form an interesting chapter. The 
first paper printed within the limits of 
Belfast was the Hancock Gazette, in 
1820, by Fellowes & Simpson. The ma- 
terial of the Gazette was used in print- 
ing the Waldo Democrat, and afterwards 
came into the hands of the publishers of 
the Republican Journal. .Judge William- 
son says 
The presses and type of the “Democrat” were 
transferred for *l,3oS to Robert White and Cyrus 
Rowe, who on the <>th of February, 1829, estab- 
lished the “Republican Journal," with only three 
hundred and thirty-three .subscribers. Both pub 
Ushers were young men, and entered upon the 
work with a determination to succeed. Mr. 
White was a practical printer, industrious, and of 
excellent business qualifications. Air. Rowe had 
hut a limited knowledge of the trade, but pos- 
sessed some literary tastes and capabilities. Ho 
was a great reader, inclined to be a free-thinker 
in religion, and had some eccentricities of charac- 
ter. Under their joint management, the new pa- 
per flourished, extended in circulation, increased 
in putrouage, and became a power in the laud. 
Among its steadfast adherents were Hon. Alfred 
Johnson. Hugh J. Anderson, Nathaniel At. Low 
ney, James V. McClintock, Hiram 0. Alden. Wil- 
liam H. Bmrill, and others of the prominent Dem- 
ocrats of that day. Founded but a few weeks be 
fore the beginning of President Jackson’s iirst 
term, the “Journal’’ never faltered in the support 
of his administration. During the first eight years 
of its existence, its pages furnish a history of the 
bitter contest which the old hero waged against 
the bank and tariff schemes of that eventful period. 
In size the “Journal'’was originally about t wen- 
ty one by fifteen inches. It was printed almost 
wholly upon long primer type, so that the eon- 
tents did not equal more than a single page of the 
paper as now issued. The early numbers are in- 
teresting as pictures of the times nearly a half 
century since, for many are tin* changes within 
even so short a period. Those were “tin* good 
old times when news from Boston was a week old, 
and the latest Congressional intelligence twelve 
days: when rum. as appears by large capitals in 
the advertisements, was the principal article in 
‘family groceries;’ when merchants went to Bos 
ton for their goods in a regular fast sailing 
schooner:’ when the whistle of tlie steam-engine 
had not pierced our ears, and the electric wire 
had not sent tidings around the world, quicker 
than thought.” 
The history of the Journal is traced to 
the present year, and high and just trib- 
utes paid to the memories of its deceased 
editors, Benjamin C. Griffin and George 
B. Moore. 
An interesting chapter treats of Law 
and the Courts, and another is filled with 
Biographical Sketches of Lawyers. The 
latter embraces, among those deceased, 
Bohan P. Field the elder, Judge Crosby, 
John Wilson, Phineas Ashman, Alfred 
Johnson, Zaccheus Porter, William White. 
Rufus If. Allyn. Joseph Williamson, Na- 
thaniel M. Lowuey and Alfred W. John 
son. 
The Physicians and the sanitary his- 
tory of the city have their space in the 
History, where the annals of the healing 
art are fully set forth. 
The military history of Belfast forms 
the material for two chapters, and that 
pertaining to the war of the Rebellion, 
two more. The incidents of the Greene 
Indian war are told at length, including 
the poems of Dolliff. Of the occupation 
of the town by the British forces after the 
capture of Castine in lsi-1, the History 
says : 
From the heights of Belfast, the arrival of the 
| fleet and the destruction of tin* fort at Fastiue 
were witnessed; and it was not without agitation 
that three of the vessels were soon seen heading 
towards our harbor. A portion of the fleet pro- 
ceeded up the Penobscot, in pursuit of the I 'nited 
States corvette “Adams." which was then at llauip 
den for repairs; but she was burnt by order of her 
commander. Faptaiu Morris, to prevent capture. 
As the militia was then assembling at various 
points, it appeared to be a necessary measure of 
precaution to occupy a post on the western side 
of the Bay, which might afford support, if neces 
sary, to the force going up the river, and cut off 
communication with the southern and western 
sections of the country. I'pon iiniuirv, the British 
commander found that Belfast, being ••upon the 
high road leading from Hampden to Boston, and 
which perfectly commands the bridge," was likely 
to answer both these purposes, and accordingly 
directed Major-general trosseliu to take post here, 
with the Twenty-ninth Regiment of foot. 
A light breeze delayed the vessels, and it was 
late in the afternoon’when they arrived. They 
were three in number, the frigate “Burhanto" and 
two transports. The former anchored off Steele's 
Ledge, the transports came nearer the shore. At 
about five o'clock, a barge, conveying several of 
licors and a flag of truce, landed on the beach just 
j below where the Fouudery Wharf now stands. A 
large crowd had assembled to witness their arrival. 
Presenting the flag, the officer in command asked 
an interview with the chief magistrate of the place, 
and was conducted by William Moodv to H use’s 
tavern (now the store of S. A. llowes A Fo.), 
where Asa Edmunds, the Fhuinmm of tin* Board 
of Selectmen, was formally presented. The officer 
then stated that his Majesty's troops were ordered 
to hold possession of the town for a few days ; 
that, if no molestation took place, the persons and 
property of the inhabitants would be respected, 
and that a certain quantity of beef and other pro 
visions were required the next morning, and would 
bo adequately paid for. Edmunds replied that he 
knew of no objection to landing the troops, but 
that he doubled if the supplies could be furnished 
in so short a time, adding. “If we had known you 
were coming.—if you had given us notice,—we 
should have been better prepared for you This 
reply was supposed at the time to imply that re 
sistauce would have been offered, but all that the 
“chief magistrate" intended was that the want 
of notice might prevent a seasonable response to 
the demand for provisions. It was said that the 
somewhat equivocal remark occasioned no slight 
merriment when reported on board the frigate. 
Soon after dark, tin* troops disembarked on tin* 
same spot where the barge landed. They wore 
gray fatigue coats, ill tin* place of their red uni 
tonus, which were used on parade. On their caps 
was the number of their regiment, the Twenty- 
ninth, called the “Boston Regiment," it being the 
same that perpetrated the memorable Boston mas 
saere. Preceded by a hand of colored musicians, 
they marched up Main Street to the tune of "Tin* 
British Frenadier." tleneral (Josseliu was mount 
ed on a chestnut-colored policy. Tin* whole rank 
and file numbered about seven hundred picked 
men. of almost equal height. They were just from 
the Mediterranean, and had served under Welling 
ton. (! nurds were at once stationed at the wester 
ly end of the bridge, and on the roads leading to 
Belmont. Northport, and the Narrows. The aca 
demy, the west meeting-house, the gun-house, 
and tin* lnini of Apollos Alden were used as bar- 
racks; the old town pound, at tin* corner of what 
is now Allyn Street and Northport Avenue, was 
converted into a fort or battery. Some of tin* 
troops encamped opposite the shipping. Heneral 
Hosselin occupied the McFarland house, then one 
of the most prominent residences here. Other of 
fixers were quartered at John Wilson’s and in tin* 
Durham house opposite. No inhabitant was in 
terfered with, and no requisitions for provisions 
made : but every thing furnished was liberally 
paid for. A request that liquor should not be sold 
to the privates was generally complied with. The 
strictest military discipline was observed, and even 
violation of orders punished. For entering a gar- 
den without license, a soldier was severely flogged. 
The British were unacquainted with tin* topogra 
phv of the place, and supposed the lower bridge 
was the key of IVnobscot River, 'fo prevent deser 
tioiis, the officers represented Belfast as an island, 
some distance from tm* main land. One of the 
picket guards, stationed on Wilson's hill, conceiv- 
ed the idea of visiting the western shore of the 
is/aiu(, and started on an exploring expedition in 
the direction of the setting sun. When the troops 
departed, he was in Dnvistown, now Montville, 
where, as a respectable citizen. In* resided until 
his death. A Northport mail was detected in aid 
ing one of tin* sentinels to desert: he was carried 
to Halifax as a prisoner, and detained until after 
peace was declared. 
Tin1 Mexican war and its local volun- 
teers come next, followed by a history 
of the military organizations in time of 
peace, in which (Jen.dames W. Webster’s 
celebrated Report is given in part, with 
liberal extracts from the metrical version 
thereof. Helfast in the war of the rebel- 
lion is fully recorded. There is a list com- 
prising every man who lttered the army 
or navy, and a biographical sketch of all 
who died in the service. 
Fifty-seven pages of the hook are de- 
voted to the necrology of the city, con- 
taining a list of persons deceased in the 
period covered by the history. 
1 lie remaining chapters treat of the 
following subjects- Travelling, Post-Of- 
fice, Hotels, &e.; Roads; Streets; Ferries 
and Bridges; Steamboat Navigation; 
Railroads and Railroad Projects; In- 
dustrial History; Commercial History; 
Fires and Fire Department: Associations 
and Societies; The Temperance Reform ; 
Amusements; Celebrations and Observ- 
ances; Visitors, Distinguished and Notor- 
ious; A Chapter of Accidents; Ship- 
wrecks and Disasters at Sea; Beasts, 
Birds and Fishes; Meteorological and 
Phenomenal: Statistical History. 
'I’lie appendix, occupying thirty-nine 
pages, is divided under the following head- 
ings— Municipal Officers, 1773 to 187o; 
Senators and Representatives; Civil of- 
ficers: Military Officers; Votes for Pres- 
ident and Governor; State, County, and 
Municipal Taxes; List of Vessels built; 
Officers and Soldiers from Belfast in the 
Rebellion. 
There has never probably issued from 
the press a work so completely indexed 
as Williamson’s History of Belfast. The 
path to any desired portion of its contents 
is so plain that no one can miss it. The 
general index fills nine closely printed 
pages, arranged in the best possible 
manner. And there is besides an index 
of names, filling twenty-six pages, with 
reference to each separate mention of in- 
dividuals in the body of the work. This 
last index includes 3400 names, with from 
one to thirty references attached to each 
name. This will give some idea of the 
great amount of labor bestowed on the 
book. 
The preface acknowledges the author’s 
indebtedness to gentlemen who have as- 
sisted his labors, particularly to the ven- 
erable William Quimby and to ex-Gov. 
Crosby, whose Annals, published in tho 
Republican Journal, “have been invalu- 
able.” The columns of the Journal, dur- 
ing its half century of existence, have 
been drawn upon freely in all its depart- 
ments. 
We cannot close this notice without 
again expressing our deep sense of the 
obligation which wc feel, in common with 
all citizens, for the laborious researches 
of Judge Williamson, so faithfully pursued 
and so handsomely embodied. 
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A (iatlierinn of Croakers. 
The political sensations of the hour are 
the speeches made at Woodstock, Conn., 
on the Fourth of July, hy ex-Gov. Cham- 
berlain of South Carolina and Senator 
Blaine. Tile occasion was a local cele- 
bration at that place, gotten up hy Henry 
C. Bowen, a gentleman frequently quoted 
during tlie lien trial of the Rev. Beecher. 
These gentlemen went thither to say some 
startling tilings, and other distinguished 
men were present to assist at the birth 
thereof. 
W e have not space to give the text of 
the s]leeches in many respects remark- 
able which were then and there given 
to the world. That of Chamberlain was 
a review of President Hayes’ southern 
policy. It will readily suggest itself to 
the reader that Chamberlain does not 
like, and declines to endorse that policy. 
It has caused a certain gentleman who 
used to subscribe himself Governor of 
South Carolina, to write himself ev-Gov- 
enior of the same. As is generally the 
ease with a man who feels that his griev- 
ance is personal, lit- heaped hitter denun- 
ciations upon the supposed author thereof. 
President I laves was assailed for the part 
he had taken in the pacification of the 
South, and his action commented upon as 
‘■unconstitutional and revolutionary, sub- 
versive of constitutional guarantees, and 
false to every dictate of political honor, 
public .justice and good morals.” 
All this is the mere laving of a man 
whose aspirations and interests the course 
of events has thwarted, hut who is con- 
stituted the mouthpiece of those like unto 
himself. Such outpourings of wrath can 
weigh hut little in public estimation, when 
compared with the results of that which 
is denounced. 
The President, called to the considera- 
tion of a great problem, which was caus- 
ing much public anxiety, saw tit to adopt 
I he plain, simple and easy solution of with- 
drawing the troops, and leaving the peo- 
ple of the States to their right of self- 
government. Discord and anarchy tied 
peace and civil order took their place. 
Business revived, public credit was re-es- 
tablished, and confidence restored. And, 
more significant than all, the outrage mill 
has ceased to grind its grists for the 
whites and blacks arc united in harmony 
for the bettering of their condition. With 
such results apparent, demagogues like 
Chamberlain may howl themselves hoarse, 
without making any impression upon a 
course so obviously patriotic and just. 
Mr. Blaine, who on this occasion fol- 
lowed the deposed and discomlittcd car- 
pet-bagger, called attention to a new 
source of danger that lie thought lie had 
discovered in the South. There is a plan 
on foot, he announces, to engage in a war 
with Mexico, to absorb her territory, and 
out of it to create new Southern States, 
by which to give that section additional 
power, and finally supremacy in the gov- 
ernment. lie thinks that the order re- 
cently given forthe pursuit of marauders 
over the Mexican line has a strong ten- 
dency to help on the scheme. 
It is pretty certain that Mr. Blaine, 
alarmed at the ell'ect of the President's 
course upon the party and his own pros- 
pects, has east about for some means of 
holding it together. And this may lie 
taken as the best expedient that could 
lie devised to construct another hob- 
goblin of southern aggression out of the 
very just and proper order of the govern- 
ment to protect its citizens from robbers 
and assassins. Why, we have hut to ear 
ry our recollections hack a few months to 
recall Mr. Blaine’s speeches, one of which 
was delivered in this city, assailing the 
Democratic party because it did not in- 
tend to protect American citizens. And 
now we have the same gentleman de- 
nouncing the administration that himself 
aided to place in power, because it does 
protect its citizens. This is a remarkably 
sudden change from hot to cold. 
Mr. Blaine speaks kindly of the British 
provinces, and thinks their annexation 
desirable, in preference to Southern ter- 
ritory. But we here in Maine remember 
very well that in 1874 the Republican 
state committee, under Mr. Blaine’s chair- 
manship, flooded the state with pam- 
phlets, accusing the Democratic party of 
desiring, by a reciprocity treaty, to secure 
closer relations with the British provinces 
-those provinces that were so hostile to 
us during the rebellion 1 
There is another remarkable thing in 
Mr. Blaine’s speech. In reviewing the 
political power of the South, and pre- 
senting his assumption that such power 
is to be used in a manner hostile to the 
Union, Air. B. says— 
The* consolidated strength of the sixteen states 
that were lately slaveholding, is a tremendous po- 
litical force, embodying nearly one-half the Senate 
of the United States, more than one third of the 
House of Representatives, and almost two--fifths 
of the aggregate electoral college. This entire ele- 
ment is controlled by a small minority of the peo- 
ple of those States; it will be wielded in the fu- 
ture with the unity of despotism, and it aims at 
permanent domination in the government of the 
ountry. L*et ua look the future squarely tn the 
'ace, prepare for the danger in season, and avert 
it if possible. 
The South had iu part this “tremen- 
dous political force” previous to the re- 
bellion, as belonging to sovereign states 
of the Union, under the provisions of the 
Constitution. When the war ended and 
the slaves were free, no leader in the Re- 
publican party was more clamorous than 
Mr. Blaine for so amending the constitu- 
tion as to make masters of former slaves, 
and slaves of the former masters. So far 
as constitution and law could do it, they 
accomplished this. But in doing so, they 
could not ignore the plain provisions of 
the Constitution, ami the fact that by 
freeing the negro population it must be 
made to count in future as a whole, like 
that of the North, and not for three-fifths, 
as before, in apportioning representatives 
in Congress and electors of President. By 
enfranchising ignorance they could not 
make it the master of intelligence. Brains 
control in the South, as they do every- 
where. The consequence has been that 
the South has united for the preservation 
of its interests, as any other portion of a 
country would do, in the presence of such 
evils as Mr. Blaine and his party threaten 
to inflict. And in this purpose the intel- 
ligent negro stands shoulder to shoulder 
with the white man. But it is ludicrous- 
ly strange to hear Mr. Blaine reproaching 
the Smith with possessing a power which 
he and his party have thrust upon them 
that they are using for the assertion of 
their rights and interests a weapon to 
which tin' Republican party has given 
edge and point, and placed in its hands. 
It is but one more illustration of the 
proverb that the devices of the wicked 
often work out their destruction. 
News comes from Rome that Bishop 
Lynch, of Charleston, South Carolina, has 
been appointed coadjutor bishop to Cardi- 
mil .Met.loskey. It is said that Bishop 
Lynch is a close student, a diligent work- 
er, and attends carefully to the spiritual 
training of the Roman Catholic youths of 
his diocese. He is sixty years old, is a 
native born American and is over six feet 
tall and built in perfect proportion. Since 
the devastation of his proudest work, the 
beautiful cathedral in Charleston during 
the war, Bishop Lynch has been con- 
stantly toiling to raise money to repair 
the damages and build again the once 
stately church. He has, during these 
years of wandering, made his headquar- 
ters at the cardinal's residence in New 
York city. 
The Belfast excursionists to Mount De- 
sert. on the Fourth, did not have an al- 
together pleasant experience- hut they 
saw one thing, after their arrival, which 
was worth noting. We refer to the water 
supply of Bar Harbor. Here a village, 
perhaps one sixth the population of Bel- 
fast, has supplied itself with water from 
an elevated lake, brought in pipes, avail- 
able to every dwelling, and ready for tire 
purposes. And yet Belfast, with her pop- 
ulation and wealth, lias a iletieient supply 
for domestic purposes, and is in daily 
danger of being a third time destroyed 
by lire. 
The grand jury of the circuit court of 
Baltimore county, Maryland, in session 
at Townsontown, presented Saturday 
evening indictments against its own 
judges Chief Judge Richard Grayson 
and Associate Judge Yellott for malfea- 
sance of office. It is charged that a fraud 
involving $50,(KM) had grown out of a 
change of venue ease. The judges were 
on the bench when the return was made, 
and immediately adjourned court. 
The Philadelphia Times has interview- 
ed a number of Republicans: federal of- 
fice holders and others, with regard to 
the Presidents’ recent order for the pro 
motion of civil service reform. The of- 
fice-holders generally were non-commit- 
tal, but their opinions are really of ver\ 
little consequence; the people and not 
the politicians, being the judges in this 
matter. The Times puts the whole ques- 
tion in a nut shell, as follows 
The battle of’ the mlntinistmthm with its own 
friends who claim to have warmed it into life, w ill 
he no dress parade affair, and the President has so formed his lines that he must resolutely press on 
ward in his chosen path or tall in hopeless dis- 
grace. W hetller he shall be successful will depend 
wholly upon the tlion Highness of his reformation. 
It he shall stumble and temporize over half wat 
measures, he will he ground to powder between 
the upper and the nether mill stone; Imt if lie shall 
make only sueh appointments as will he so main 
living declarations of the mission and progress of civil servtee reform, the country will honor his ad 
ministration all the more because it had to tread 
stony paths to reach the long hoped for uatiomil 
regeneration. 
A Newport dentist is introducing a new practice. Three weeks ago he extracted a tooth for a voting 
mull, and after cleaning and retilling it replaced it in the cavity. It was sore for a few davs. hut the 
gum is limv healing up and the tooth scions strong and permanent. [Iloston Post. 
1 hut operation has been repeatedly ami 
successfully performed by Dr. Lombard 
of this city, in years past. 
It is safe to say that no town celebrated 
the Fourth more sensibly and successful- 
ly than did Thomaston. The solid men of 
that good old town understands the needs 
of an occasion of the kind. 
It is said that Beecher and Tilton are 
to kiss and make up and Kli/.abeth, too. 
How about Bessie Turner *. 
A contemporary captions an account of 
his journey ings “A Week on the Wing.” 
Evidently he made a Hying trip. 
Bluejackets over the border, down in 
Mexico. 
The Editor of the Bangor Commercial, 
after an examination of Williamson's His- 
tory of Belfast, says — 
The work is thoroughly full ami exhaustive. 
Mr. Williamson has a love, for historical research, 
ami he has gathered together in this volume all 
accessible knowledge pertaining to the early his 
tory of our Penobscot Valley. In this particular 
lie has done a great and lasting service not only to 
the city of Belfast, but to all the towns on the 
river. 
The people of Belfast must lu* especially pleased with this historw and they owe to the author a 
debt of gratitude for the great labor lu? has ex- 
pended, and the vast pains he has taken, to col- 
lect together and present in a most entertaining 
and readable form, every historical fact and cverv 
item of interest pertaining to their city. Asa 
town history it is a model of fullness, exactness 
and excellence. 
Arraigned and Committed. 
B i due ford, July 10. John I). Burkina 
and James Blaisdell, the men who mur- 
derously assaulted Stephen Dixon at 
West Lebanon July 4th, had an exam- 
ination there yesterday before Justice 
Oakes. Academy Hall was crowded to 
suffocation and there is considerable ex- 
citement there regarding the matter. 
County Attorney Lunt conducted the 
prosecution and W. (J. Copeland appear- 
ed for defence. The assault was proven 
and no defence put in. Both men wore 
committed and hail refused. Dixon’sskull 
is fractured in several places and it is 
very doubtful if he recovers. 
Bell, a gold hunter at Auburn, Dal., recently dis- 
covered a rotten quartz lode, from which, in three 
weeks, he extracted upward of £10,000 in gold, by 
washing in pans, and then sold his mine for £J0,- 
000, making a handsome fortune of £>0,000, which 
he stiitl was all he wanted. He had previously 
been obliged to pawn his wife's gold ring to obtain 
food for his family. 
Generalities. 
General Grant left London, Thursday, for Bel- 
gium. 
The horse •• Smuggler" won the race near Bos- 
ton. Friday, in *-2:101. 
Three boys were drowned while bathing in 
Niagara river Saturday. 
A big rat invaded a mocking-bird's cage in Rich- 
mond, Va.. and the valiant bird killed him. 
An incendiary lire at Gloucester. Mass., Thurs- 
day night, destroyed property to the value of >->o, 
000. 
Two deaths arc reported in Philadelphia, from 
loaded pistols iired in fun. and supposed not to be 1 
loaded. 
Gen. Graut was in Brussels Saturday, and re- 
ceived many attentions. Sunday he was visited 
by the King. 
John Gerhan tried to save his little son from 
drowning in the Kackeusack river Friday, but both 
were drowned. 
The loss on the value of Boston real estate for 
the year will be fully >10.000.000. and on personal 
property ^JO.OOO.OOO*. 
The coinage of the U S. mints the past year 
amounts to 1.000,000, an increase of $i i,0ini,ooo 
over the preceding year. 
The Mollie Maguires of Pennsylvania are at 
their old tricks. Five murders have been commit 
ted since the executions. 
The daughter of Mrs. Maria Flder. of l nity. Pa., 
was dragged from her house by three tramps Sat 
unlay and brutally murdered. 
By the premature discharge of a camion at King- 
ston Hill. R. I on the Fourth, one man was killed 
and four others badly injured. 
There were twenty-one slight accidents in New 
York, on the Fourth, from tireworks. and lil'tccn 
small tires, the loss aggregating S-j.ooo. 
The steamers Klpliiiistone and Kodewater came 
into collision at l’oiute aux Trembles, near Mont 
real, and both were sunk. Frews saved 
Three thousand dollars worth of Bibles, stolen 
from a German publishing house in New York, 
have been to tnd under a wharf in Jersey t'iiy. 
The Republic Lite 1 ns ura uce t '• unpaiiy oft 'hicago 
is in a bad cm ndition. The receiver has discovered 
a balance of three and a half millions against the 
company 
M. K. Fhase of Bluchill. has been awarded the 
contract for iirnishing cut granite for the pedestal 
tbr the statete of the late Major General George 
II. Thomas. 
The most interesting thing in a Toledo golden 
wedding was a dance by tile bridegroom’s lather, 
aged 11 Mi, and the old man's great great grand 
daughter, ag< d Hi. 
A Boston mail writes from the Black Hills 
"There are now at least P.MMM idle men in the 
vicinity, and more suffering. I think, than in anv 
plate in America." 
A Washington dispatch says that the general 
opinion there is that the te>tinum\ against Sena 
tor Grover oi Oregon is already sullieieiith damag- 
ing to imperil his seat. 
Secretary Sherman and party arrived in Boston 
Saturday evening, hi the afternoon they visited 
the life saving stations at Provinectowii and tested 
the working of the various apparatus. 
F. S. Treat of Fast port, goes to Japan by re 
quest of the Japanese minister on a salary of 
.$.>000 per year and expenses to teach putting up of 
canned fish and canned goods generally. 
Benjamin F Hinds. Fsq.. special agent of the 
Treasury Hcpartmeut. with headquarters in Port 
land for the past eight years, has been promoted 
and is u> he chief of the Fhicago district. 
A ship, which is being built at Portsmouth, is 
too wide to go through the draw of tin- Portsmouth 
bridge, but the builder says that lie will take Lis 
vessel through. c\cu if lie has to use force 
A. W. Goodrich of Lawrence. Mass., tired a gun 
loaded with shot into a group of small children 
who were picking cherries under his trees. S.-veral 
children were wounded and he was arrested. 
J. M. S. Williams of Hoston. has tailed. His 
failure will not effect the financial credit of tin- 
firm of (Hidden A Williams, which is inn- of the 
oldest shipping houses, and is financially strong. 
In Thomaston. Kdward O'Mrien is the largest 
tax payer — *:M7 l.m : Samuel Watts. Sl.TV.i.S.'t; 
Harvey Mills, 'rib 11.1 1C. W Stimps.m. >.i,s.,.1 
Alfred Watts. Solis. •JT'. The rate is Sid mi s|noo. 
A man by the name of Wright was arrested on 
the circus grounds at Daugor for defrauding j*.* 
pie with candy prize packages, ami taken before 
the Court and lined s|u and costs, which he paid. 
The New York Tribune says, of the W oodsto. k 
effort. 'file truth. i>, that Mr. Chamberlain is 
talking about a dead issue lie ought not to >il 
a valuable head by running it against astone wa’l." 
An Iowa damsel clad herself in male apparel. in 
order to elope with her lover, hut tlie disguise was 
detected at Davenport, and she owned tip. Sim 
had got away from her parents, however, and was 
happy. 
William Henry Noble of Milltown. while iuto.xi 
eated and asleep on the track, was run over \\ cd 
nesdav by an engine mi the St. Croix and IVuoh 
scot Railroad cutting oil* both legs. He died 
Thursday. 
Due thousand dogs which had been gathered in 
New York pound were unceremoniously drowned 
Thursday. About fifty dogs at a time were put 
into an iron crate, which was swung over Un- 
dock and sunk. 
Alphonzo Thayer and William Perry, young men 
of Rochester, were drowned mi the >ih. in Penoh 
scot bav while catching a >word fish with Capt. 
Thurston of the schooner Joe Carleton. tin ii-.fi 
fouling with tin* boat and upsetting. 
A man frightened a lady's horse at Sharon. Pa 
last Tuesday. The lady told her father, who as 
saultcd the man. knocking him through store 
window. The soil espoused the cause of tiis abused 
lather and killed tin- man who assaulted him 
Westticld. Mass., had a genuine mail dog scare 
Friday, 'flu- line Spitz dog of Fred and A. D 
Loomis was attacked with hydrophobia and 111 •... 
the whole family from the house Tin- ear was 
immediately shot before it got out of the house, 
so that no other dogs wen- bitten 
Stephen MacDonald was wayiaid mi Main -i ♦*.-t 
in Diddetmd Thursday night In Cnarh-s Rile, ami 
three other roughs and frightfully beaten. Rih-\ 
and one of the others were m-sted and locked 
up. Mr MacDonald being in a pivcarn ms emnli 
tion their examination was postponed 
Three men named Floy. Dellinger and Pierce 
were boating in the Niagara river above the falls 
when the limit got into the rapids and Dellinger 
and Pierce jumped out and attempted to swim to 
tin* shore hut were carried over the Falls Flov 
remained in tin* boat and was recovered. 
A hoy at Kulield Ceutn who was half killed by 
an eagh* two or three weeks ago. lias had hi< re 
veiige. lie found a .’lest ill the woods, built mi the 
lower limbs of a large beach tree, some thirty h-.-t 
from tin* ground, as large as a two or three hiislnd 
basket. He elimhed to tin- nest and cant tired t In 
two young ones. He had a hard light with tin old 
ones. Til.- largest of tin- young measured three 
feet and two inches from tip to tip. 
A young man of .tstme, uaiin d John F. Cray, 
a graduate of tin- Fasten Normal School in IS7-J 
aged *ig. was dr«. ,v iu-> 1 Tuesday forenoon at I In- 
mill pond in Norih a-ui IL- and smin- of his 
comrades uer*- i:ki.i.r in a small skiff which 
begun to till H* became fl ight.-in- l and jumped 
out though he emihl m»t sw im, and he w asdrow ned 
where the water was hut four f.-.-t deep. Ills com 
punioiis wen- unable to rescue him. 
Due of tin* papers before the Probate Court at 
Springlielil «m Monday had a curious incident eon 
liected with it The estate was supposed to have 
been finally settled over fifteen years ago. but the 
executor accidentally noticed the name of tin* 
testator among an advertised list of depositors in 
an Albany savings bank whose accounts had 
reached the legal limit, and claimed and obtained 
some r.'lno, which was more than the whole «■> 
tate had previously amounted to. 
The Dueksport correspondent of tin* Daugor 
Whig gives an account of tin- capture of a coast 
of Maim* pirate, who lias been engaged tor a long 
time in robbing vessels, stores, houses. Ac., ail 
along shore. His name is Charles (1. tlrav. of; 
Drooksvillc, skipper of pinkey sc hr. Clementine. 
He was captured on board his vessel at Ducks 
port, after a desperate light, by Sheriff Patterson. ! 
Constable .1 P. Ames, and Sheriff Spurling. He 
is recognized as an old state prison bird. 
A Terrible Tornado. 
Milwaukee, July <>. The storm at lVu- 
saukee station, T> miles north of (ireen 
Kay, on the Chicago and Northwestern 
Railroad, destroyed the Gardiner House, 
the largest hriek hotel and summer resort 
in Northern Wisconsin. Light persons 
are known to have been killed and two 
missing. Other buildings were blown to 
pieces and the. place is a total wreck. 
A saw mill, shingle mill, school house, 
and 15 or Ti other buildings were blown 
down. A powerful gust of wind raised 
the railroad depot from its foundation and 
threw it across the track, preventing the 
passage of the (ireen Kay train for two 
hours. The bridge was misplaced and 
damaged; the steam tug Spray and a 
schooner were totally wrecked. 
The Chicago Tribune’s special Irom an 
eve witness estimates the loss at over 
s KMI.IHHl. 
The Mexican Thieves Punished. 
New York, July ti. \ telegram from 
the War Department, Washington, from 
J-t.-Col- Shepley, states that Lieut. Kullis 
chased the Indian cattle thieves across 
the Rio Grande, had a light with them 
and drove them into the mountains and 
captured Ti out of the tifty stolen horses 
they had with them. Col. Sliafty will 
cross to support Kullis, and also Lieut, 
limit who appears to be on the .Mexican 
side following the Indian trail. Harness- 
es, etc., were found by Kullis which had 
been stolen from Gillespie county, Texas. 
The despatches from Gen. Ord enclosing 
the above have been furnished the Presi- 
dent. 
New* tjt the City and County. 
No mosquitoes in the city this year. 
Xo more bottled potato bugs are wauted at this 
office. 
Dog tights are not so prevalent as before the 
new law. 
I. W. Parker will be master builder on tlio Mu 
souic block. 
Now all the land is fragrant with the odor of 
newly mown hay. 
A person with good hearing can hear the corn 
grow, in this weather. 
The wreck of the old steamer Kmperor, at Sandy 
Point, is being burnt for old iron. 
Raspberries have appeared in the market, ae 
companiod by the inevitable worm. 
A limited number of copies of Williamson's His 
tory of Belfast can be had at *f» per copy. 
S. A Rendell, custom house official at Stockton, 
has lost a teat by the abolition of the office. 
The compensation for the tux collector of this 
city is one cent on the dollar, and not one mill, as 
stated last week. 
Lancaster's new store, adjoining Wadliu block, 
oil Mam street, is being made uniform with the 
others, brick and iron front 
There is a new station on the Belfast railroad at 
Waldo, formerly known as Littlefield's crossing 
A depot has been built there. 
This is the accepted season for excursions, pie 
nics and camping out. besides boimr a busy time 
for tish lines and frying pans. 
The yacht P M Bomiev. ( apt Burgess, has 
taken a party of Boston gentlemen to Mt. Desert 
and neighboring islands, for a week * cruise 
The steamer Arrow, with a large and substan 
rial barge which accompanies her, makes an ex 
eelleut boat ldr harbor and bay excursion and sail 
iug parties 
A mail lie.ir Custom House Square is trying <• 
raise 111 maturity a pair of younu crows The 
neighbor* think they have u,»t to admire hi* 
fancy in the bird line 
Tuesday's was the most quiet night preceding 
tlie Fourth ever known here Marshal Parke 
took special pains to suppress rowdyism, and all 
good citizens thank him. 
T. \> Pitcher and wife, and Noah Mathew* an.l 
w ife, left on Monday for a vacation of a few weeks 
They will visit the Kangeley Fake*, and other 
points of interest in Maine 
Bdij Hyder. at F'y det Cove. Fslesboro. ded 
rated a new dancing hall, on the Fourth. The ac 
eoinuiodations at this place for the summer visit 
or or cxcur.*iori.*t are eompl»*t« 
\ mother in tin* city keeps her little boy tied 
to one would tether a hen at the end of a six 
rope, fastenei 1 to a post in the front y ard. She 
generally knows where to find him. 
The Cood Templars of Waldo county, n* her 
iug some -j.tHio will hold their annual excursion 
session at Nortliport campground Friday. Vugust 
dd. A ireneral inv itation is extended to ill tnem 
hers of the order. 
The steamei May Queen took her first large ex 
eursinn party, last week, from S« arsport to Kvdor's 
Cove. With sehooiier upon either sale. sh. 
made very good time. She will he in demand as 
an excursion boat. 
At the law court at Bangor, in the ease of Brad 
bury against 11 ay ton l. on the note given Mahan 
for mowing machines, the verdict against plaintiff 
was sustain 'd. Also that of Marcia A Campbell 
against F .1 Bailey .n a bastardy case 
It lifts been suggested that the city government 
cause the names of the streets to he placed upon 
the corners and street lamps. Strangers are verv 
much bothered to find given places. It would 
cost hut a trifle and would he a great public on 
vellieiiee. 
The barn of Cardiner Sherman at Palermo 
Corner. wu> struck by lightning during the heavy 
storm Sunday evening and partially destroyed 
Two cows and an i>.\ were killed A horse which 
was in another part of tin* burn was knocked down 
and severely injured. 
The lishin_ sell. Martha A. Brewer, Cupt. Mi 
Donald, of this port, eauie m last week to spend 
tin* Fourth. W hen about to s.ul Thursday she 
was attached 'or debt, and a slap keeper placed on 
board. \fter a delay of .sonic days tie* matter 
was adjusted, and the schooner sailed 
Ntteiitioii i-. eulled t 1 tie- pdlowaig new advei 
tisements N est makers wanted by .1. F Sleeper 
-Freueli kid Newport ties, by Critehett A Kram-is 
Professional eurd of Dr. P. A Crookcr. Sears 
uiont. \\ aniiiig notice from NV. 1 Cochran, sears 
Island Notice to tax payers of Belfast f or 
sab*, by T. f Fllis, Fust Belfast 
N teacher of the Sunday school class at the 
Baptist Church, on a lute Sabbath, after .-alight 
cuing tin* young ideas upon the jourtna inurs of th 
Apostles Barnabas and Paul, asked ••Where did 
Barnabas live' •* Stockton," yelled a small hoy 
down tin* class. That youth got his Scripture 
mixed, and was thinking of the ex collector of 
customs 
Tin- committee from the city government has 
awarded the building of the sewer from the eor 
her o| t nur**ii and Main to the corner of Spring 
and High street, to A k P Moore at vBbJMt per 
r«»d It is to he twenty six rods in length aud to 
he built of hrii k. with the tunnel egg shaped, ami 
three feet m diameter. It taps the sewer that for 
merly ran through the !->t now owned bv the 
Masons 
No. *J engine company which went to Biddelbrd 
on the Fourth. won the second money -s.iMMi tt 
the trial of engines at that place. Tin* first money 
was won by an engine of the satin* make, oi |V.t 
body. Mass. Tin* score of \o was but I SB feet, 
and the winner something over l'»ii. owing f• > a 
high wind. Tin- Massachusetts maehin.e had a 
force of over one hundred ite-n. while .airs had but 
half !hat number 
The committee from tin- city government, on 
the question of water supple reported, on Idles 
day evening, that then* were m the city seventeen 
cisterns and reservoirs containing all the way from 
tour to twelve feet of water. They recommend 
the buildiug of tun in*w reservoirs and the en 
largeuietit of others They also report the present 
quantity insufficient and that m. asi res should he 
taken to increase the water supply 
Ida.let. iTivUs As is usually tin* ease on the 
glorhms Fourth of July, when the spirit .•! 7b 
mingles with the spirit of the present day. it is 
prolific of squabbles, rows. Ac. The recent Fourth 
iu this city was no exception, aud a lew eases 
reached the Police Court. On Friday Judge John 
s.»ii had Patrick Hanley li.-fore his tribunal on 
complaint of Patrick Brogan f.r assault aud bat 
tery. Brogan testilied that Hanley had been drink 
iug. came to his house, picked a row with him 
and without provocation struck him over the eye 
with n cane indicting a wound that required tin 
services of a surgeon. In fact when Brogan up 
peared in court his lace was so striped oil' with ad 
liesive plaster that it resembled a plan of the 
European war. Hanley admitted the striking of 
Brogan, but said he was not intoxicated, that he 
had stitlieieul cause for the assault, and that Bro 
gun called him hard names A- The Judge ul 
lowed that oiti adopted citizens have a right to 
celebrate our national birthday, blit not to that 
extent, and >«* tilled Hanley ^b.00 and costs, from 
which In* appealed. Brogan thought that while 
In* wa* at tin* table he would make a whole uieal. 
ami so had Airs. Joanna Haney arrested on two 
complaints for selling liquors, and testified that he 
had bought whiskey of her on a number of oceu 
sums. She was convicted and tim*d ^Bl»iM and 
costs on each complaint, from which judgment 
she appealed. On the same day Andrew J Stev 
eiis was taken before Trial Justice Mureli on com 
plaint of Noah B Harford for assault aud battery. 
The parties live on the east side. Stevens said 
that Harford was drunk and disorderly, and he at 
tempted to arrest him in Ins ollieial capacity as a 
policeman, but afterwards allowed him to retire 
to his house. Harford said he had drank nothing 
but lemonade, aud that Stevens assaulted him 
Stevens was acquitted. 
As Mr. Kllis, tin* night policeman, was returning 
to his home early Monday morning, he discovered 
some one inside the grocery shop of J. H. Crockett, 
draw tender, which is located near the Maine Cen 
tral wood shed. A close inspection revealed a 
broken window. Mr. K. kept guard until a person 
came along when word was forwarded to Mr 
Crockett. On entering the shop they found 
Michael Cannon, of this city, inside. He was nr 
rested and taken to jail. A few things were miss 
mg On Monday Cannon was before Judge John 
sou and testified that as he was crossing the bridge 
ut one o'clock that morning he was set upon by a 
gang of roughs who picked him up and threw him 
through the window of Crocketts shop. Finding 
comfortable quarters inside he concluded to stay 
until morning. The Judge thought this story too 
transparent, and hound him over in the sum of 
$*J00 to the JS. J. Court. 
Kino haying weather. 
V w concrete walks are being placed about the 
North church. 
It is wonderful that these hot days bring no 
thunder showers. 
Ceorge llarding was last week elected presi' 
•'of the Belfast Reform Club. 
\ crew lor brig H. C. Sibley, of Belfast, came 
Boston on the boat. Monday, 
b'-aniel Nichols is carrying the mail on the stage 
it'* between this city and Bangor. 
M Vi Castle installed the ollieers of Aurora 
"Ige Daughters of Rehekah Tuesday evening. 
The Sanford line of steamers are selling excur 
:i tickets at low rates between Boston and Bau- 
j'*r. 
Sm;il 1 mackerel are quite plenty in the harbor, 
d a large number of boats in attendance oil* Hat 
son's point, daily. 
I ie-re isn’t any need that Belfast people should 
■ e holm- to get pleasant drives, sea bathing, or 
>1 nights tbr sleeping. 
Vs will be seen by the lime table in another 
iimn. tie- train leaves this city at a later hour in 
■ momimr than formerly. 
glorious Fourth was enjoyed the best by 
> persons who spent the day in the little 
aj*s along tin* Northport shore 
i’ iss.'iitr.'r travel to the east oil steamer Katah 
;> unusually brisk at the present time. Fvery 
'•■room is engaged in Boston one trip.in advance. 
d this citi has received from 
a '!’ Kaiie .Si .lolm. a letter acknowledging 
-I ! it v '.’I Tor the relief of the sufferers 
The lire. 
M. u>tle m.id> at In-- foundry on Tuesday a 
that weighed HHl.i pounds. It is a "wild 
tor Dyer's marine railway an apparatus over 
a h the chain run* 
V K'leaiupuieii of Odd Fellow s will be institut 
!i is city on i h( foil rlh of'August, next. Vis 
Patriarchs from different parts of the state 
be in attendance. 
> nall F. Meadcr. Belfast, has an original 
■ a the last \wek > Portland Transcript, and 
-> to appear the present week in the Youth's 
lipauioii. of Boston. 
a water supply the following places can he 
t• I Hons.- p.»ud. Pa.s.stgassawakeagstream. 
x.-.i '!dIde11 •■> poinl. Pitcher's pond. Wilson's 
mi. and last and In .ill means least the 
k hole 
'•l"iiinihi m.ini ..i Mr Parker, tax collector, 
i- .- cpt.-d .0 the last me.-ting of the city gov 
...III.- hoiulsmeii an LI N Lancaster. 
\ How -. II. H.t\ lord Josiaii Mitchell. F. W 
rv and l.sreal Fox. 
:n- small ho. raise seventeen kinds of high 
the cirrus ring used hv the departed show. 
i"'T by might easily imagine that a few 
ions had heeii left behind when Sanger’s 
age fie went home. 
is a woiim-rfi'l age ofm-w inventions. Here 
How. a F- selling hermetically scaled tin 
win. i. when opened turn out the real highly 
'••■I and nicely s--asom*d Bosion baked hcans-- 
thing for camp life, and not to he despised 
l.«* household. 
tiovenior has untile the following liomina- 
lor Waldo t ouiit;. Franklin A. tireer. Bel 
.d Nathan P. Bean. Srarsmont. as .lustiees 
t1.*• Peace ami (Quorum: .John L. Norton. 
iiiterport. <’oroticr. and Bavid L. Flanders. Mon 
Trial Justice. 
> hoys Burlesque t’oiupauy did not attract a 
audience on Monday evening A pretty at 
dive show is required to entire people into a 
ill in hot weather. But tin- performances were 
■ '•rally quite good. Little Billy Burkett, with 
Lib >p, an disguise a'ad hones, made a decided 
,u. 1 was called out a second time. 
Idle Maine t entral owes a debt of gratitude to 
F"orge While out with a rowing party on 
Momhn a lire was discovered among 
tubers of the railroad bridge. \\ 11 ti consider 
trouble he extinguished it in season to save 
ii't are <>f course lie has his joke about it. 
> The rest of the party were girls, tieorge 
.-I cruise with that style of mariners. 
W ii'iiiiurtoii ciigi tie No. lias challenged iiy 
No J. both of this 4-ity t«* play tor a purse i»t 
'"per side, the oiler to remain open until tic 
4 it'th. No will a--e.-pt, providing the\ call be 
«r 1 to i.allast their machine, she being so light 
he.i\y erew lifts her from the ground, much 
cr il; mi. I vantage. It is thought, troin the tone 
’iie 11,11 MllTe tllUt No o will Hot COllSCIlt to 
published last week an interesting article on 
ihject of Confederate torpedo boats, inclml 
a oimt ..I the dcstnirtion of tile llousa 
< barest'<u. in 1 lie spring of ISOI. On tic 
'•••lore tic torpedo boat came out, the sloop of 
lillian Allen had left her station two miles in 
C.e Housatoiiir. loraenii-e off shore, other 
be would have been tile victim. Mr. hyer. 
"•Iitor of tic Journal, was one of the Allen > 
company, and but for the fortiuialv circuin 
of th.- oiders to rmisr. he might have gone 
■ bottom, instead oi surviv ing to colled news 
1 licsc columns 
: i;ii\Ii M\ni.t:s The aiiiiual meeting of 
-t'-rkhohlers of the Hclfusl and MooScllead 
■ el w.ts held b adjournment last Saturday. 
'• H a/.e|tiic, |*. l aunec. W M Woods. I* 
•I VS White. J Mitehc.l K. Johnson. .1 
'•kei 'Oii aiid.I.C, lijoob were unanimously 
■" ted iMierlol- \1 Si SIlllSlM.pient UieetilC of 
Directors ( Ii 11. eltiic was elected I'ivsi 
ii. John 11. i^uimb\ rink. and \. Kauniv. 
astii-er. Tic -eports slew that about >JOJ)0O 
d dities have ben: paid the past year, audit is 
ieiitiy prediefei! that inteiv'U on the preferred 
u w ill be paid ill IS, S. 
II II. Whipple of Uo.stun is iu the city lor 
; irpose of correcting ami revising the new In 
for is;;. He expects to call at every 
ami place of business for the name, busi 
.uni r< sub-nee of th. citizens of Itclfasl. anil 
•:11p 1 e11* ami thorough canvas.- will be tmnle for 
u Directory, to bo issued about Oct. 1st. 
the well known directory tirin. (Jreeuough 
■JJ School street. If iston. and 111 Kwlningo 
Portland. The old Directory is very defee 
u many respects, which, together with the 
changes, render a new one very desirable, 
rn>t that it will meet with a general support. 
1 tin- tilt ecu .steamers that are cruising in our 
porgics. twelve came into our harbor A!on 
light, the weather looking stormy. They re 
t ti-.li not plenty, although hauls were made 
> 'inlay of seventy live to four hundred barrels 
■••amor Vmong the number is one new boat 
Dcorgc Humphrey ('apt. ('liureh, on her lirst 
that i> ditferent from the others. She was 
in Philadelphia, is over two liuiidred toe*, 
"o masts and cost over >'•!().(MO. She carries 
.v of twenty live men and lias four seine bouts, 
u-r model is \ cry handsome, and the linish and 
■ ucral make up ol the boat borders on the ex 
mrant. She belongs to the oil factory at Round 
'•id. Hristol. where the lish are carried when a 
'li- nut quantity have been captured. They are 
long on tin* homeward passage after a load is 
‘fen. as the one under notice steams lifteen miles 
hour. The porgy business must be a paying 
to employ such costly vessels. 
flu- Fourth of July excursion from this city to 
M'Muit Desert was not a fortunate one. The ex 
mists started with the tug Ralph Ross and 
■ btrgc Clifford, on a bright and beautiful morn 
by invitation of advertisements which assur 
1 them of a sail of live and a half hours each 
"ay. .uni <m arrival home all* o’clock in the eve 
i:c They came back at noon of the following 
•••' the most tired out ami disgusted company 
■ at ever landed here. The incompetent pilot of 
'■ t ug went blundering along lOggemoggiu Reach, 
t of the channel most of the time, going on the 
"mug side of buoys, bumping on rocks, and final 
■r lauded both vessels on a ledge, with a shock 
that threw passengers off their feet, and (treated a 
baiiic. It was lucky for those on hoard that the 
8,,a was smooth, and still luckier that the steamer 
bewiston was in the neighborhood, and came to 
’heir rescue, (’apt. Deering at once took lines 
born the stranded craft, pulled them off. and gave 
a tree passage to Bar Harbor, to such of the fright 
• lied excursionists as desired it. It was too much 
lor even a good pilot to undertake, the bringing 
biu-k of the vessels over the same route in a dark 
night, so the four hundred stayed at Bar Harbor, 
" here luckily the hotel accommodation was ample. 
We know that no one feels worse about this 
blatter than does (Jnpt. Ross, the manager of the 
’ug company. He is one of the most careful, 
kind-hearted and generous of men. He says that 
le* had every reason to suppose that the pilot was 
ttb experienced and safe one. If such had not 
been the case, the tug and barge, both of which 
arc without insurance, would not have been en- 
trusted to his care. We have no doubt that in 
’uture extra care will be taken to guard against *ke disasters. 
The house and ell ut' William Bams, in Waldo, 
were burned by a detective chimney, on Tuesday. 
Insured for *1000. 
At an adjourned meeting of the city government 
on Tuesday, the petitioners to give the muck pond 
to private individuals, were given leave to with 
draw. The city solicitor decided that the city 
could not give away its property. 
Mr. Allen of Bangor, is laying down some excel- 
lent concrete walks in this city. When well laid 
by a man who understands the process, these are 
the best and most economical walks. Mr. Allen 
has made it his business for many years, and has 
a patent for his process, llis walks laid in this 
city in years past have stood well. 
The Yacht Comet, of Vinalhaven, while coming 
tlm bay on Tuesday, with passengers, among 
whom were ladies and children, was struck by a 
squall, and was in considerable peril. The fishing 
steamer Hunter, of New Bedford, came to their 
rescue and towed them to Belfast, for which kind 
ness all on board were very thankful. 
Accidents. As Dr. W. Davis and another 
gentleman from Augusta, were driving ou North 
port Avenue, on Monday, they collided with 
another team and wen; thrown out. Their car 
riagi* was badly smashed, but no personal injuries 
were received.Mr. H. L. Foss, Maine Central 
station agent in this city, was severely hurt on 
Tuesday morning by being struck by a box ear. 
He was changing switches on the bri dge while the 
morning train was changing and making up. He 
had adjusted one switch and was walking to 
another when the train came down the middle 
track unnoticed by him. He was struck on the 
bead by a box ear. thrown completely over the 
bridge and fell lift ecu feet to the ilats and water 
below. The tide was nearly out. and where he fell 
tlm water was but three feet deep, lie retained 
sutlieient consciousness t>» crawl upon a mud sill of 
tbe bridge, where he was rescued by a boat. His 
head. arm. breast and legs were badly bruised but 
fortunately no bones were broken.On Tuesday 
morning a young sou of F. \V. Hilbert, about seven 
years of age. cut his ankle badly while playing 
with a hatchet in his hither’s shop, lie was placed 
in o. \\ Pitchers learn to be taken to a surgeon. 
when the carriage was overturned and everybody 
thrown out. .smashing two wheels of the carriage. 
.1 I! liavner then took the child in his arms, and 
carried him to a surgeon’s otliee, where tin* wound 
was dressed. <>u Wednesday morning a young 
mail, a son of Tims L. Stephenson, and his two 
sisters were driving down Stevens’ hill, on the 
east side of the rivi-r. the carriage came in rout net 
with a pile of hoards, overturned, throwing the oe 
eiipaiits out, but fortunately without injury. The 
carriage was smashed. 
SkAUs\n»s This village is getting well aceom 
modaled b\ sidewalks. Janies Marker recently 
donated 10 rods to the use of the public, which, 
with that built hy other citi/.-ns. makes about 
ion rods- a great convenience. 
Si.Aksnun. A series of rnitariau services, pre- 
senting tlie 1ruths of the gospel, as held hy liberal 
iiristiau thinkers, was begun in I nion Hall last 
Sunday, by Rev. I. T. Hixbv of Helfasl. The sub 
jeei of his sermon was “What Religion is. and 
how to get it.” A large audience, lilling the hall, 
was in attendance, and listened with interest lit 
the liberal views of « hristiaiiity hy Mr. Hixbv 
N **xt Sunday eve the services will he continued in 
the same place at 7. Id. Subject of sermon— “What 
is I Tiitarianism 
MonThe Fourth was duly observed here. 
It was a little «Ui>ty. hut the day was line, and 
there was a large collection of people. The ex 
creiscs of the day began between eight and nine 
o'clock A. M.. by a company of Horribles, parading 
the streets. There was a good sized company 
made up of most every tiling that could be thought 
of. Ail oration was delivered in the grove, by Win. 
11. Foglcr. Fm{.. of Med fast, in the forenoon, which 
is well spoken of. The Rev. A. I*. Fogg served as 
Chaplain of tin- day. The Heelaration of lndepend j 
euee was read by Miss Atwood with credit to her ] 
self. In the afternoon the horse trot took place. 
It is reported that there was some tall trotting. ; 
The owners of the track took over T'-ldO in admis 
Slolt tees. 
I5i:o<>k.n. The store of W. It. Rich was entered 
on tin- night (•!' tin* JSth. and about a dozen dol 
lars taken Also the mill of M. Chase was entered 
and a silver watch with a small amount of money 
taken therefrom. The .suite night a horse was 
stolen from John Cilley and was found the next 
day in Wiuterport. Suspicion pointed to Willis 1*\ 
I)owi!>. of liainpdcn. I'pon search the watch was 
found in his possession which ”he had traded for." 
etc lie was examined before John Roberts, Trial 
Jn,stic**. and hound over to the October term of 
court under s Jim bonds.The fourth passed away 
quietly, with no celebration. A dance in tin* eve 
mug. at Rich’s Hall, proved a success. Tin* po- 
tato bug has come at last. We saw a specimen of 
tin* new crop, or young ones, mi the vines of 
Chandler Rilley. They look disgusting, and tin- 
vines are wilting fast under their noiseless siege. 
..Lorenzo Cilley has bought the tarm of Charles 
Cook for “Jolt Also Knoch Oilman has sold his 
Id ;ieiv lot near tin* village, to S. L Dodge. 
Thitl eminent patriot..). Madison Wells, 
is in trouble again. A criminal prosecu- 
tion has been commenced at New Orleans 
against him and other members of the Re- 
turning Hoard, charging them with hav- 
ing on the 4th of December 1H7<>, falsely 
and feloniously uttered and published as 
t rue the altered, forged and counterfeited 
election returns for Presidential electors 
from the Parish of Vernon at the election 
of November last, by adding IAS votes to 
each of the I la ves electors and deducting 
DA from each of the Tilden electors. Wells 
and Kenner surrendered themselves to the 
sheriff and bailed at sAOObeach. Ander- 
son and ('asnavo w illsuiTeinlortlioinsolvos 
and lnniish tIn- iv<|iiiml hnnds. 
I'lii' Washington I'orivspriiidi'iit of the 
ISoslon Post tclooraphs to that paporcon- 
ciTiiiiio the prosecution of the Kotuniina' 
Hoards as follows 
The imlietinent of the members of the late 1 
Louisiana Returning Hoard for forgeries m eon 
ncctiou with the returns of Vernon parish. La., 
has caused more agitation in ollicial circles here 
than appears on the surface, and some interesting 
disclosures are likely to follow. Information has 
betMi received here to day that the indictments 
have hem instigated by -Marshal Pitkin and ex 
Gov. Packard, who propose thereby to get re- 
venge for personal grievances. The* friends here 
of Pitkin and Packard are advised that Pitkin 
possesses copies or originals of all despatches sent 
to the Returning Hoard during tin* progress of the 
count by the Republican National Committee, and 
that these implicate Sherman. McCormick. Zacli. 
Chandler and Garfield, and show conclusively that 
the Returning Hoard was instructed to steal the 
vote of the State for Hayes at any hazard and 
without regard to actual count. The proof against 
Sherman and Gartield is said to be sullieieiitlv 
damning t*» warrant the impeachment of the for- 
mer and the expulsion from the House of the bit 
t*,r. Packard also has documentary proof to show 
that many other returns besides those of Vernon 
parish were tampered with and forged. The oh 
j«*et of the indictments is to secure a trial, when 
all these facts will he brought out in evidence, 
l’lie President is reported as being much worried 
ami in a quandary. He doesn't want the testiuio 
ny to come out. and will try and persuade Gov. Nicholls to shield \\ ells and his partners in crime 
trom the consequences of their forgeries and per- 
jury. 
Another Massachusetts Tornado. 
.Sprixci n:u>, Mass., July !». a tor- 
nado occurred at Westfield at 1 o'clock 
this afternoon. It came eastward through 
the gorge of the Westfield river, and 
widened to half a mile, felling trees, scat- 
tering fences and demolishing buildings 
until its force was expended. 
It first struck the walls of the Salmon 
Falls Paper Mill, ."elmilding from the 
recent lire, which fell, crushing in the. 
engine house, containing two men, one 
of whom is seriously hurt. Two men 
plowing saw the storm coining and at- 
tempted to reach a barn near by. They 
and the horses were thrown to the ground 
and wounded by the dying stones. When 
they recovered their sight the barn was 
gone. 
A family of six persons in a house heard 
the whirling noise, and knew nothing 
until the\ lound themselves on the tloor 
several rods from the site of the house. 
The rest of the building was destroyed. 
Two buildings and a dozen barns were 
destroyed. Large quantities of crops, 
grass and trees were destroyed. At Chi- 
copee Falls the wind destroyed several 
barns, sheds and many trees. 
A Disastrous Storm. 
CixcixxAir, July <1. Another storm 
visited central Indiana and Ohio, last 
evening, doing still further damage to the 
crops and farming property generally. 
A boy was killed by a falling tree at Lima, 
Ohio. George W. Miles was killed by liglit- 
j ning, at Medville, Pa. 
Tl»a State of Affairs in Constantinople. 
Tlte Xew York Tribune’s correspondent 
at Constantinople writes that the situa- 
tion is very black for the Turks. The 
death of Ali Pasha in IHiil) was the signal 
for a new policy in Turkey, which is 
known as the “Russian policy,’ which is 
really the foundation of the present col- 
lapse. General Ignatieff was the sturdy 
defender and possibly originator of this 
policy. Its key-note was “Turkey for the 
Turks.” General Ignatieff used to go to 
the palace with all the cringing servility 
of demeanor which Turkish l’ashas put 
on in the presence of the Sultan. He 
found the Sultan by no means proof 
against such subtle flattery. When ques- 
tions of general interest came up in which 
the views of the Porte differed from those 
of the European powers, Gen. Ignatieff 
often sided with the Porte, on the ground 
that it ought not to permit European dic- 
tation. 'the wave of religious fervor which 
swept over all Mohammedan countries 
three or four years ago, beginning with 
India, worked exactly into General Igna- 
tietfs hands, and he was glad to see his 
Turkish friends so manly and so inde- 
pendent. The result of it all was that all 
foreigners in Government employ were 
dismissed. In army and navy, in the tel- 
egraph and post otlice, there were foreign- 
ers in positions of trust who had been 
chosen as organizers, but it was felt to he 
inconsistent with the dignity of Turks 
that any but Turks should hold such po- 
sitions, and all had to go. 
Now Turkey is reaping the fruit of this 
policy in the blight of inefficiency that 
paralyzes everything. Soldiers go to the 
held with splendid arms, but the cart- 
ridges give out, or the shells for the ar- 
tillery have not come, or the bread is 
wanting, or the enemy takes a different 
course from that which he took in the 
last two wars, and so the generals are 
disappointed in their wish to light him. 
The flirtresscs are besieged, and then first 
it occurs to tlit* War Department that 
there tire no stores there. The soldiers, 
with their splendid physique and supe- 
rior equipment, are sacrificed to the folly 
which remov ed foreign skill from the staff 
of the army. In the navy it is the same. 
The iron-clads are idle hall' the time, be- 
cause the Turks dismissed their English 
engineers and instructors some years ago. 
and now cannot regain them, while the 
men employed do not understand lmvv to 
use the splendid machine which the mod- 
ern iron-clad is. This jealousy applies 
also to Hobart i’asha. Although the iron- 
clad fleet is absolutely dependent upon his 
guidance, it was only after the Russians 
had destroyed two ships that the Uovern- 
ment was willing to give him an active 
command. 
(tenoral Mott, the American officer who 
reorganized and placed upon a civilized 
footing the army of the Khediveo! Egypt, 
was interviewed in Constantinople by t he 
correspondent of the Cincinnati Enquir- 
er. and declared himself ill full sympathy 
with the Turks, but said he regretted 
their painful lack of system and organi- 
zation, and deplored the stupidity of the 
rulers who persistently prevent the de- 
velopment of the country, and perversely 
deprive it of the future which belongs to 
it. He looks upon the present unfortu- 
nate war as the outgrowth of Turkish 
pride, and the low cunning of English 
and Prussian statesmen, who have great 
points to gain in Ottoman disaster. He 
anticipates nothing but defeat, and is 
certain, that when it dotes come, a revo- 
lution will take place at the capital, which 
will rid the country of the present wretch 
ed and utterly incapable Administration. 
He thinks that this crisis is rapidly up 
preaching. 
t.enerat Mott says that the greatest 
(litliculty lie meets is the idiotic pride of 
the Turkish officials. Nurtured in flu* 
belief that the Moslem is at all times a 
superior being, when in an otlicial ca- 
pacity. it is next tn impossible tn induce 
one of them to accept advice from an 
outsider, no matter how skilled or ex- 
perienced. They all have an idea that 
they are degraded in the estimation of 
their people when they accept assistance 
from (liaours, and the only thing tn do is 
to never tender advice, but wait until 
they ask for it. As an illustration of the 
utter lack of thrift and enterprise, which 
characterizes the Turks, (ieneral Mott 
says that within a short distance of the 
Bosphorus the l int ernment has a held of 
coal 4.1 miles long. It is simply inex- 
haustible. and is of very line quality. 
'They won’t work it themselves, and they 
won’t let anybody else work it save in an 
inditferent sort of a way. An organized 
English company offered the (int ernment, 
a t ear or two ago, jC I .OOU.(HK) per year 
for the privilege of working the mines, 
and was refused. With all this wealth 
under their feet, vessels are daily and 
hourly supplied at Constantinople with 
coal brought from Wales. 
The fourth at Thomaston. 
Tin' I until anniversary of t lie incorpo- 
ration of the town of Thomaston was cel- 
ebrated at that place with becoming cer- 
emonies. Thomaston originally comprised 
the towns of South Thomaston and Rock- 
land. owing to this fact these latter 
tow ns took a deep interest in the celebra- 
tion of the centennial anniversary of the 
“old town." and in no small degree helped 
to make the atfair a grand success. The 
morning of the fourth was ushered in with 
a national salute at the rising of the sun 
and pealing of all the hells. At 7 o'clock 
a grand parade of the “Antiques and 
Horribles” took place. The “Antiques" I 
were immense and created much diversion 
from the ludierousness of their attire. 
The grand procession was formed on 
Main street at !• o'clock under the com- 
mand of Major J. 11. 11. Ilewett, Chief 
Marshal, and moved at 1U o'clock. 
The procession was composed of three 
div isions. and included K nights Templars, 
millitary, thirteen lire companies, eight 
hands, carriages containing invited guests 
and citizens, and three floral ears, one 
with thirteen young ladies representing 
the thirteen original States: the second 
with ds young ladies representing the 
present number of States, and the third 
containing a Washingtonian Party, with 
ladies and gentlemen in continental dress- 
es. The procession moved through the 
several streets to the grove. The whole 
marching distance was a little over two 
miles. The decorations along the line of 
march were superb. Everything was in 
perfect taste, and the inhabitants seemed 
determined that nothing should he luck- 
ing to make the occasion one to he long 
remembered by the participants. On ar- 
riving at the grove. Hon. Samuel Watts, 
President of the Day, called the multi- 
tude to order and a hearty address of wel- 
come was delivered by Atwood Leveusal- 
er, Esq., of Thomaston. Prayer was of- 
fered by the Rev. Joseph Hallock of Rock- 
land. Judge (). (I. Hull read the Decla- 
ration of Independence, after which Hon. 
Edward 15. Xeally of Rangor was intro- 
duced as orator of the day. Mr. Xeally 
delivered a most interesting historical 
address. 
Alter the oration dinner was served the 
invited guests in a pavilion. 
In the trial of lire engines, Tiger of 
Warren won the first prize, an elegant 
silk banner, playing lfiri feet. TheMas- 
sasoit of Damariseotta won the second 
prize, *50, playing 173 feet 5 inches. 
l lie I lirigos of Rockland beat the Knox 
of Thomaston at base ball, 22 to II. 
A horse trot came off at Knox Trotting 
I’ark at 3 o’clock. In the 2.50 class four 
horses were entered, and the race was 
won by Horace Tibbets’gray mare “Rho- 
da Morrell”: best time 2.50. Lady An- 
derson took second money. Hi the 2.40 
race (). E. lilac,kington’s black gelding 
“Oz.ro” won in three straight heats, best 
time 2.40J. Jim Farnham took second 
money. 
The celebration closed with a generous 
display of fireworks. It is estimated there 
were 15,000 people present during the 
day. 
The following nominations have been made by 
the (iovernor— 
knoX cor NT Y. 
J. I*. & Q.—Xrtthau B. Turner, Rockland. 
HANCOCK COUNTY. 
J. I*. & Q.—J. Edwin Dutton, Bluchill; Joseph 
S. Comlon, Orlaud. 
Upwards of 2000 dogs have been drowned in 
New York city since the dog law went into effect. 
Thu Husaiau War. 
New Yoke, July 0. a cable despatch 
j says the abandonment “f Wdeneg-o by 
the Turks is confirmed, and of the ] 5,000 
Biishi Bazouks who entered Montenegro 
with the Turkish army, fully 11,000 are 
dead or missing. 
A cable despatch says the head <it the 
army of Russians is missing at Turuova. 
Its forward movement is impeded by the. 
necessity of establishing a depot for sup- 
plies to be taken by it, as the Turks are 
already clearing Bulgaria of supplies. 
.Maxchkstek, July it. The Guardian's 
London correspondent understands that 
the government has information that the 
Russians intend to occupy Constantino- 
ple unless the Turks anticipate by mak- 
ing peace on the (Gar’s terms. 
The effect of the receipt of this and 
other intelligence as to the Russian in- 
tentions has been to modify very con- 
siderably the view taken of the crises by 
certain members of the Cabinet. The 
practical outcome will probably be that 
if the more energetic members should 
feel bound to adopt an active policy they 
will no longer be opposed by their col- 
leagues hitherto disposed to caution. 
It is reported that powerful reinforce- 
ments will lie sent to the squadron in lie- 
si ku Ray. 
Constantinople, July !*. The Sultan 
at a priv ate audience declared toLayard. 
British representative, that he will not 
guarantee- protection to Christians if the 
Russians continue to excite rebellion in 
Bulgaria and perpetuate atrocities in Asia 
Minor. 
Indications are observable that Rus- 
sia’s efforts to dissuade Rouniania from 
taking active part in the campaign are 
merely designed to allay Austria's appre- 
hension. 
\ k\\ 1 unit, July 10. I! is stated in 
diplomatic circles, that Constantinople is 
under a reign of terror. Crowds of law- 
less soldiers and hands of Circassians and 
sheiks rob and murder with impunity. 
The streets are given up to these outlaws 
after nightfall, and all cafes and public 
res irts close at sundown. The massacre 
of all Christians and foreigners in Con- 
st mtinoplc is liable momentarily. The 
Italian vice consul was robbed and in- 
jured. and two attempts made to force an 
entrance to the English club. Some ir- 
regulars who were seen have been sent 
to the scat of war on representations of 
Bayard. 
A despaleh from Kustendjc status the 
1 tolirudscha advances now occupies Med 
jide thus cutting off Kustendjc from the 
interior. A second Russian army is being 
formed to advance west against Satid. 
under Brand Duke Vladimir. 
The stationing of tho English Heel at 
liesika Ray and the unsettled condition 
of France, causes much disquiet to the 
Russian stall'ollicers. 
A Dalmatia despatch confirms the re- 
ported Turkish atrocities in Bosnia. Fn- 
armed men and women tire slaughtered 
in the fields and in the streets in bodies. 
It is thought these outrages will force 
Austria to occupy the territory. 
Carried over Niagara. 
The Niagara Falls Uazettu gives the 
particulars of the drowning of Charles A. 
Fierce and Wallace Bellinger. It states 
that a party of employes in the paper 
mill at the Falls walked up the river to 
Bill Creek Island, to have a chowder, 
etc., provisions being taken in a sail-boat. 
There was a high wind and the river was 
very rough. After they had prepared 
and disposed of their chowder, different 
parties took the sail-boat and went out 
for short trips on the river. 
\n returned in satety, until a party ni 
three, (•(insisting of Charles A. Pierce. 
W allace licllingcr and W illiam Flay, sud- 
denly capsized while tacking oil' the head 
of ('iironer's Island. No suspicions of the 
terrible calamity tlmt occurred were en- 
tertained until about, the time it was ex- 
pected that a boat from Port Day would 
arrive, t 'arel'ully scanning the river, one 
of tin party, Mr. Tripp, noticed a speck 
on the Imisteruns waves olf Coroner's Is- 
land. and still rinser examination disclos- 
ed the horrible fact that the sail-boat had 
capsized, and that only one man was to 
lie seen clinging to the helpless hull. 
There was only one small scow at hand, 
and with this .Mr. John Robinson at 
tempted to go out to the rescue, lint soon 
returned, finding the sea too heavy for 
his little craft to live. Providentially the 
limit from Port Day came in sight, and 
attention was directed to the wreck, 
which was last blowing out further and 
further into the middle of the river, and 
rapidly descending with the current. 
They succeeded in reaching the capsized 
sail-boat just in time to save Mr. Play, 
the exhausted survivin' of the accident, 
who was clinging with desperation to the 
keel of the overturned craft. Flay had 
been thrown olf the bout so many times 
!>y the tierce Imll'etings of the waves that 
he was completely prostrated, and when 
taken into the rescuing limit was imme- 
diately seized with cramps. lie had 
stripped himself of all his clothing save 
Ills pantaloons, in anticipation of being 
obliged to seek a doubtful safety by swim- 
ming, should he not lie seen from the 
shore before reaching the neighborhood 
of (trass Island, lie was taken ashore, 
warmly wrapped up, and, alter .sutlicient- 
ly recovering, told the story of the fatal 
occurrence. 
lie says they had been out about half 
an hour when, as they were attempting 
to lack lo return, the boat got into the 
trough of the terrible sen running and al- 
most instantly capsized. They attempt- 
ed t" right tlu* limit, but found it iinpos 
sible, and after making several futile en- 
deavors and only succeeding in losing 
their grasp and becoming more and more 
exhausted bv repeated immersions, they 
gave up the attempt, l-'lav says Pierce 
and Helliiiger were both terribly excited, 
trembling so that they could hardly re- 
tain hold of the boat. Instead of attempt- 
ing to climb upon the keel, Pierce and 
liellinger struck out in hopes of reaching 
shore. Pierce was the iirst t" make the 
attempt. With a half understood remark 
about being unable to stand il any longer, 
“and that he was going to make for 
shore." lie started olf. The waxes hid 
him from sight and he was never seen 
again. In all probability he swam, with 
his clothes all on, only a short distance 
before going down to his death. A mo- 
ment nr two after liellinger told Flay that 
he also was “going to try for shore," and, 
with a simple “good-by." he struck out. 
lie only swam a little distance before his 
heavy clothing sealed his doom. Flay 
never saw him again after he left the boat. 
Left alone xxith the boat, Flay managed 
to climb to the keel and removed all liis 
clothing save bis pantaloons, lie was 
frequently washed oil’ the keel, but man- 
aged to climb back each time in safety 
and finally was rescued as we have al- 
ready narrated 
Augusta was treated, on the Fourth, to 
a rare display of fireworks. A small boy 
wc lit into the store of Clapp, dealer in those 
inflammable articles, and laid his light- 
ed “spunk” on the counter while In1 in- 
vested a dime in crackers. The Journal 
gives the following description of the re 
suiting explosion 
'flic clerks rushed to scrape the fire- 
works from the counter, which was hut a 
few feet from the display window, to pre- 
vent a general explosion, but quick as 
lightning a rocket plunged into the win- 
dow, and for a minute there was lively 
work. Those who saw the window, at a 
safe distance, from the outside, describe 
it as one of the finest scenes they ever 
witnessed. Pin wheels were buzzing at 
a two-forty gait, mines wore blowing up, 
Roman candles were blazing, serpents 
were marking their fiery train along the 
floor and counters, and every individual 
piece of fireworks was struggling to do its 
best to add to the tremendous noise that 
was then and there being made. Those 
near by when the fireworks burst through 
the window on to the sidewalk, some of 
the rockets striking the stores on the op- 
posite side, describe the noise as similar 
to that made by the bursting of cannon, 
or that it sounded like a huge building 
tumbling down. The explosion lasted 
I about one minute. 
The sohoouet '.Joe Carlton" of dock- 
port. arrived at that port Thursday fore- 
noon from Xew York, with a cargo of 
coai, w.di her colors set at “half-mast,” 
and reports that soon after she passed 
Owl’s Head she was becalmed and the 
crew noticed what they supposed to be a 
sword-fish, and lowered the boat with the 
captain and two men, and after consider- 
able of a pull they came up with the fish 
and fastened to him. He at once darted 
to tlie bottom, capsizing the boat and 
carrying it down after him. It is sup- 
posed tlie two men were entangled with 
tlie line, as they never came to tin; sur- 
face, lmt Captain Thurston, after being 
under water some time, rose and found 
one of the oars from tlie boat, with which 
lie was able -although thoroughly ex- 
hausted- to keep his head above water 
until a Rockland vessel came along, pick- 
ed him up anil put him on hoard his own 
vessel. The names of the men drowned 
are Thayer and Perry, botli single men, 
j belonging there, it seems particularly 
sad that when drowned they were within 
| an hour’s sail of their homes. 
; l’lie managers of the Portland, Bangor 
: \ M acinus Steamboat Company aimoun- 
e(*s that arrangements have been made 
i with the Maine Steamship Company, to 
forward from New \ oik via. Portland and 
Steamer City of Richmond at reduced 
rates. Prom this date no charge for 
! cartage in Portland will be made. Goods 
will be forwarded with good dispatch, 
I and the expense greatly reduced from 
former rates. Steamers of this line leave 
Portland every Monday and Thursday at 
! o o'clock p. in., and leave pier ds Past 
River, New Vork, every Monday and 
! and Thursday at 4 p. in. 
Or. < K. Drake, of Portland, proprietor of Or. 
j Drake’s Holden Bitters tor stomach and liver dis 
! eases. Dr Drake's liver pills for biliousness and 
! * oustipatioii, and Dr. Drake's nervous pills for a!! 
| nervous diseasewill make his sixteenth visit to 
Belfast, at the Phenix Linus,*, duly t2.r>th, *2bth and 
'J. tl He makes u specialty of chronic and Mood 
diseases, 'rumors removed without the use of the 
knife. ‘Mice hours from *» A. M. to f. P. M. ami 
| 7 P. M. to‘d P. .M. Kx animations free. The above 
medicine, for sale at S. A. Howes A I 'o.. Belfast> 
and druggisi-'. generally. 
Kidney Diseases. Dropsy, and all Diseasesnf the 
Prinary Organs are cured by lli'Nr's Kf.mkhv. 
Hundreds who have been given up by their Phvsi 
etans t.» die have been cured by Hi .NT's Bk.mkdv. 
All Diseases of the Kidneys. Bladder and Prinarv 
Organs, are cured by Ursi’s Kk.mi.hv. 
Ci vitKic's Tool ii A cm-: Dk.m-s inshu,tin. 
The American House, Boston, has the reput a 
>Mil of being one of the most home like Hotels in 
the country To make their patrons comfortable 
seems to be the great cllort of the proprietors, and 
the clerks do not deem it beneath their dignitv to 
shale- hands with a guest. Diamond studs'and 
button hole bouquets are at a discount in that of 
lice. [ Detroit Free Press. 
W alter Baker A Co. received the highest awards 
at London. Paris. Vienna and Philadelphia for their Chocolate and Cocoas. The public endorses 
this verdict l>v a constant and ever increasing de- 
mand for these excellent preparations. 
Pills, Potions and Pungencies. 
Scm.NVK’s Si-.A Wkkd Tonic. In tin? atuios. 
I'here experienced here during the summer months 
the lethargy produced by the heat takes away the 
desire tor wholesome food, and frequent, perspira- 
tions reduce bodily energy, particularly those 
suffering from the effects of debilitating diseases. 
In order to keep a natural healthful activity of the 
system. we must resort to artificial means. For 
this purpose Sehenek's Sea Weed Tonic is verv 
effectual. A few doses will create an appetite and 
give fresh vigor to tin* enervated body. For dys 
I'epsia. it is invaluable. Many eminent physicians 
have doubted whether dyspepsia van he permit 
nciitly cured by the drugs which are generally em 
ployed for that purpose. The Sea Weed Tonic in 
its nature is totally ditlerciit from such drugs. It 
contains no corrosive minerals or acids: in fact it 
assists tin* regular operations of nature, and sup 
plies her drtieiem-ies. The tonic in its nature so 
much resembles the gastric juice that it i> almost 
identical w ith that fluid, 'flu* gastric juice is the 
natural solvent which, in a healthy condition of 
the body, causes the food to he digested : and w hen 
this juice is not excreted in sutlicieiit quantities, 
indigestion, with all its distressing symptoms, 
follows. The Sea Weed Tonie performs the duty 
ol tin* gastric juice when the latter is deficient. 
Sehenek's Sea Weed Tonic sold by all Druggists. 
Murder Will Out. 
A few year.*' ago ••August Flower" was discover- 
ed to he a ceriain cure for Dyspepsia and Liver 
< oinplaint. a few thin Dyspeptics made known to 
tlicit- friends how easily and quickly they had been 
cured by its use. Tile great merits of (Jui:i:n's 
A i.rsr Flow Kit became heralded through the 
country by one sulferer to another, until, without 
advertising, iis sale has become immense. Drug- 
gists in HYFliY TuWN in the ITiited States are 
M iling it. No person suffering with Sour Stomach. 
Sick Headache, t ■ •>iiveness. Palpitation of tin 
Heart. Indigestion, low spirits, etc., can take three 
doses without relief. ID to your Druggist. 1L II. 
-Moody. Belfast: Kittridge, Dockland: Fletcher, 
Fnmdcit; Smith A- Sons. Searsport: Iiohinson. 
Thomastoii: also to he found in Wuldoboro and 
Mucksport, and get a 1" idle for 7.”» cents and try it 
Sample bottles jo cents. 
2NIo Failure Known! 
There is no cum* on record where Dr. Morris' 
Syrup (.1 far. Wild Cherry and Ilorehound has 
tailed to give satisfaction. On the other hand, 
wherever it has been used l>\ out people, in severe 
voids, coughs, asthma, bronchitis, croup, whoop 
ing cough, and consumption, they are enthusiastic 
in its praise. Containing no opium or other dan 
gerous drug, it docs not constipate, and is safe to 
administer in all conditions of health. This is an 
important announcement, and the suilering are ad- 
vised to heed it. Trial size. 10 cts.; large size, .’>0 
ets., and One Dollar. Sold by W. O. Poor A Son. 
sole agents for Belfast. A. J. .Ionian agent for or 
land. K. B. Stover, agent for Bueksport. Also 
agents for Prof. Parker’s Pleasant Worm Syrup, 
winch is sure death '•> worms, pleasant to take, 
end requires no physic. 
Price 'Jo cents. T;y it. 
Brighton Cattle Market. 
Wkdnkkday, July 4. 
Arrivals of stock at market—Cattle 20A8; Sheep 
and Lambs .‘U»o0; Swine AO00; number Western 
Cattle 25 38; Eastern Cat' le —; Milch Cows and 
Northern Cattle 1J0. 
Prices of Beef Cattle per 100 lbs, live weight—Ex- 
tra quality $7 12 l-2a7 .'»0; first quality $0 75u7 00; second quality $7* t-2 l-2aA 75; third quality $5 12 1-2 a 
5 50; poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c., $2 75 
u5 00. 
Brighton Hides 7 l-2aSc per lb; Brighton fallow 
0c tier lb. Country Hides 7a7 1-2c per lb; Country 
Tallow 5a5 l-2c per lb. Calt skins llal2c per lb; 
sheared Sheep Skins 25c; Lamb Skins 50c each. 
Working Oxen—But few pairs in market and not j 
much call for them. We have not noticed any sales ; 
this week. 
Store Cattle —Nothing doing in the Store Cattle 
trade. Most of the small Cattle that are brought in 
to market are sold for Beef. 
Milch Cows — Extra $7>5u95; ordinary $25a50. 
Most of the Cows offered in market lor sale are of a 
common grade. 
Sheep and Lambs—There are seldom any Sheep ! 
and Lambs offered for sale in this market, most of j 
them being bought by agents at the West and ship- I 
ped direct to butchers at Brighton. 
Swine—No store pigs in market. Fat HogsAOOO; 
prices A 1 4c per lb. 
-—— 
BOSTON MARKET. 
Monday, July y. 
Bi I KK—We quote choice New York and Ver- 
mont at 20a2le; fair to good do at 17al9c; choice 
Western dairy packed at 18a 19c; fair to good at 
lAal7c; mill butter and store packed at ItalAc; 
Western creameries at 21a2Je per lb. 
Ciikk.sk—We quote choice Northern and Western 
factory at 9a9 l-2c; good do at 8a8 l-2c, and common I 
to fair cheese at Aa7 l-2c per lb. 
Em:s—The market a shade firmer to-day, and I 
sales have been made at 18c for the best marks of 
Eastern, and we quote Northern at 17al7 l-2c per 
do/. 
Bkans—The market is firmer for both medium 
and pea beans, and prices of mediums range from 
$2 75a2 85 per bushel and the best stock is held to 
day at $2 ‘Mj. pea beaus are firm at $5 12 I-2a.*l 25c, | 
and some fancy lots are held above the outside price. ! 
Yellow eyes are quiet at $2 50 per bush. 
Vkdktaklks—New Potatoes we quote at $2 50a 
It 00 per bbl. Onions sell at $2 50a4 Oo per bbl. Mar- 
1 
row Squash at $2 50 per bbl; summer do at $1 00 per 1 
bbl, and Cucumbers at the same price; Beans at $1 
per bbl, and Tomatoes at $1 50a2 00 per box 
Hay and Straw—We quote prime coarse hay at 
$ 10 O0u20 oo per ton ; medium do at $17 00a 18 CO, ami 
find at $17 00 per ton. 
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT. 
Corrected Weekly for the Jonrn a l 
By C. H.Sakgknt.No 8 Main Street. 
Flour fU.5Ca12.50 Corned Beef OaOo 
Corn tiSa70Mut‘on OuO 
Corn Meal 70 Lamb lOall 
Rye Meal 1.50 Turkey Hals 
Rye 1.25 Chicken OOaOO 
Barley 76 Fowl 10al5 
Oats 58 Geese OOaOO 
Beans f2.25a.300 Duck OOaOO 
Potatoes, New $1.50 Hay $10.00al5.00 
Apples OOaOO Straw $»5.00a7.00 
Dried Apples 0a7 Washed Wool 40 
Butter 15al7 Unwashed " 30 
Cheese Haiti Hides 4a5 
Eggs lti Calf Skins 10 
Round Hog 0 Lamb 45a50 
Pork Backs 12 Hard Wood $4.60ao.50 
Lard 14al5Soft f3.00a3.50 
Beef 8al0 Shorts per ct. $1.40 
Veal 6a7 Lime U5 
Dry Cod 5ati Butter Salt 25 
Pollock 2 l-2a3 1-2 Plaster $1.00 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
A CARD. 
flTHE officers and members of Belfast City Guards X_ desire to express their thanks to the officers and 
members of Crosby Guards, Hampden, also to tin- 
citizens, for the kind and generous manner in which 
they were entertained on the 4th of July. Hoping 
that at no distant day we may have the* pleasure of 
returning the compliment. We would also speak 
very highly of the musical skill and courtesy of the 
St. John (Catholic) Band of Bangor, which furnish- 
ed excellent music for the celebration on the Fourth, 
also for the Ball in the evening. Per Order, 
>1. C. DiLWinrri!, Co. Clerk. 
Belfast, July 11, 1S77. 
Subscribers to the History of Belfast. 
I shall begin to deliver Williamson’s History of 
Belfast on the last day of this wv*ek, or the first of 
next. The terms will be cash on delivery in ever// 
instance. Such are the peromptorv orders of the 
publishers. A.'O. WIGGIN. 
_M A ERIE i >. 
In this city, July 4th, by Rev. S. Goodenougli, 
John F. Rogers and Nellie L. Wellman, both of 
Belfast. 
In Rockport, July 1st, Mr. Willard Hall of St. 
George, and Miss Josie Paul of Rockpori. 
In Appleton, July ;;d, Mr. Edwin C. Maguire of 
Union, and Mrs. Hattie A. Pern of Appleton. 
In Monroe, July :ui, by 1). S. Fhiuders, Es«j., Mr. 
Willard Seekins and .Miss Ella M. Curtis, both of 
Monroe. 
In Rockland, July 2d, Mr. Orrin Clay and Miss Ueveiiia Hendricks, both of Yinal Haven! 
In Waltham, June 2.4(1, Wilson J. Haslam and 
Miss Mattie R. Moore, both of Waltham. 
In Castine, June 29th, Mr. Wellington F. Blake 
and Miss Mary A. Bates, bo’li of Brooksville. 
r>i ed 
Olatuury notuestbeyomt tne Date, \arneand Age 
must be paid for. 
In Camden, July ;ul, Mrs. John I;. Dailev, aged 51 
years. 
In Uncolnville, June 14th, Georg' F. Knight, 
aged JO years and J month-. 
In Uncolnville, July 3d, A. YV. Pendleton, aged On > ears and 1 month. 
In Uncolnville, July 5tIt, Philander French, aged 
01 years and months. 
li Kockland, June JOtli, Sarah F., wife of Mr. 
James Simmons, aged years, 3 months, 15 days. 
In Kockland, July j.|, .Mr. Benj. Burton Kobiuson, 
ag-'d 58 years, s months and 10 days. 
In So. Thomaston, July 5th, ( apt. Jacob Fierce, 
aged agout SO ears. 
In Uncolnville, July 1st, Mrs. Julia 31. Barrett, 
aged -»> years, > mouths ami 0 da>>. 
On Hurricane Island, .Inly 1st, Marv J., wife of 
Alden Crockett, aged 5} years, ti months, *jj davs. 
In I anioine, .June :;<< h. Buev Berry, aged 01 yrs. 
In Camden, Jtilv 3d, Hanford Crosby, formerly of 
Montville, aged 55 years. 
In Marine Hospital, Chelsea, Mass., June 20th, 
William A. McLain, formerly of this city, aged 
years and lo months. 
In South Berwick, July 1st, Freeman 1 >. Kicker, 
aged 50 years, 10 months. Is days. 
At Teusaw, Baldwin Go., Ala., June Jjd, George 
G. Clark, formerly of this city, aged J7 years. 
At Richmond Valley, Staten Island', .June 15th, 
C'apt. Colin J.. Mead, formerly of Castine, aged 40 
years. 
SHIP MEWs. 
PORT OF BELFAST. 
AKKI V FI). 
July 3d, sclirs. Ocean Queen, Parker, Kockland: 
Marth A. Brewer, McFarlahd. Portland and the tish- 
ing grounds. 
July -th, sclir. Franklin Pierce,Stinson, Portland. 
July '.tli, sclir. A. B. Oakes, Wentworth, Boston. 
July rth, sclirs. James Holmes, Ryder, Boston; 
George B. Ferguson, Ferguson, do. 
July 8th, sclir. Polly & Clarissa, Carver, Portland. 
SAILED. 
July 4th, schrs. Jachin, Getchell, New York: Es- 
peranza, Smalley, tishing grounds. 
July 5th, schrs. Geo Slmttuck, Carter, Boston; 
Ocean Queen, Parker, Bangor. 
Julytith, sclir. Lillian, Rvau, Boston 
July 10th, schrs. Moses F.ddy, Warren, Kockland, 
S. J. Gilmore, Sylvester, New York. 
1ST otice. 
\ LL persons are hereby forbidden from binding 
IX or entering upon Sears's Island, without license. 
w. I. Coe Hit AX, For Proprietors. 
Searsport, July 11, 1.877.—TwisJ. 
Notice to Taxpayers. 
,4 l a regular meeting of the City Council of the 
xY. City of Belfast, held May 7, 1877, the following 
Order was passed. 
Ordered, T hat the fifteenth day of August, 1877, 
be fixed as the time within which taxes assessed in 
said city shall be paid, ami that on all taxes remain- 
ing unpaid after the :irst day of September, 1*77, in- 
terest shall be paid at the rate of one per centum 
per month, in accordance with the .Statute ot 1S7*'». 
T he foregoing is a true copy of the Ordei. 
Attest : F. H. Ml IK’ll, City Clerk. 
Belfast, July 11, 1*77. T\v2 
For Sale. 
ON the Fast side river in Behust, the place of the late T. F. .Mace, 
consisting ofl acre land and h-mse 
with ell and stable attached, all in good repair. Fa- 
quire of T. C. FFFIS, or on the premises. 
Belfast, July 11, 1x77. Iw'J* 
a oard7 
Dm. P. A. CROOK KK, has sold his interest in the drug l usiness at Augusta, Me., and re- 
sumes his practice at Searsmont Village, where lie 
will be pleased to meet old friends and patients in 
that part of the country. 
Maine Centra! Railroad. 
Summer Arrangement. 
k’ and after Monday, June 
11, trains will run as fol- 
Feave Belfast at d.55 
—^—a.m., Brooks 7 to, Thorndike 
8.00, Unity, 8.10, arriving at Burnham at a in. 
Leave Belfast atT To p.m., Brooks, 4.07, T'hormlike, 
1.45, Unity, 5.00, urriv ing at Burnham at 5.TO p.m. 
Returning—Leave Burnham at *.55 a. m., Unity 
O.'Jo, T'hormlike, 0 Ts, Brooks, 10. IT, arriving mi Bel- 
fast at 10 55 a.in. 
Leave Burnham at 5.45 p.m., Unity, o.U\ 1’horn- 
dike, Brooks, «i.5d, arriving at Belfast 7.To p.m. 
These T rains Connect at Burnham with Cortland, 
Boston and Bangor Trains. 
Belfast, June 11, 1*77. 
Vest-Makers 
(1 oOl) VIvST MAKFP8 can lied plenty ot goad J work at J. F. Meepi No. Main st 
J. L. SLFFPFR. 
Belfast, July 11, 1x77.-Ttf 
MISS E S 
Croquet Slippers 
At runCllKTT a J’JiA Sets. 
NOTICE. 
rKAKXINii that a report has been cireulnted J that Mis. Harriet Wentworth, of Apploton, 1 
in her application for pension, represented and 
made oath that sin- was a widow. 1 certify that I 
was her attorney in piMcuriug her pension; that lu-r 
application stated that she was tie* wife of Andrew 
II. Wentworth and the mother of David W. Went- 
worth; and that a pension was granted t<» herns 
such. All reports to the contrary are erroneous. 
Her pension wa- regularlv and honestly obtained. 
A. .1. < II ATM AN, Attorney. 
Bangor, .June jo, 1st?.—g 
LADIES’ 
pencil Kid Newport Ties I 
At Critchet& Francis. 
New Saloon! 
-C *° :0- 
I would give notice that I have leased the SALOON in TILRCK’S BLOCK, and having refitted it 
thoroughly, in an attractive manner, shall keep con 
staidly on hand 
Fruits, Foreign & Domestic, 
Nuts, Raisins and Figs. 
BERRIES 
Of all kinds in their season 
OYSTERS 
Served to Order in all Styles. 
Ice Creams, Cake, Lemonade, Pop 
and Spruce Beers. 
Also, TIIK UKST I,INK OK 
FANCY CONFECTIONERY ! 
to he found in the city. 
I shall make a specialty of 
Cigars, Tobacco & Smokers Artcles 
A full line of each constantly on hand. 
Remembering the dull times, I shall endeavor to 
make my prices such, that all may be able to pur- 
chase. 
1 shall be at my SALOON myself, and shall he 
pleased to see my friends and the public at all times. 
FRED. W. POTE. 
Belfast, June 20, 1877. Mtf 
TMCIEUNTS 
Fine Goat Ties 
At Critchett & Francis. 
Bay Excursions. 
SWlCh. ““'[..“AY QUEEN leaves \\ hart torn trip across the 
Bay every Monday 1*. M. at 2.30, and Friday A. M., 
at 0 o’clock, returning the same day, thus affording 
a delightful sail. W. B. 8WAN, Agent. 
Belfast, June 20, 1877. Mtf 
Lowest Prices 




Announce to the public that, having just complet 
ed a heavy purchase of 
Low and Medium Priced 
Lyons Black Silks, 
They will oiler the coming week, the most remark 
able bargains of the season. 
We quote a line Black Silk at 
75c per yard. Still i’iner tirade at 
SI.00 per yard. Ami an Extra Quality at 
$1-25 per yard. 
These Silks are rare bargains ami t'HEAPEK than 
have been seen in Belfast for many a year. 
\Y»‘ shall also open this day a tine lot of 
BLACK CASHMERES! 
We are often m*- a Q aliiy Id in wide 
at 50c per yard. 
The ('ashmen* we present this day for 
75c per yard, 
Should attract the inline.li. te attention of the 
pubiie. 
Our I, yard wide Cashmeres :.t 
87 l-2c and $1 00 per yard, 
an* SC PKKlOK Qualities 
We Open this Day 
A SPLKXDIl) LINK OK 
Ladies Linen and Cambric 
BTJITS! 
At Attractive Prices. 
Paisley Shawls! •j 
We open this day the Finest Assortment of l‘.\IS 
LKY SHAWLS we liave ever liad on exhihi 
tion. 'l'hese are bargains of great import 
•anee and about C'd per eem LviWFii 
than could be obtained six- 
months ago. 
Carpetings & Curtains! 
The constant demand for ('A II PUTS A < T KTA I NS 
at the present LO M PliK'l-'S, compels us to 
keep our assortment large. Do n <\ fail to 
examine onr <'nr/irts nml Curtains. 
FRESH NOVELTIES IN 
FANCY GOODS! 
Arrive by every steamer, and the many attractive 
bargains cannot be quoted. It is ,i lnvstm- 
to all ladies, how we can sell N'crk Ties. 
< ollars. liamburgs. Ilnsbry. Udfeb.s. 
Kid tiloves, SILK Fringes Ac.. 
SO PULAl*. but the laet 
remains undisputed. 
KL.ML.M 15EK Til L STORL. 
83 Main St. City Block. 
BELFAST, MAINE. 
! if '(<.Is delivered in all parts of tlit* 
fity pi-iunjitly anil free of Charge. ; 
iiRO. W. Hi It It II IT. 
CHILDREN’S 
French Kid Boots 
At CRITCHETT &. FRANCIS. 
F. 6. SWIFT 
CIGAR MANUFACTURER 
AND WID U.K-A I DI-.AI.KK IN 
CHOICE PLUG TOBACCO! 




r, ■ /.Vo, 
PVf .'v, /hitter. Pi' khs. dr. 
Full Line Choice Spices. 
( tallied Omuls of all l\ i!111 s. 
Fruits, Dried and Green. 
J MI-MI'S OK i;u:i!V DHSUItlKTInV. 
Poppor-sauce, Ketchup, Horseradish, 
Citron, Sa^e, Chocolates, Macaroni, 
Sago, Tapioca, &c. 
l-XTl: All’S Of ALL KINDS 
MAM I urri KKK UK 
CON FECTIONERY 
OK AM. KINDS. 
Brilliant White Safety Oil! 
The Best in Use. 
Linen Glace Starch Polish I 
Combines readily with Starch, hot or cold. Prevents 
“blistering” and the iron sticking. Saves twen- 
ty-live per cent of labor and starch. 
Fresh Tmnnrindx, put up in Stit/ur, I Or 
per //>., tresh Pit/,led Line s, Xete Yuri, 
Sheet! Fried Apple, Prcserct'd Lintier. 
Thankful for past patronage I hope for a continu- 
ance of the same. These Goods constantly on hand, 
r. It. SNVIKT. Wadlin’s Block, 
lyl .'{? Main Street, Belfast, Me. 
MISSES 
Newport Button 
At Critchett & Francis. 
Look! Look!! Look!!! 
-C: ° O- 
C. W. HANEY 
Has just received his Spring Stock of 
HATS, CAPS 
-A N L> — 
FurnishingGoods 
Which he oilers for Salt' at 
Prices that Can’t be Beat! 
Those wishing to purchase goods of 
this kind will lind it for their advantage 
to call and examine his Stock before hay- 
ing elsewhere. 
I am here myself, at No- 54 
Main St. Don’t you forget it. 
C. W. HANEY 
Belfast, April 25, 1877. 43 
GREAT 





Wishing to close out theii Entire Slot--I; of 
Summer Dress Goods 
WILL Oil'Ll! 
Special Bargains 
FOR THE NEXT 
Thirty Days! 
FI LL LIN K OF 
LADIES' SUITS 
I \ 
Cambric and Linen 
Whirl, will b.- Siilil Hi 
Boston Prices! 




CABLE US EX. 
LCBKK.YBED 
TABU•. DAMASK. 




BBIXTS, ,lr., U.., 
We an- St-lli ic at iistmiishinah 
Low Prices! 
-C C- 
| Customers will be sun* to timl Bargains here not 
to be round ut any other place in the city. 
Don’t Poi'yet the Place! 
H. H. JOHNSON & CO. 
l"ir'Owing to the change in the firm, all debts 
must be paid within THIKTY I>A > S 
Every thing in the 
Boot & Shoe Line 
At Critchett & Francis. 
V E STS! 
I am now receiving large ijuantitie> of \ I'.STs, and (piantitie> of large vests, which I wish to 
have made as speedily as possible. 
4.4»un VIATAI % It «■:It *» can obtain Work 
at good prices at mv store. 
< IIO. A. tw»l I M 11Y. 
Belfast, dune JO, is;?. * 111' 
BOY’S 
Hus sett Slippers 
At Critchett & Francis. 
Something New. 
Hawaiian < atakkii ijkmkmy, cun- ca tarrh or < old in the Head. J.r> cents jut Box. 
Agents wanted in all parts of the country Addri-s 
for circular .1. .1. I’KAVR.Y, Washington, Me 
ini.»1W. U. POOR ft SON, At;*., Belfast. 
B O Y ^ 
SCOTCH TIES 
At Critchett & Francis. 
Do Not Buy Your 
Bools & Shoes 
l util you lun i- i 'ailed on 
CRITCHETT & FRANCIS, 
(llayford Block,' 
For they are Selling the Best 
Goods ever offered, and at 
Lowest Prices! 
BANCOR HOUSE. 
rpHIS House is now being newly turnished and JL repaired throughout. .Steam Heat and all mod- 
ern improvements. Table always supplied with tin- 
best the market affords, withetlicient waiters. Right 
minutes’ walk from tin* Depot and Steamboat laud 
lugs. Superior Sample Rooms forComincreial Trav el 
ers, without extra charge. The management of tin- 
house will hereafter he under Ma.hu; H. Bakki:, 
late of the Augusta House, Augusta, Me. 
3wl H. BAKR.R ft (’<>., Proprietors. 
Ij a d i l*: is " 
FRENCH KID WALKING SHOES 
At Critchett & Francis. 
Opposite Grand Central Depot, on 41st 
and 42d Streets, bet. 4th and 5th 
Avenues, New Yor<*. 
rpm, HOTEL DEVONSHIRE is a new 1 tirst-cluss Hotel, elegantly furnished, 
and well ventilated. Every room is bright 
ami cheerful. The hotel is a modern strut* 
tare, built especially for a tirst-cluss house, 
an»i has every modern improvement. It is 
conducted on the European Plan, at a moderate rate 
of charges. Persons visiting the city will save car 
riage lure and secure the best accommodations 




At CRITCHETT & FRANCIS- 
SUMMER BOARD." 
1 PLEASANT rooms with board can be obtained 
JL for the Summer at the corner of Court and Park 
Streets. Call on or address 
MRS. CAROLINE FREDERICK. 
Belfast, May Jo, 1877. 48tf 
The Prodigals. 
"Princes ! and you. most valorous. 
Nobles and barons of all degrees! 
Hearken awhile to the prayer of us— 
Beggars that come from the over-seas! 
Nothing we ask «>r of gold or fees : 
Harr; us not with the hounds we pray: So—for the surcotes hem we seize— 
Dive us—ah ! give us—but Yesterday ! 
•'Dames most delicate, amorous! 
Damoseln blithe as the belted bees ! 
Harken awhile to the prayer of us— 
Begimrs that come from the over-seas ! 
Nothing we ask of the things that please : 
IVuiry arc we. and worn and gray: 
Lo. lor we clutch and we clasp vour knees. 
Dive us—all! give us—but Yesterday.” 
Damosels— Dames, be piteous ! But the dames rode fast by the roadway trees). "Hear us. 0 knights magnanimous !" 
< B,lt thi* knights pricked on in their panoplies.) 
Nothing they got or of hope or ease. 
But only to beat on the breast and sav 
"bite we drink to the dregs and Ices: 
Dive us—all! give us—but Yesterday !” 
En vo it. 
outh. take heed to the prayer of these' 
Many there be by the dusty way. 
Many that cry to the rocks and seas. 
"Dive us—till! give us. but Yesterdav !" 
[ Alfred Dobson. 
Youth. 
1 h< rc are gains for all our losses. 
i'iicic are balms for all our pain 
But when youth, the dream departs. 
It takes something from our hearts. 
And it never comes again. 
\v< are stronger, we are better 
I nder manhood's sterner reign 
Still we feel that something sweet 
Followed youth with Hying feet. 
And will never come again. 
Something beautiful has vanished. 
And u <• sigh for it in vain: 
We behold it everywhere 
On the earth and in the air. 
But it never comes again. 
| Hu-hard Henry Stoddard. 
Jewels of Thought and Devotion. 
\\ hen women pray. 
T dear Lord listens well. He only knows 
How many piercing thorns fall in their way 
I a' every rose ! 
He sees alone. 
of countless heavenly seeds their weak hand sow. 
And tend with hope, how many fall for one 
That eares to grow. 
He. only He. 
an gauge tin* love that, faithful, waited on 
Ht->id<- the Martyr s cross at Calvary 
M lien all were gone ! 
le t pleasure he ever so innocent, the excess is j alw a\> criminal. 
\u excuse 1*, worse ami more terrible than a lie. 
tor an excuse i> a lie guarded. 
Theories are very thin and unsubstantial: e.xpe j 
riciicf is only tangible. 
M are often prophets to others because we are | 
"i r own historians. 
o r ancestors have travelled the iron the gold 
en lies before us. 
It is s.iii-r to affront some people than to oblige 
them or the better a man deserves the worse they 
v ill speak of him. 
"ng nnlity what do they mean by it? The no 
ti"t! of ti world upon us eouitnenees with tin* 
h"iir of our birth, ami ends only with our death. 
It here, and there, and everywhere. There is 
:i tinug w<- can claim as our own but energy, 
stp-ngt'.i and volition. Very little of me would 
bo loti, if 1 could but say what I owe to my great 
nrodoeossors and contemporary's, [(ioethc. 
Must lovo he ever treated with profaneness, as a 
mero illusion or with coarseness, as a mere im- 
pulse ..r with fear, as a mere disease? or with 
ohamo as a mere weakness ? or with levity, as a 
more aeeideut whereas it is a great mystery and 
great necessity, lying at the foundation of human 
oxisteneo. morality and happiness, mysterious, uni 
ei>al. iiie\ itable as death. I Harriet Martineau. 
I*ooj.io nave generally three epochs in tlicircon 
tidenoo in man. In the first. they believe him to 
oven thing that is good, and they lavish with 
tleur friendship and eonfidenee. In the next, they 
h;el experience. which has smitten down 
t h» ;T eoiitidellee. and they then have to he careful 
•t to mistrust every one. and to put the worst 
onstruetion on everything. Later in life they 
I'-arn that the greater nuinher of men ha\c much 
more good in tlioin than had. ami that, wlieii even 
is cause to blame, there is more reason to 
psty than to condemn : and then a spirit of coiiti 
donco again awakens within them. | Frederika 
Hrcmcr. 
Co,; is immanent in the world of matter- -so 
matter is immanent in the world of spirit so 
•-pint is. He acts also as (iod in matter and spirit. 
■ t> perfectly: laws of matter or of spirit are. 
of Cod's acting, being. Hut. though ini 
m.incut m noth, he vet transcends both has no 
imitations -none of impersonality (that L- ... eon 
'"'ind Cod with matter; ; none of personality (that 
< ••nfoiiuds him with man): hut (iod with no lim 
luteins infinite, absolute. Looked at from sen 
"•‘tion he is intiuite power- -from thought, infinite 
nt.-lieet from the moral sense, infinite eon 
-« "Ui. *- lioin the emotional, infinite affection 
"ii. the ndigious. infinite soul—from all truth. 
■ \\ .hole human nature names him intiuite Fatli 
JThei*dore Parker. 
Among i'olar Hears. 
T in.••• of !lie new of tin- .steamship ln- 
tii'pnl. »'apt. Soutar, hail a very exciting 
adventure at the (treenlaml seal fishery 
til's season. During the time that their 
\essel was last beset among the ice three 
ol the new Thomas ltoyall, Wolver- 
hampton : James Winter, Peterhead, and 
W illiam Mulligan, Dundee set out one 
day to pay a \ isit to the ship Persc- 
ei aiiee. oi Peterhead, whieli lay appar- 
el tly about lour miles distant. After 
walking about two miles if was seen that 
in-distance between the two ships had 
■eii misjudged, and that in reality they 
a ere six miles apart, and the dangerous 
nature of the journey began to draw upon 
the -eaiurii when they realized how far 
the, were from any vessel, the sealing 
• ,nos being the only weapons with which 
they were armed. They deliberated 
whether it would not lie the best course 
l" return to their ship. Due of the trio 
insisted upon making the journey, while 
the others were of the opinion that they 
should give up the attempt. 
In the midst of the debate a she hear, 
'. th one of her cubs, arrived, and as she 
was fast coming up between the men and 
iheir ship, the only chance of escape was 
run on in the hope of reaching the 
I' rse\ eranci. When the men took to 
their heels the hear ipiiekened her pace. 
To attempt to face the animal with their 
clubs was useless, and accordingly one 
by one the men took oil' portions of his 
clothing and 'brew them on the ice. In 
this way the progress of the hear was re- 
tarded, as liruin stopped to sntilT and 
tear at each of the articles as she came up 
with them. Ity this strategem the men 
were enabled to keep a little ahead for 
about two miles. 
They had parted with most of their 
clothing, one of them having nothing hut 
ins pants, a cravat, and a woolen shirt 
upon him. lie had retained possession 
oi his chili, and fastening his cravat to 
the end of tiie weapon, he waved it as a 
signal of distress, and, fortunately, the 
attention of the crew of the Perseverance 
w as attracted to the perilous position of 
tin- three seamen. Several of the crew 
ol tiie Perseverance immediately set out, 
armed with guns, and, after running 
ibout a mile, they came to the three 
incii. just in time to save them, as they 
had almost no clothing left, and were ex- 
hausted with the chase. The bear and I 
hit rail were so close behind tlmt the 
i''sellers had no difficulty in despatching 
them witli several bullets. The following 
morning the three sailors returned to the 
Intrepid. They were escorted part of the 
way by a number of the crew of the Per- 
severance and the male hear having been 
seen in the vicinity, apparently on the 
look-out for tile she hear and her cult, he 
was likewise killed. [Dundee Advertiser. 
There is no secret about success in 
life." said Commodore Vanderbilt; “all 
you have got to do is to attend to your 
biisiuessand goahead except one thing,” 
added the commodore, “and that is, never 
tell what you are going to do until you 
have done it." The attending to your 
business means work; the never telling 
means your know ing how to do a tiling 
better than others. It means sagacity 
and prudence in the management of your 
affairs. Some men are always successful 
in certain things. 'They understand the 
situation, that's all. Every virtue gives 
man a degree of felicity in some kind. 
Honesty gives a man a good report : jus- 
tice, estimation ; prudence, respect ; cour- 
tesy and liberality, affection. Temper- 
ance gives health ; fortitude, a quiet mind, 
not to lie moved by any adversity.” 
V man was arrested in London the other day 
for receiving stolen property, his method of opera 
ting being decidedly original and artful He had 
issumed a clerical garb to avert suspicion, ami al 
wavs earned hanging from his arm a partly open 
umbrella, into which his confederates, carelessly 
passing him. dropped the money or jewelry which 
they had acquired by pocket picking. Ju this way 
he avoided suspicion for a long time. 
Thu Harper Brothers. 
It is almost impossible to think of one 
of tli; Harpers without recalling till the 
brothers, and their lives wore so blended 
that it is impossible to toll of the career 
of any single member without drifting 
into a history of the whole firm. More 
than that, it is as difficult to tell a char- 
acteristic story of the one without illus- 
trating the peculiarities of the others. 
Each was a foil to set off the character- 
istics of the others. Janies, the senior, 
was the bland and broad humorist of the 
concern, always good natured. and as 
dignified as his love of a dry joke and 
a fumr. story would permit him to be. 
Pressed by a persistent visitor to tell 
what his duties in the firm con.-isted of. 
James once replied that they were to 
••get rid of the inquisitive bores who 
visited them.” Wesley was the embodi- 
ment of gentleness; “tin-well beloved," 
as he was called. “You will have to see 
Wesley," said James once to a solicitor 
for a subscription fora Methodist church; 
“he attends to Hod's business." John was 
probably the most austere of the four, 
and the shrewdest in money ventures; he' 
was the financier and “balance wheel" of 
the establishment, his single recognized 
weakness being a love of fine horses and 
fast driving. Almost the only secrets lie 
ever kept from his brothers were the 
prices he paid for his liorse-llesh. lie 
once insisted on a dealer's accepting two 
checks for *!,7.7(1 each fora d.ottn horse, 
in order that he might be able to sav to 
bis brother James, who twitted him un- 
mercifully about his extravagance in this 
regard, that “he had giv en his check for 
.*1.75(1 for that animal." In Fletcher, the 
youngest, was concentrated more of the 
vigor, dash, enterprise, and speculative 
spirit of the house than in anv of the 
others, or perhaps all combined. [Tri- 
bune. 
Kkkeot ok Imagination-. To regain 
or recover health, persons should he re- 
lieved front all anxiety concerning dis- 
eases. The mind has much influence 
over the body. For a person to think lie 
has a disease may produce that disc; sc. 
This ve sec effected when the mind is in- 
tensely concentrated on the disease ol 
another. It is found in the hospitals that 
physicians who make a specialty of cer- 
tain diseases are liable to die of them 
themselves; and the mental power is so 
great that sometimes people die from a 
disease which they only have in imagin- 
ation. Persons have been known who 
have become seasick, in anticipation of a 
v oyage, before reaching the vessel. \\ e 
have known a person to die from imagin- 
ation that he had a cancer in his stomach, 
when lie had no cancer nor any other 
mortal disease. A blindfolded man, slight- 
ly pricked in the arm, has fainted and 
died from believ ing that he was bleeding 
to death. Heading a medical book con- 
taining descriptions of certain diseases 
has often produced the symptoms, even 
among young medical students, while 
they at last got the disease, unless it was 
stopped by common sense treatment. 
Therefore well persons, to remain well, 
should lie cheerful and happy: and sick 
persons should have their attention drawn 
as much as possible from themselv es, and 
directed cm subjects cheerful to contem- 
plate. [Medical Journal. 
Jlcto ^trlmliscmcnts. 
nil (LinC 7 l-'i-ortave, line ron«>nooil not us»*d rinllUu over six months), only cost $o.>0. 
• 
opportunities. New organs at wholesale. Beware »»< 
imitation*. Best oiler ever mud*-, read. Sent on 5 
to 15 days’ test trial. Money refunded and freight 
paid both ways if unsatisfactory. Kst.W.b. Agenit 
WantHl Discount* to Teachers, Ministers, &c. 
Address DANIEL F. BEATTY. WaMhing 
ton, Jrrury, 
To ltuiional Invalid*. — In sickness every 1 
portion of the body sympathizes with the seat of tin- 
disorder. When ihe stomach tails to perform its 
functions, the liver, bowels, nerves, muscles, veins, 
arteries, are all more or less at!« cted. These 
delinquents require a medicine, combining the pro- 
perties of a stomachic, at: alterative, a purgative, a 
tonic, and sedative to bring them back to their duty ; 
and all these elements, in their purest and most ef- 
fective forms, are united in 
Tarrant’s Effervescent Selt/er Aperient, 
the great Saline Remedy for Indigestion, and its 
concomitant consequences, sold by all druggi.-ts. 
Drunkard Stop! 
C. C. BEERS. M D. formerly of Bo-ton 
has a harmless cure lor INTEMPERANCE, 
which can be given without the know ledge of tin- 
patient. Also one for tin 
OPIUM HABIT, 
Permanent cures guaranteed in both. Send stamp 
for e\ idence. Ask druggists for it. Address 
BEERS &CO., Birmingham, Conn. 
fcI TT Kvli'ii Tine* >Ii\«*«l Carilw, with name, 
sU*) IO cts., post-paid. L. .lo.NES & CO., Nassau, 
New York. 
PTJ D AATTP llineane* rureil. New I 
\ j II fill 11)[ | ! J paths marked out by that 
plainest of all ;books — 
"Plain Home talk and Medical Common Sense," 
nearly l,oon pages, goo illustrations, by Dr. E. 11. 
Foot I-:, of 1W Lexington Ave., N. Y. Purchasers of 
this book are at liberty to commit its author in 
person or mail Price by mail, postage pre- 
paid, $.‘fg5 for the Ntanilard edition, or $1.50 tor 
the Popular edition, waich contains all the same 
matter and illustrations. Contents tables free. 
Aiivntw wanlol. MLRRA5 HILL PIT.LISP- 
IN' C CO., 1*0 East 28th Street, N. Y. 
ROOFING SLATE. 
A. WILBI II tV C’O., Mate Wliarten, 
5*0 ('omniercial 8t Homioii, Sole Agents 
for Merrill’s Celebrated Brownville I nlading Slate. 
Strongest and best made; less repairs than others; 
received tin* highest Centennial award, a medal and 
diploma. Sold by the square or cargo at Bangor or 
Boston. Also all other kinds of slate and rooting 
materials. Address A. W. it Co., Boston, or II. A. 




Comprising' everythin”' adapted to tlm 
trade, and anionic which may he 
found some very 
Choice Novelties ! 
Ladies please call and examine our 
STOCK! 
The Goods will Ik* sold at 
PRICES 
T O 
SUIT THE TIMES 
EITHER AT 
■W H O LESALE ! 
O R 
RETAIL. 
H. H. JOHNSON <fc 00., 
High Street, BELFAST. 
<rcnn IIEH ARn will l>* paid for a : 
4>vJUU bottle of any other Extract on 
Kftftence of Ginger If found to equal In 
flavor, purify, and prompt medicinal ef. 
feet Sunford,ii Jamaica Ginger. Maniple* 




is prepared from tin* true Jamaica (linger, combined 
with choice aromatics and genuine French Krandy, 
and is vastly superior to every other Extract or Es- 
sence of (linger before tin* public, all of which are 
prepared with alcohol by the old process. It instant- ly relievos 
DISEASES OF THE BOWELS, 
Cholera, Cholera Morbus, Cramps and 
Pains, Chronic Diarrhoea, Dysentery 
and Cholera Infantum, Diarrhoea 
in Teething, and all Sum- 
mer Complaints, 
DISEASES OF THE STOMACH, 
Dyspepsia, Flatulency, Sluggish Diges- 
tion, Want of Tone and Activity in 
the Stomach and Bowels, Op- 
pression after Eating, 
Rising of Food, & 
Similar Ail- 
ments. 
CHILLS AND FEVER, 
Colds and Chills, Feverish Symptoms, 
Pains in the Bones, Catarrhal Symp- 
toms, Rheumatic and Neuralgic 
Symptoms, Soreness and Pains 
in the Muscles and Joints. 
Elegantly flavored, purely medicinal, it should be in 
every family, on board every ship, and the constant 
companion of every traveller. It utterly surpasses 
all the common household remedies in the cure of 
ailments of sudden and often fatal termination. Ask 
lor Saxfohi>’s Jamaica Gixuki:, the only genuine 
preparation of Jamaica Ginger, Choice Aromatics 
and French Brandy. 
Sold by all Wholesale and Retail Druggists, Groc 
ers, and Dealers in Medicine. Price, 00 cents. Deal- 
ers should purchase original packages of one dozen 
to obtain the trial bottles for free distribution. 
WKKIv.s It POTTER, General Agents and Whole- 




For Local Pains, Lameness, Soreness, 
Weakness. Numbness and Inflammation 
of the Lun.es, Liver, Kidneys, Spleen, 
Bowels. Bladder, Heart and Muscles, are 
equal to an army of doctors, and acres of 
plants and shrubs. Even in Paralysis, 
Epilepsy, or Fits, and Nervous and In- 
voluntary Muscular Action, this Plaster, 
by Kallvin.c the Nervous Forces, has ef- 
fected Cures when every other known 
remedy has failed. 
St >LI > BV ALL PRPOQISTS. 
Price ‘25 cents. 
—
Sent on receipt of price, ‘25 cents for One, 
■Si.25 for Six, or S‘2.‘25 for Twelve to any 
part of the I'nitcd States and Canadas, 
by WEEKS & POTTER, Proprietors, 
Boston. 
Plows! Plows! 
ri'MIE celebrated FltYE (or HANSON) Plows for 
JL Sale by 
E. J. Morison &Co., 
Also agents for the HUSSEY PLOW of Unity, 
and the HUSSEY and DUE PLOWS made at 
Liberty. 
Every Plow fully warranted, and satisfaction guar- 
runteed. 
Castings of all the above makes, constantly on 
hand. 
A large assortment of 
Shovels, Hoes & Manure Forks, 
•lust received, to be sold at lowest 
CASH PRICES. 
Call and see us before purchasing. 
E. J. MORISON & CO., 
Hn:;y .V_* Main Street, Belfast. 
----] 
Meadow King Mower! 
«Tas. W. Clark 
Has removed his Stock of 
Boots & Shoes 
To No. 3 Phenix Row. 
WE ARE RECEIVING 
NEW GOODS 
Every day of the LATEST STYLES, and BEST 
QUALITY. All we ask is to call and see us. 
-o- 
Our Prices Can't be Beat ! 
-o- 
I Julies' Krenrh Kid Bools, ill! Grades. 
J Julies’ American Kid Boots, fall Line. 
Ladies' Serge Ballon and < ’ongre.ss. 
Good Line in Men's Low Cat Shoes. 
Bogs and Childrens’ Shoes of all hinds. 
JAS. W. CLARK. 
Prices Reduced for 1877. 
WALTER A. WOOD'S 
New Iron Mower, 
I*iisse.sscs more points of real excellence 
than any other on the market. Farmers 
will do well to investigate this statement 
before buying. 
TAYLOR’S HORSE RAKE. 
Twenty-five hundred in use l»y Maine 
Fanners, and every one says “’tiswith- 
out a fault.” What more can he said in 
its favor. 
Agents wanted (responsible Farmers.) 
in every town not previously engaged. 
No matter if you can’t sell more than one 
Uake or Mower. Try it. 
A. L. DENNISON, Gen'l Agent, 
27 Preble Street, Portland, Me. 
MAY 16th, 1877. 
MILLINERY! 
Mrs. B. F. WELLS. 




in the State. 
Everything FRESH and NEW. 
Entire satisfaction {riven in every instance. (Jive 
us a call before you purchase. 
IvTrs. 33. 33. "Wells. 
Marked Down! 
ALL OUR 
Hats & Bonnets 
JLT COST 
FOR 30 WAYS! 
.Just received, another Large Lot of 
Hemmed-stitched Handkerchiefs! 
HOSE. FANS. <(■('. 
.Something NEW anil ELEGANT in 
FAN CORDS. 
Please call and see us before purchasing elsewhere 
at our New Store, 
22 High Street. 
Ferguson & Littlefield. 
Important to All! 
A. P. Mansfield &Co., 
■^T'OT succeeding in renting their store to advan tage, will continue to occupy it themselves. 
They have disposed of all their old stock, and have 
just purchased for CASH, a nice 
Fresh Lot of Goods, 
the same being bought exceedinglv 
L O "W”! 
And they are now prepared to offer to any one wish 
ing anything in their line consisting of 
GR<)( FRIES, FLO 17»\ < 'R<>< KER Y 
AND WOODEN WARE. 
Such bargains as cannot be got elsewhere. 
We intend to sell goods at LESS than ONK HALF 
the usual profit asked. 
O.A.LE &z, SEE. 
A. P. Mansfield <fc Co, 
Foot of Main Street. 
Belfast, June liS, 1877. tf»J 
Preserve Your Eyes! 
1 have just added to my large stock of SPECTA 
I LLS and EYE CLASSES, a full line of 
Pure Scotch Pebbles, 
Gold and Steel Bows. 
Pebbles being Stone do not get scratched and 
blurred by use, and are of wonderful clearness, and 
purity of color. 
By their use many find Comfort and Itelief 
for the Even which all Glaum Lenmew fail to 
afford. Cull at 
HERVEY'S Jewelry Store. 
Phenix Row, Belfast. 
REMOVAL! 
1 HAVE REMOVED MY STOCK OK 
Stoves and Tin Shop 
To No. 9 High Street. 
The Store lately occupied by George F. Whit**, where 
1 will be pleased to welcome my old customers. 
The Best of 
STOVES & TIN WARE 
Constantly on hand. 
J O B W O B K 
Promptly and faithfully attended to. 
I am sole Agent for the 
Winthrop Furnace, 
Thai gives such universal satisfaction. 
Come and look at my new location, and examine 
mv store. 
R. FRANK CLARK. 




A. 15. MATHEWS’ 
X t:\YIA' FITTED 
FURNITURE 
STORE, 
70 Granite Block, 
BELFAST, MAINE. 
NEW FIRM! 
rpil E UNDKKSI(i.NKI) having formed a co-part- X uership in business under the name and style 
Hazeltine & Oo.. 
And leased the store on Main street, formerly oc- 
cupied by .1. B. Wadlin, are now prepared to oiler 
a well selected stock of 
FAMIFY GROG FRIFS ! 







and all goods usually kept in a first-class Grocery 
Store, at wholesale and retail, at as reasonable rate's 
as can be had at any store in the c ty. 
Our Stock is purchased for Cash, and by strict in- 
tegrity and fair dealing we hope to merit a fair share 
of patronage. 4*~(iive us a call. 
BEX HAZELTINE. N. E. KEEN. 
Belfast, Dec. ZZ. 1876.—2Ntf 
MOODT’S 
DRUG STORE! 
Pure Drugs and Chemicals ! 
Genuine Patent Medicines 
Of ull kinds. A large Stock and great variety of 
TRUSSES! 
The best and most durable 
Slicmld.er Braces 
In the market. 
Fancy Goods, 
Knives, 








Sponges, <tv‘, Jtc. 
Kverything in fuct kept in u tirst-clusa Drug Store 
cun be found at 
R. H. MOODY’S. 
JUST RECEIVED 
-C-‘ o :C- 
A FULL LINE OF 
PURE SPICES! 
Warranted Strictly Pure and to give entire satis- 
faction. 
DR. R. MOODY’S Vegetable Ritters the best in 
the market. 
Reader’s German Catarrh Snuff, 
The only reliable Catarrh Remedy. 
A full Stock of Wax Flower Material. Physician’s 
Prescription and Family Receipts carefully com- 
pounded. 
3R. PP. MOODY, 
ly28 Corner of Alain and High Sts. 
Bay Excursions. 
BjfAlCi.S Steamer MAY QUEEN leaves \\ hail fora trip across tiie 
Bay every Mouday I*. 31. at 2.39, and Friday A. 31., 
at 9 o’clock, returning the same day, thus affording 
a delightful sail. W. B. SWAN, Agent. 
Belfast, June 20, 1*77. 51tf 
SOLU BLE 
PACIFIC GUANO. 
A No. 1 
FERTILIZER. 
IT IS 
PROMPT. ACTIVE, & RELIABLE 
Tkn years’ successful use has shown it to be 
OF THE VERY HIGHEST QUALITY. 
PRICE MODERATE. 
((> l 'A 1.1 TV d- S T. 1 XD A HI> G l A HA X TEED 
We claim tor it the Greatest Benefit to the Con- 
sumer from the smallest outlay. 
For Sale in Belfast bv 
HAZELTINE & CO., 
Wadlin Block, .Main Street. 






litis removed It is stock of 
Dry Goods! 
This Day, Monday, May 28th, 
To the Store formerly occupied hj <i. \V. Purkett in 
liaylonl Pluck, and invites till of his forme- patrons 
and friends to give him a call. Mv Prices will he as 
L. O W 2 
as can he purchased elsewhere, fhanktul for past 
lavors and would still solicit patronage. Please call 
and take a look at the < >ld Place so well known. 
I am also Agent for the 
HAMPTON TEA COMPANY. 
And will continue to sell for Thirty buys longer 
IK AS at former prices, being cargo prices, viz 
Best Japan Teas, 40 and 50 cents; a good Japan Tea, 
.{pounds for $1.00, or R5 cents single pound, only.', 
pounds to one person; a very good Japan lea, 4 
pounds for $1.00, only 4 pounds to one person; Kng- 
lisli Breakfast Teus, 40, 50 and GO cents per pound, 
only 1 pound at one sale; Best (Quality Oolong Tea, 
for J5 cents, former price 40 and 5o cents. 
4?^“'l'he above Teas ail warranted good. No Teas 
sold at wholesale. tf4s 
li. KlTTRIDGFl. 
Again in the Field! 
Arnold Harris, 
WITH many thanks for past favors, begs leave to inform his friends and the public generally 
that he has returned and re-opened the store 
No. 78 Main Street, 
With an entire New Stock of 
CLOTHS! 
Mens’ and Boy’s Clothing 
HATS, GAPS, 
-A N I)- 
FurnishingGoods 
Also, a liue and elegant line of choice patterns, and 
well-Kiiown makes of 
CARPETINGS ! 
Consisting of 
Brussells and Tapestries, Extra 
Super and Super. Also 
OIL CLOTHS & STRAW MATTINGS. 
I have bought my goods for CASH at a very LOW 
figure, and will he enabled to give my customers 
better bargaius than heretofore. 
A saving of from TEN to FIFTEEN per cent can be made by buying your good at the NEW STORE. 
I promise nothing in this paper, but what I can fulfill at my store at 
No. 78 Main St.. Belfast, Me. 
4?tf 
Dissolution. 
^ IE firm of II. II. Johnson & Co., of Belfast, tu 
1 the County of Waldo, heretofore doing business 
in said Belfast, is this day dissolved by mutual con- 
sent. The business is to be continued by 0. E. John- 
son who will liquidate all liabilities and collect all 
debts ot the firm. (HAS. E. JOHNSON. 
A. L. WHITE. 
Belfast, April 1»», 1877. 2wl 
Bread ! Bread!! 
^l^ll L undersigned begs leave to inform thecitizens i ot Belfast that on and after Monday, June 11th, 
I shall commence making white bread' every after- 
noon, Sundays excepted. Team will run as usual. 
Thankful for past favors, would still solicit pa- 
trouage. A. F. RIGGS, 
Bakery, Cross Street. 
Belfast, June 0, 1877. TUtf 
Notice. 
WILL keep constantly on hand EXTRAS for the SPRAGUE MOWER. 
ALBION DRAKE, 
Center Lincolnville. 
June 25, 1877. f»2 
STROP "SHOES 
At Critchett & Francis 
House for Sale. 
THE subscriber offers for sale big dwelling house and 1-j> acre of land 
on Bay View Street. The house is three 
years old, two stories high, and finished 
throughout, is suitable for two small 
families. The location, commanding a 
view of the harbor and bay cannot be surpassed in 
the city. In the summer season jits close proximity 
to the salt water, renders it cool and comfortable. 
The lot attached is suitable for a city garden. Ap- 
ply at this otliee. K. (i. DYER. 
Belfast, April 21, 1S77.—43tf 
Farm for Sale. 
ereby offer for sale the very de- 
ruble small farm on which 1 
live. It is most pleasantly sit- 
1, contains thirty acres, is under 
cultivation and is well fenced 
-.\utered, and in all re.-pects con- 
venient. It has upon it first-class buildings in thor- 
ough repair, ami an engrafted orchard of bearing 
fruit trees. Call at office 2.5, Main Street, or on the 
premises at the intersection of tvhe Lincolnville and 
Little River roads in the south purt of this cit\. 
I. M. BOARDMAN 
Belfast. April 12, 1877. 4ltf 
CEO. F. EAMES, D.D.S., 
DENTIST, 
Emm/ H/7.Elm St., BECKSJS/]{J\ ME. 
42tf 
C. P. LOMBARD, 
DB3NTTIST 
Co/-//',-<'herd, it- S/ji'i in/ .s'/',, 11F L FA ST. 
44tf 
G. W. STODDARD, D.D.S. 
DENTIST. 
Hayford Block, Belfaot, Me. 
Office hours, s to 12 a. m., 1.2,0 to a i*. m. exami- 
nations and Consultations, l.:u* to r. \i. 
JOHN HOMEll, M. T). 
IMice 38 llaiu St. Hcsiilciicc, Cliurth St. 
BELFAST, MAINE 
\. B. — Particular attention given to Surt/eni and 
Female Diseases of long standing. 
tfc'lle may be found in bis office every Tuesday, 
Thursday and Saturday of each week, other days 
devoted to Surgical operations ami visiting patients 
residing in the country, etc. 1>:;4 
EMERY BOARDMAN, 
COUNSELLOR at LAW 
AND 
Notary Public, 
No. 23 Main Street, BELFAST. ME. 
April 4, 1877. 4< tf 
c i:. joitNso x 
attorney a,t Law, 
Telegraph Building, 28 Main St., Belfast, Me. 
4dtr All business entrusted to him will receive 
prompt attention. <;m4(>* 
American Htitel. 
Main Street, Belfast, Me. 
J. D TUCKER, Proprietor. 
Coaches to convey passengers to and from the cars 
and boats. 
Sample Booms free to guests. 
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the 
House. 
Belfast, Sept. 23,1875.—tfl3 
MEADOW KIAO MOWED 
Eye-Sight, Preserve It! 
Dr. C. B. Lighthill, 
Oculist and Aurist, 
Mansion House, Augusta, 
Ha- taken the Agency for Maim of the celebrated 
“*N L 1’LL’S C LTD A” Classes, the best artilicial aid 
for failing, weak, or otherwise defective Lye Sight. 
Price of Fine Spectacle or Eye-glass $2.50 
Will he sent on receipt of price to any address by 
mail, and a perfect lit guaranteed for live years. In 
ordering state age, and whether glasses’hud been 
used before, and if so, send one of vour old lenses if 
possible. Address Dr. C. B. LIdHTIi I LI., Mansion House, Augusta, .Me. 
Dr. Lighthill, who is well and favorably known in 
this State, for over Is years as a successful l'hvsician 
for the cure of Deafness, Blimlne-s and Catarrh, can 
be consulted on all diseases of the L\e, Lar, Throat 
and Lungs, personally, at the Mansion House, An 
gusta, Me. 4ttl 
SPECIAL. 
«.)/ U i DOZ. dents Hemmed Lim n llandker " chiefs, subject to -light imperfection-, 
from 10 cts. to the tinot tpialitv, less by the do/.eii. 
Considered bv every om* to be very cheap. 
t)rr doz. Ladies Linen 11 andkerchiefs, 4 for 25 cents. 
IK DOZ- Ladies Silk 11 andkerchiefs, onlv *5 9J cent- each. 
DOZ. HOSIERY, dents 7, 10, 15c. 
and up. Also, Ladies and Misses at very 
low prices. 
|| II ^  YDS. Lotion Ldging, only 'cents 
C1ALL and see that we huv no ordinary Stock to / oiler our customers. 
B. F. WELLS. 
NERVOUS DEBILITY. 
Vital weakness or depression : u weak ex 
huusted feeling, no energy or courage ; the result ot 
mental over-work, Indescretions or exces- 
ses, or some drain upon the system, is always cur- 
'd HUMPHREYS' HOMEOPA i HIC SPEC- 
IFIC No. 28. It tones up ami invigorates the sys- 
tem, dispels the gloom and despondency, imparts 
strength and energy,—stops the drain and rejuve 
nates the entire man. Been used twenty years with 
perfect success by thousands, Sold by dealers. 
Price, $1.00 per single vial, or $5.00 per package of 
five vials and $„\oo vial of powder. Sent by mail on 
receipt of price. Address HUMPHREYS’HOME- 
OPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY, 
lytfS 109 Fl'I/fOX ST, NEW YORK. 
For Sale in Belfast by W. O. Poor & Son 
and R. H. Moody. 
PROVIDENCE LINK.” 
New Route to New York, 
Fare S4. New York & Return $7. 
ONLY 42 MILKS OK RAIL. 
Steamboat Kxpress Train will leave Boston and 
Providence Railroad Station, daily (Sundays except- 
ed) at 0 P. M. Connect at Fox Point wharf, Provi- 
dence, with the Kntirely H«*m anil tla^niti- 
1*4* Ml 
STEAMER MASSACHUSETTS, 
and the well-known and popular 
STEAMER RHODE ISLAND. 
arriving in New York at 7 A. M. This is the only 
line affording a delightful sail ilirougli Hiarra- 
g-a ■•««*! t llay by daylight. 
Cm rami Promenade ('onrert every eve. 
nlng- liy 19. *1 H<*4*V4*n'o < «*lt*lM*aif«l 
iniericau Hand of l*rovi<l4*nr4*. 
ft'rei^lat train* l«*av«* at ‘i.llO S*. H. 
Mo iM44*l*IM4*4llat«* la tilling* l»4*t*%4*4*M 
■>roviil**n<«* anil Nea York. 
Freight trains leave at ‘i .JO P. M. 
Tickets and State Rooms can be secured at Com- 
pany’s office, :*I4 Washington, corner State street, 
and at Boston & Providence Railroad Station. 
.1. W. RICH ARDSON, Agent, Boston. 
A. A. FOLSOM, Sup’t. 1L & P. R. It. dn U* 
SUMMER 
MILLINERY! 
INI Its. It SHELDON 
HAS just returned from BOSTON where she has selected a NEW and FASHIONABLE lot of 
Summer Millinery, 
Including everything in the business. 
Ladies are invited to call and examine our Stock 
which cannot tail to give satisfaction. 
We sell as CHEAP, if not CHEAPER, than any 
Milliner in the city. 
09“Remember anil Give Us a Call.-('S' 
Mrs. R. Sheldon & Co. 
Belfast, June 14, 1877. fiotf 
J. Estoy & Co., Mason & Hamlin, 
Hew England, Goo. Woods & Co. 
ANY of the above standard instruments will 
be 
sold at prices that defy competition. Old in- 
struments tuken in exchange lor new 
4f$-Every instrument is fully warranted for live 
years. 
Also, Special Agent for the 
White, Singer and Domestic 
Sewing Machines. 
Any of the above first-class machines will be sold 
for $28.(0. Wanted, a few reliable agents. 
Call on or address, 
10w5l M. A. JACKSON, Freedom, Me. 
Nc. 4 Bulfmch St., Boston, 
Opposite Revere House.) 
TiiE Sl'IENTF, OK LIFE; 
Or, SELF-PRESERVATION. 
MOHK THAN ON M1LU»\ COPIERS LI). 
Gobi Medal Awarded to the Author by the 
“National Medical Association,” 
March 31st, 1876. 
JUST published by the PKABOD^ MhDICAL LNSTtn iK, a new edition of the celebrated ; 
medical work entitled the “M Ill.Wh OF LI IK; ! 
or, SLLF PKKSLK VATh >N.” It treats upon M \n 
Hoop, how lo.-t, how regained and perpetuated; 
euuse and cure or Kxhuust*-d Vitality, lmpot* utcy, 
Preinatur* Decline in Man, speruuitorrh.ea.or .Sent 
inal Losses nocturnal and diurnal Nervous uud 
Piiysical Debility, Hypochondria, Ulootny forebod- 
ings, Mental Depression, Lo<e of em-rgy, Haggard 
Counteiiuiice, Contusion ol Mind an.1 Lo<s or Mem- 
ory, Impure State of tin- Blood, and all diseases 
arising Irom the Kitcohs ok Mnmor the iudiscr* 
tious or excesses of mature y ears. 
it tells you all about the Morale <>» Generative 
Physiology, the Physiology of Marriage, of Wed- 
lock and Otis] ring, Physical Contrast.-, I he Morality, 
Empiricism. Perversion of Marriage, Conjugal Pr* 
cept and Friendlv C«»un«el, Physical Iiitirmitv, Its 
Causes and Cure, Relations Between the si x* 
Proofs of the Expansion of Vic*-, I he Mi'.-ri.- oi 
Imprudence, Ancient Ignoriuce and F.rrors, Means 
oi Cl I’.k, (.Tire of Body and Mind. I ni i. Pki.x* 
l*i l-'.s «»i- I’kk.ntmr.n Addre-- to Patients and In- 
valid Readers, Die Author's Principles. The price 
ot this book is only $1 on. 
This Book also contains More than Fifty 
Prescriptions for the above named and ! 
other diseases, each one worth more than 
the price of the L o k. 
Also, another valuable medical work treat ing ex- 
clusively on Ml'.NTAl. AND N KB VOl b 1 Mb K A >. 
KS; more than gOU r >yal octavo pages, twenty e!e 
gant engravings, bound insubstantial muslin. Price 
only Barely enough to pay for printing. 
1 be Book for young ami middle-aged men to 
readjust now, is the Science of Life, or Self Preser- 
vation. flu* author has returned from Kurope in 
excellent health, and is again the ( hit t ( oiisulting 
Physician of the Peabody Medical Institute, No. t 
Bultinch Street, Boston,’Mass.’’ Bopuhlicun .lour- 
lial. 
1 he Science of Life is bey ond all comparison the 
most extraordinary work on Phy 'iulogv v« r pub- 
lished.”— Boston Herald. 
‘•Mope nestled in the bottom of Pandora's box, 
and hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing 
of these valuable works, published bv the Peabodv 
Medical Institute, which are teaching thousand's 
how to avoid the maladies that sap the citadel ot 
life.”—Philadelphia Km purer. 
“It should be read by the young, the middle-aged 
and even the old."—New York Tribune. 
The first and only Medal ever conferred upon any 
Medical Man in t he country, as a recognition of skill 
and professional services, was presented to the au 
thor of these works, March Mist, 1 "7»i. The presen- 
tation was noticed at the time of its occurrence by 
the Boston Press, and the leading journals through- 
out the country. This magnificent Medal is of solid 
gold, set with more than one hundred India dia- 
monds of rare brilliancy 
“Altogether, in its execution and the richness ot 
its materials, am! size, this m decidedly the most 
noticeable medal ever struck in this eouufr\ for all- 
purpose whatever. It is wei) worth the inspection 
ot Numismatists, li was fairly won and worthily bestowed.”—Massaeliuse!ts Ploughman. .June -id 
1SIU 
6i*■'■Catalogue >. nt on receipt of no. for po-dage. 
Kit her of the above works sent by mail on re**, ij.t 
of price. Address l’KABODY M I.PK A L 1 N>11 
Tl’TK, No. 4 Bultinch bt., Boston, Ma-., opp. Be 
vere Mouse. 
N. B. The author can be consulted on the above 
named diseases, as well a-- all diseases reijuiring 
sk!1!, secrecy and experience. Olllc** hours, ** a. m. 
to (» l*. M. ly.‘{ 
Cathartic 
Fur all tin* |mr|wst's of a Familv IMivsic. 
(’ruiNfi 
IW ... .! 
... 
■' / I '.. I> 
/;,•••,/ //..<./■„ // 
■ .s-/;, /» 
/.'■/... 
< /■ y .■ 
I llinoi :i1111 >alt KIH'IIIII, U «»rin.-. (.out, .\ eui a lcia, 
as a Dinner Pill, and Purifv ing tin* Blood, are tin 
most congenial purgative yet perfected. Iheir el 
feels abundantly show how much they excel al! 
other Pills. They are safe and plea-ant |o take, hut 
powerful to cure, fie ) purge out tin hud humor- ! 
oi the blood ; they stimulate the -Inggi-h or disorder 
ed organs into action ; and they impart health and 
tom* to the whole being. I'ln y cure not only the 
every day complaint of every body, but formidable 
md dangerous disease-. Most skilful physicians, 
most eminent clergymen, ami our best ci i/en-, -end 
certificates of cures performed, ai d of great heuetit- 
derived from these Pills. I'hey are the -ufe-t and 
host physic for children, In can- •• mild a w* 11 a- el 
l'ectual. Being sugar routed, tin are ea-\ Intake, 
ai d being purely vegetable the' are entirely harm 
less. 
pim;pai:i;i> by 
Dr. J. C. AYTR &. CO., Loweli, Mass., 
Practical ami \nalytical Chemise, 
if ti Sold by all Druggists and Dealer-in Medicine ! 




Keen in general »m- for twenty years. 
Everywhere proved the most SAFE. 
simple, economic’ ii and 
medicine- know n. They are ju-t w hat 
the people wanT. saving time, money. 
sickness and suffering. I'.very sintrie 
speeitic the well tried prescript ion of 
an eminent physician. 
Nos. Cures. Cent- 
1. Fevers, Congestion, lni!nmm:ition-, 2'. 
2. Worms, Worm Fe\er. Worm ( v< 
3. C’rylilg-tloiie, or 7 eid'ning o! infants,. 25 
I. Diarrlura, or ('hi!clr*-n or Admit-, 2 
5. Dysentery, Griping, bilious Colic. 
ti. Cholera-Aiorhiis, Vomitiug.t:. 
7. Coughs, Colds, bronelii'i-, ... 25 
8. Neuralgia, Totdharlm. Fa-•■n«de\ v 
II. Headaches, Si.-k ll-ad.u ti Wriigo, 
in. Dyspepsia, biliotm Stomael:. 
11. Suppressed, or Painful iVnods c 
12. Whites, to.* o- i erioiii-.25 
13. Croup. Cough, lMfficult breathing V 
11. Sail illieimi, Ery-ipelas. Eruptions. 2.*. 
la. Ilheillliatlsni, kheuma o- I’ain**, 25 
l*>. Fever and Ague, chill 1-V\er, Ag ie-, hi 
17. Piles, blind or bleeding.5n 
18. 0|»la t list I ill > and Sort- or W» ak E ves. > 
1!». Catarrh, acute or chronir, lntlmi/i, an 
20. W lioopiiig-Cougii, violent coughs, ,V 
21. Asthma, oppressed breathing, 5t 
22. Ear lliseliarges, impaired h< arin \ 50 
23. Scrofula, enlarged gland-, Swriling-, V 
21. Ccncral Debility, Physical Weakness, fm 
25. Dropsy and scanty Secretion-. 50 
20. Sea-Sickness, sickness from riding, 5n 
27. liidney-Disease, Gravel, ... 5*i 
28. \er\ous Deliilily. Vital W«-nkm\«-, 1 no 
2li. sure Mont h. Canker,.5*1 
30. | rinary Wea kites*, wetting tie- bod, 50 
31. Painful Periods, oruitli Spasm-, 50 
32 Disease of Heart, palpitation-, etc. l no 
33. Epilepsey, Spasms. St. Vitn-' Dame, 1 on 
31. Diphtheria, ulcerated sore throat, 50 
35. Chrouie Congest ions and Eruptions, 50 
FAMILY CASES. 
Case, Morocco, wilh ahov,* I57» large vials and 
Manual of directions,.810.00 
Case Morocco, «>f *dt» largo ials ami Hook, 0.00 
These remedies art* sent. I>y I lie ease 
Mingle Imp; <ir vial, lo any part nt ilie 
emmiry, tree of eliarge, nn reeeiptnf 
price. Allures* 
ftl 11 inphrevs’ llnniennatlile kleilleine Co. 
Office anil Depot, New York. 
?or sale b) all Druggists. 
For Sale in Belfast by W. O. Poor & Son 
and R. H. Moody. 
ly,X | 
It contaius full descriptions of Southern Itu«-dii.Tiirl,< y, 
try I»t. Wreeee, \-l.i Minor, 'flic lloly i.nml, tic. 
Illustrated with SiiiO tine Kimntviti};s. Tin's is tin; mill/ 
complete History published oi the countries involved in ttie 
Russian-Turkisli War 
This nmml new work is the result of Recent and Exten- 
Rivc TittVel in ull the countries nnuo'd. It is u /nv and 
“timely book -the oxi y one on the mi jert—and ttio fu>t 
••t Hellinp one ever published. One Am lit -.-I ( ;»8 eopies 
the first 'Ini/; unother, I 8s in u another, t! I s in 
o itrtiniiis/ii/i. A-.'-iitu. don't tnisx th tin- very in- rcliim,,- 
t > III.ike liumi'V / in f/tr l<l.<t thr,. Now ,,r 
time. Send f.»r our Extra Terms to Amenta, nnd u full •!• 
t. riptiou of till-- trreatwm k and judire lm- ourselvi-. Ad,In s 
A. 1). Wuki uiN.iiuN t\» Publisher-,, Iiurtfoid. Conn- 
Patent Vulcanized 
Rubber Coated Pipe. 
rJpillS is u perfectly pure and healthy article tor 
WATER PIPES. 
By using this piping all risks of s toppage of supply 
l»y rust or poisoning by lead is reinotied. For -ale 
by A. D. FRENCH. 
Belfast. April:'., \s77. lull 
Babbitt Metal, 
For Machinery. 
C'lllOICF Babbitt, or Anti-Friction Metal, made j of the best Type Metal, and for sale in •pianti 
ties to suit Machinists, Millnien and others 
tf At the .JOFKNAL OFFK.’F, BFLFAtSI. 
SANFORD STEAMSHIP CO. 
-FOR- 
BOSTON AND LOWELL. 
Arrangements for the Season of 1877. 
Two Steamers on the Route. 
FOUK TRIPS PER WEEK. 
CAMBRIDGE. KATAHDIN, 
Capt. J P. Johnson, Capt. Wm. R. Roix, 
Will leave Belfast fur Boston everv Monday, Wed- 
nesday, Thursday and Saturdav. at o’clock 1*. M. 
Returning, will ieave Boston ev« ry Monday, Tuc* 
day, Thursday and Friday at 7>. '.o o'clock 1’. M. 
Fare to Boston, $2.50 
Lowell, 3.65 
New York, lnfc'Kagc cl»-ckt*d through 6.50 
All freight must he.accompanied by Bills of Lad 
ing in duplicate. Alt freight bills must be paid ol 
delivery of goods. D LAN’F, Agent. 
Belfast, June •*, ls.77. 
I N S I 1 » I 1, 1 N K 
< i< i.vi./■:<>)■: r/Mi■: /./■: i i ts« /;.i\</ot 
1877. SUMMER ARRANGEMENT. 1877. 
Bangor, Portland, Portsmouth, > ale in, i.vnn, 
Lowell, Lawr- iic*-, ilaverbill, Boston A New Turk. 
making elos« conm elicits with both the Kastern 
ami Bostou .s. .Maim Railroads, and arriving ju 
Bo'tou at *.* ho o’clock P. M in season to connect 
with the Shore Line Railroad for V w York, which 
leavt Bostou at lit o’clock P. M. 
t and alter MONDAY, June 11th, 
S T F A M F R 
City ot Richmond, 
( KILin Mash h, 
Will h ave Bangor ever'. Monday, Wednesday ami 
Friday mornings at ••'!" o'clock : touching at al! the 
usual Fundings on the River and Bay, arriv ing 11 
Portland at about 1 •' o’clock P. M connecting w it h 
both the 1 astern ami Bostou A Maine Railroad*, 
which !• ave 1'oR f|. \ \ D at < I M and arriv i lo- 
in BO>Tn\ about 0 I*. M a st-a-mi to I'onm-i 
with the Shor* Fim Ra.l:-<ei.l, v\ hich h-avr* Bo*t,u 
at In o'clock 1- M. t.u N W T t »R1\ 
Pas.-enger* ficlo-o d through to Bostou ami New 
York. 
net timing l. v. Kni'road \\ hart, toot ul ''t it. 
Street. Portland, same rv. ning, at 1<» o'clock, or 
arrival of Fxpress Train ma r tin- Boston & Man.. 
Railroad, which leaves Boston at »ix o’clock I'. M 
*■#-Passengers can take ati> of the earlier I'rain- 
from Boston over either of the above Railroad'. 
GOING WEST. 
N P*. •*( it\of Richmond" also comiert' with 1 
Portland Boston Steamers, which leave Portland 
at seven o’clock P. M. Pa-'cngers Ticketed through 
Pan*, SI Ml less than bv Boat and Rail. 
< VRl > PA T 1FRSt ».\, Agent tor Bella-i 
Bellas!, dune 14, 1>77. 
FOR MT. DESERT & MACHIAS. 
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT 
TWO TRIPS PER WEEK 
X z*. 
The Steamer IT Pltl> < apt. !>«**• rLiiu 
w ill h ave Railroad W hard, e\ rv I nexlav and 1: 
day 1.venings at ’.1 o’clock, or on tic arrival of :!• 
7'in o’clock Pullman I rani for P.o'ton over th. 
Pastern Rail Road for Rockland, Castim Peer l»h 
Sedgwick, Southwest an I Bar Harbor', Mt. p. c 
Milibridge, dom-spnrt and Machiasj.or! 
Returning—la a\.• M u l.ia'port every Monday an 
Thursday Morning.' at 4 do o’clock, touching as al>..v. 
arriving in Portland same night, connecting w,< 
Pullman Train and earlv morning ti ns foi Bos 
and the West. 
For further particulars inquire of 
11 P< >. P. PA A lien. I ieket Agt. 
Railroad Wharf. 
P. ('L'sUlXi•, Assistant Manager. 
Belfast. Castine. Brocksville & Islcsboro. 
\i \\ sn:\MER 
W8AY QUEEN 
V: 11 * t. !KKI> \. (,I L.WORK, 
*' hi run uu’ii nuiier nonce, a* Uulosvs Leas. 
Mrookss illr tor Colins' on Mm.das ami Thursday 
7 o’clock A M ast ine 7 : la and I -deshoro at s o’clock 
al-o Monday at 4 ,.‘a> 1*. M Castine at » C M. 
Monday-> tin- >te liner will make a round trip, 1* 
ing lirooksvilh-at 7 o’clock A. M and li.-na-t at 
1’. M touching at Castine and ldeahoro each svm 
RETURNING, 
l eas III Hast, Sanford Wharf, lor Hrpoksvillr 
•Monda s' al :'to | \|. Wedue-das, Kiidas and Sa’ 
unlay it A. M., toiichiag at < ustim and Nloshoio 
I' rid a1 tin >! a 111 sv ill make a round trip, !* e 
mg It.-liad .11 '» A. M refumiug ttie same das 
1 ’a "i-iigei connect \s 11 h T.oMon If < »alM going \\ 
Glendas and riiursd.iy, going T.u-l Widm -das, I 
das a ml Sa! urda 
sti in. Ie;t.»— .-*anford W11 trl' VVe.lm -d.t>, li 
das ami and Sat urda s at' A. M., mas las ovt-r unc 
10 A. M nr late arris al oi Uoat s or Id cur -ions. 
il \N M. 15. SU AN, Agent. 
Maine Central Railroad. 
Summer Arrangement. 
ON an latter Monday, ho 
_T' -'‘ '■£;-gg^ a. in I'.rooks ." riiorndik’ 
r.'i", l nits, >.od, arriving at lHirnhaui at i'.d a in. 
la*ave I’.i ll'a«t ar •"» ;o p.ui., 15rook-, 4 "7, riiorndik- 
1.1». I nil s ...on, arris ing at Curnham at f> do p m 
Ketiirniiig l.use I’.uruham al a. m, 1 mt 
riiorndike. >, Itrooks, to. arriving at l!< 
t.a-t at lo 7.7. a. m. 
I.eave iiuruhaiu a! I p in., 1 ni's.'-l.*, I'h.-r 
dike, 7. Itne.k', i'< arriving at 15. Hast 7. ;o p 
These Iraiiu Connect a! Iturnliam with Cortland 
I’ostou and 15.ingor Trains. 
C.elTa-i, dune ! I. Is; 7. 
Grocery Wagons for Sale. 
nbscriher oiler* 
:t I FI \ I M W 
:it» 1 liriictl 
W agon al.'U :i iiuinlii l' o! int i.n. riding vv a 
goim. » .ill at ms 'hop u \V i-hington -trcet.oj, 
po-ite tin .a- W ..i k. lll<>> < \ \ N () \ 
Iilast, \pnl ! », !-. an» 
Notice of Foreclosure. 
\ \r MI.KI. \s. IVhg Vapl. of I'orflaml in th- > > t onni\ ot Cumberland, bv lim mortg ige .1. 
dated April ’.nth, 1 *- T • •, ami nronlnl in tin Wald< 
Count) I V«' o i .»ry ot I In !-, Kook 1I’age eon 
ven d to A. I*, i'dauchnrd of Krooklyu, in the Mat* 
ot New N oi k, in mortgage, a c» rtain pare. 1 of laml 
with the buildings thereon standing, situate iii Stock 
ton, i a the County of W a Ido, am I boll mb d a- follow 
to wit Kegiunii in t ie north lim- ot the count 
load in line of laml of Fnoeli Maples, theme westei 
i V l>) -aid road tW< at v Ii e roils t o a 't ake a mi -tom*' 
thence north J7 dcgi <■*' w e>t on. ’hundred ami -e\ 
eiileeu amt one half rod* to a "take; thence norl'i 
:*• decree.- east, eighteen rod- to ,i -lake ami -torn 
them e north 71 degn < ea-t, list* • n rods to a -tak. 
and stones ; t lienee ..lit Ii \ degn e- ea-t. bv l.m 
of saitt I.noch >tup!e', one hundred amitueiit s ami 
om- half rods to the place ot beginning, contain.;., 
twenty acres in -n* or less. Am! whereas said A l’ 
Klanciiard on tin 1‘dth .la) ot dune, 1-77, as-igm 
-aid mortgage, I lie real state therein d< -rnh« 1 
tile del >t t lorebv secured, to im, I .li/ab-th I > I! la ml. 
aid ot '.ml Krooklyu. Amt win ■. as tlo-comtuion- 
oi -aid mortgage have In rn broken now there!.>i. 
I hereby give public mu ice t hat bv reason thert- 
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage according’, 
the provision- of tin- statute in such c.a-e m l- i, 
provided i.i.i/. vm.m i». i;t am ii \i:t» 
r.s W'l. It. Fe..l I K, In All 
Itelfast. dum :;, 1>77. tw.Vj 
PATENTS. 
FL. HI. EDDY. 
No. 76 State St., opposite Kilby St Boston 
Secure- I‘at elds in the Cuited state -. ul-n in (.ri.t! 
Kritain, France and other foreign couutrii < ‘opi. 
of the claims of any 1‘atent turni-lied by remitting 
one dollar. V-'igumrtits recorded at Wa-hingt ■-n 
Vo ,"111/ i ii th' t'lii/'i/ Stilt'.: ni'.iSi .<>, .s ,S ll/I. n. 
fa.-it it i. S fir al't.i i II I,./ /‘at. nf* a sr, rtiriinia/ ! 
/Hiti ntahilitu tf inn utians. 
K. II. Fl»l>A Soiict.or of 1‘atent.-. 
ri.sl'tMoNl M s. 
“I regard Mr Mddy as one of tile < .//><;/ '■ u 
sir > > s.<fn/ practitioners with whom l have hud oth 
cial intercourse. CHAS. MASON, 
Commissioner of Patents.” 
‘•Inventors cannot employ a person more tni-t 
worths «»r more capaldeol curing for them an al ly 
and favorable c.msideration at the Patent Office. 
KL>M l N'D III ItK K, late Com. ot Patents.' 
Ito.sl'iiN, Krtoher 1*7'' 
It. II i:iH»Y, Ks',i Hear sir you procured f. 
me, in islo, my tirst patent. >ince then \mi huv« 
acted for and u.h i*ed me in hundreds of case-., ..i,. 1 
procured many patents, reissues ami extensions. I 
have invasion ally employ ed the best agencies in N* w 
y ork, Philadelphia ami Washington, hut I -tillgii) 
you almost the whole of my business, in vour iin> 
and advise others to employ you. 
Yours truly, tiFOItCF HKAPF.H. 
Boston, .lan’y l, 1S77—lyr*J7. 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
HA Y I: ItKMnV K.lkto their new Banking Hoom in Custom House s.pian are prepared to re 
• ive deposits, placing the same on interest on the 
lirst days of dune, duly, August ami September, and 
1 feccinber, danuury, February ami March. Interest 
neiug computed on same, the first Mondays of dune 
itid December. 
Deposits received daily, except on Sundays and 
Legal Holidays,) from ‘.'to 1 J A. M.,and : to-I P. M 
Saturdays Bank closes at 1~, noon, 
loll n II. Q* m n Y I reas ASA FAl NCK, Brest. 
Belfast dullest h ls;t. If 
Salt for Siilo. 
The undersigned offer for sale a cargo of white 
Liverpool Salt, together with Fishing Outfits, Fi-h 
Barrel-, X-c. Also all kin.Is of Fish bought and sold 
at their place at Camden Harbor, Maine. 
dA-MI'.S Pin K & SONS, 
c vmim'.n, dune ft, 1*77. tiwty* 
PROBATE NOTICES. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the County id' Waldo, on the second l uesday ol 
.lune, A I * Is77. 
I Si. PARTK11 MiK, Administratorof the estate J* of c. s Fletcher, late of Stockton, in said 
I'ounty of Waldo, deceased, having presented the 
linal account of said Fletcher as F.xecutor of the 
•state ot Jeremiah Braun, late of said Stockton, do 
leased. 
Ordered, That the said Partridge give notice 
o all persons interested by causing a copy of this 
>rder to be published three weeks successiv ely in t he 
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they 
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel- 
ast, within and for said County, on the second Tues- 
luy of July next, and shew cause if any they 
lave, why the same should not he allowed. 
PHILO II KBS FA Judge. 
A true copy. Attest —B. P. Fo ld, Register. 
